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INTRODUCTION.

Is marginal utility a measurable t hing or is it not? Much
metaphysical and confused discussion took place a round t his
question a gener at ion or two ago and even today we witness
some belated echoes of this discussion, showing how surprisingly
long a time it has t aken for this part of economic theory to be
penetra ted by t he constructive and rigorous thinking that long
ago carne to domin at e in the natural sciences and which is on
of the ch ief factors of true progress in any science.
Dupuit and t h e economists of t he A ustria n School based
mu ch of their reasoning on the notion of u tility conceived in a
more or less quantitative fashion. But Jevons is probab ly t he first
who discussed to any extent the q uestion of statistical measure
ments of utility. His an alysis is highly interest ing from several
points of view. H owever, his discussion of the logical background
of the quantitative definition of utility did not penetrate very
d eeply . And besides, he never got so far as to elaborate a p ract
ical method of a ctually carrying the utili ty measurement through.
The real pioneer work in the field was done by Irving F isher.
H is doctoral dissertation published in r892 is a vigorous a ttempt
a t in troducing a new spirit into the discussions of value. H e
says : "The truth is. most p ersons, not excepting professed
conomists, ar e satisfied with very hazy notions. How few
scholars of the literary and hist orical t ype retain from t heir
study of m echanics an adequate notion of forc e! Muscular ex
p erience supplies a concrete a nd practical conception but gives
no inkling of t h e complicated depen dence on space, time, and
m ass. Only p atient mathematical arJalysis can do that. This
natural aversion to elaborate and intrica te analysis exists in
Economics and especially in the theory of v alue. The very
foun dations of th e subj ect require new analysis and definition ."
The most importan t part of Fisher's dissertation was p rob
ably his attempt t o give a rigorous a nd quantitative definition
of utility . Although Fisher does not use the expression " theory
of choice," h e is :really the foundel- of t his theory; the m a in ideas
F r i s c 1':
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of the theory of. choice a t leas t in t h eir static formulation are
actually contain ed in F isher 's dissertation. H e discusses, for
inst ance, specifically t he amount of indeterminateness t hat at
laches to the tota l utility {unction.
Later Pareto developed these ideas more extensively. It
is true that Pareto somewhat changed t he emph asis . He took
great pains to p oint out the ~undament al difference wh ich he
claimed should exist bet ween t he marginal utility approach and
his own approach. However, one who likes t o see the organic
connection b etween the ideas of various epochs, will consider
Pareto's approach rather as an attempt at elaborating th
marginal utility theory in a more precise fashion than as an
attempt at dev eloping a new theory in opposition to the utility
theory. What Pareto called ophelimitc is the same as what
Fisher called utility.
Besides the abstract speculations on utilit y definition given
in h is dissertation, Fisher also developed a method of actu ally
carrying the utility measurement through by u tilizing statistical
data . His aim \'i"as not only to give a logical proof of t he meas
urability of utility but also to giv e a more practical and decisive
proof: that of a ctually measuring utility . Unfortunately, this
method was not published until much later. It first appeare d
in print in "A Statistical Method for Measuring 'Marginal Utility'
and Testing the Justice of a Progressive Income Tax" (Economic
Essays Contributed in Honor of John B ates Clark, :L92 7)· Long
before that time Fisher had, however, developed t his met hod in
his courses at Yale UniveI sity. A mimeographed statement of
the method had also been privately circulated. The reason for
not releasing a pTinted statement of the method at an earlier
stage was, as Fisher him self explains in a circular letter enclosed
with the reprints of "A Statistical Method ...," that he wanted
to be able to give at the same time plausible results of actual
m easurements. And the r esults he had obtained so far were
n ot satisfactory.
I approached the problem of utility measurement in 19 2 3
during a stay in P aris. ThcTe \vere three objects which I h a d
in v iew :
(1) To point out the choice axioms that are implied when
we think of utility as a quantity, a nd to define utility in a rigoTOus
way by starting from a certain set of such axioms;
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(2) To develop a method of mea suring u tility statistically.
(3) To a pply t he m et hod to actual data.
Th e results of my study along these lines are contained in
a p aper "Sur u n Probleme d 'Economie Pure, " published in the
Series Norsk Matematisk F orenings Skrifter, Serie I, Nr. 16,
19 26 . In this paper , the axiomatics are wOIked out so far as
t he st a tic u tilit y C011cep t is concerned. The m eth od of measure
ment developed is t he m e t hod 0 f i s 0 qu a n t s, which
is a lso outlined in Section 4 below. The statistical data to
which the method was a pplied were sales and price statistics
collected by the " Union des Cooperateurs P arisiens". From these
data r constructed what I believe can be considered th e marg
inal utilit y curve of money for t he "average" member of the
group of people forming the customers of the union. To my
knowledge, this is the first marginal utility curve of money
ever pubEshed.
An essential feature of the results obtained was that the
i 1 e x i b iI i t Y of the curve was neg a t i v e (in conformity
with t he hypothesis of the decreasing marginal utility). F urther
more t he flexibilit y proved t o be d ec r ea sin gin a b 
so l ute m ag nit u d e as the income increascd. (Approxim
tely, we m ay define the flexibility of the marginal utility curve
of money as the ratio between a small percentage change in
m argin al u t ility and the couesponding percentage change in
income. For a full definition see formula (2. 14) below.)
Furthermore, for the i ncome range included in the material
at my disposal , t he absolute magnit ude of t h e flexibility proved
to be I a r g e r t h a n II n it y. In a paper (in ~orwegian)
in Statsakonomik Tidsskrift, Oslo, 1926, I put forward the
hypothesis th at the situation with respect to th e money flexibility
would probably be different in the United States, the flexibilit y
here being less t han unity over the incom e interval represented
by th e ordinary working man.
In t his work on utility measurement I had been much
stimulated by the Shldy of F isher's doctoral dissertation, b ut
I did not know of his measurement method which, as m entioned
above, was printed after my own paper. The fact is, also, that
Fisher's method and my isoquan t method are rather different
in charactcr. F isher considcrs the money utility (that is, the
marginal utility of money) as dependent on th e entire price
1*
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situation. Tlus mea ns that his money ut ility curve TImst be
conceived of as holding good only for a given price situation.
In other words, if e designates the nominal income measured in
dollars p er unit of time (which is equal to the sum spent when
n o saving takes place), and PI' P2 ... Pn are the prices of t h e
various commodities, then F isher conceives of the m oney utility
(J) as a function

(I. I)
(I,)
= w(e; PI' P2 . .. Pn)
of the v ariables e, PI' P2 ... Pn' This function can be represented
by a one-dimensional curve in (w, e) cOOTdinat es if all t he indi
vidual prices PI' P2 .. . Pn are constant.
I start ed from a different assumption , namely, t hat the
influenc e of price changes can, as a first approximation, be
a dequately taken account of by introducing only 0 11 e variable
b esides the income, namely. the price of living P . That is t o
sa y, I studied the money utility w as a function
(r. 2)

W

= w(e, P)

of the two variables e and P . Th e idea of considering t he marginal
utility of money as a function of these two variables was sug
gested to me by the study of P rofessor L. V . Birck's notion of
a "general commodity" developed in his book " Lreren om Gnense
vrerdien" 1.
I u se deliberately the expression "price of Ii ving" fOT P
instead of " cost of living". The Ia tier is a n ambiguous t erm.
Sometimes it is used in the true sense of a p I' ice of living
and sometimes in the sense of an c x p e n d i t u r e for living.
The notion of expenditure is something that depends both on
the price of living a nd a lso on whether the consumption is main
tained at a high or low level. In a ny approach to the utility
measurement, it is e:3sent ial to keep these t wo notions quite
distinct.
If we adopt the assumption (I. 2) , it follows, as will be shown
presently, t hat we must have

(I. 3)

w(/?, P) = ; w (~)

"Where w(e) = w(e, r) is t he fun ct ion of a single variable t hat
expresses how the money utility varies with t he income when
1

English edition: "The Theory of 1\farginal V alue", L ondon, '922 .
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the price of living is equal to I. In ot h er words, instead of stu dying
the function of two variables w(r , P) we can study th e function
f one v ariable w(e). This is one of t he fundam ental facts on
which t h e isoquant method of utilit y measurement was based.
It is obvious tha t the assumption (I. 2) underlying the
isOqUallt metl10d is not as general as Fisher's assumption (r. r ),
b ut (I. 2) seems to b e rather plausible as a first approximation,
and it has the great advantage of opening up new important
p ossibilities of actual measurement. If we adopt this assumption,
th e observations relating to d i ff e r e n t 1) r i c e sit u a _
t i on s may be u tilized to determine points on t he sam e
11 t i l i t Y cur v e. F luctuations of t he price of living are, so
to speak , tran sforme d into fluctu ations of the real income.
Therefore, violent a nd fre quent price fluctuations do not destroy
the possibility of ut ilizing the material for utiU ty measurements.
On t he contrary, su ch flu ctuations are to b e welcomed, since
they ten d to produce the necessary spread in real income r e
presented by t he material at han.d. In F isher's met hod we must
h ave a series of data referring to the same price situation , a nd
t his will, of course, considerably limit the possibility of actually
obtaining adequate data.
Thel"e is a lso anoth er important differen ce. The isoquant
method involves only one commodity of comparison (for in
stance, foo d) while Fish er's method involves data for two such
commodities (lor instance. ' food and clothing). This is also a
practical a dvantage of t he isoquant meth od. In pract ice it is
often difficult to obtain comparable data for several commo
dities.
On the other hand, if it were possible t o obtain the necessary
data, F isher 's method would be t he most general. If it wen"
possible t o carry significant measurements through by ills method,
we would be able to verify whet her or not t h e special assumptions
underlying tbe isoquant method are valid.
F rom the beginning of 1930 I was, through Fisher's in
itiative, invited as a Visi ting Professor at Yale University , and
naturally there grew up a co-operation between us in an attempt
to push the study of utility measurement further. The f irst
thing we t ried to do was to apply Fisher's method and the iso
quant method t o American material. vVe did not succeed, and
for a surprising Teason. The difficulty came where we least
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expect ed it, namely, from a lack of a dequate price data. The
U n ited States B udget Stu dy of I 9 18-19 f urnished excellent
material on foo d exp enditure and also on some other expenditure
groups. But we were unable t e sec ur c reliable data by which
t o make the g c og r a p h i cal price comp arisons n eeded in
our study . There exist of course plenty of t ime series material
on prices for each of the various localities, but that kind of
price comparisons between different locali ties at a given moment
of tim e which we needed, were lacking. So our work slowed
dow]1, more or less, and we were contemplating confining our
selves to \VYiting up a survey of the problem and its sett ing.
However, I could not get the problem off my mind, and
struggling further with it , a n ew jdea gradually took form. Was
it possible to d e t e r m in e the lacking price indexes from
the budget data themselves ? At first sight, the idea seems
absurd, since the budget material only contains e x p e D. d i 
t u r e d a t a and no information about prices at a ll. On closer
examination, however, the idea proved sound, both theoretically
and in practice.
The method which grew out of this is the method of trans
la tion expounded in Section 6 below. The application of this
method to actual United States data is described in Section 7 .
The work of Section 7 was made possible through the en
couragement and generosity of Professor Fisher, ·who has liberally
put at my disposal clerical assistance lor computation, drafting
and oth er work in this connection and wh o b as follmved t he
progress of t he work with the greatest int erest. For all this I
want to express my sincere thanks.
In ordcr to give as clear a picture as possible of the nature
of the procedure involved in the translation method, I have
found it desirable not to start with a discu ssion of the most
general formulae but rather to start with a brief explanation
of t he surface of consumpti on and th e use which was mad
of this surface in my first approach (t he isoquant method).
From this I then proceed by steps until I reach t he m ethod
of translation and finally the geneTal flexibility equation. T his
latter equation, discussed in Section 8, is a tool of a still more
general nature than the method of translation.
The point of view in t he present study is entirely static.
A first approach to the dynamic problem of utility was made
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in my p aper " St atikk og Dynamikk i den okonomiske Teori" 1 .
A furt her elaboration in this direction with p articular reference
t o the problem 01 giving a rigorous quan titative defin ition of
utility applicable not only in t he static but also in a dynamic
approach, will be published shortly in the transaction of the
Norwegian Academy of Science.
In Sections 9-12 of the p resent monograp h I study cer tain
questions for which th e notion of money flexibility and its
numerical determination are particularly important.
1 ~atio nalOkonomisk

Tidsskrift, Kbbvu., 1929, pp. 3 21 -379.
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2.

MONEY UTILI TY AND COMMODITY UTILITY.

Let us consider a certain well defined, physically measurabl
commodity such as, for instance, sugar. F urther more, let us
consider an individual t hat consumes a certain quantity x of
this commodity p er unit of t ime. For r easons which will pre
sently become obvious, we m ay look upon the commodity con
sidered as a c o m mod i t Y 0 f com p a r is 0 n . F or brevit y
of expression, I sh all often in the following speak of " sugar"
instead of using the more general expression "commodi ty of
comp arison." F r equen tly, I shall call x the " sugar consumption "
(of the individual considered) . I sh all r efer to a ph ysical un it
of the commodity of comparison as a "pound," and so on.
Sometimes I shall use " food" instead of " sugar" . H owever ,
the argument is per fect ly general and applies to any commodit y
of comparison.
I sh all not here enter upon any lengthy discussion regarding
t he possibility of giving a rigorous and quantitative definition
of the notion of marginal utility of the commodity of comparison.
In this regard the reader is refened to Professor Fisher's "Mathe
matical I nvestigations, " t o my paper " Sur un probleme d 'ecoll
omie pure, " and to the fortJlcoming paper in the transactions
of The Norwegian Academy . H ere I shall only draw attent ion
to the fact tha t t he marginal utility of the commodity of com
parison may be defined in two ways, either as a u t iIi t y
me a s u r e d p er p 0 un d OT as a u t ility ill e a s u r e d
p e r do l l aT s W 0 r t h of the commodit y. I shall first con
sider th(~ marginal utility measured per pound.
The marginal utility measured per pound ~~ will depend
on the magnitude of t h e consumption per year x . Conceivably
it rn ay depend also on other th ings, b ut these cases we shall
not consider here. In oth er words, we assume t hat u is a function
of x alone and we write it
~, = 'It(x)
(2. r )
This assumption involves am ongst others that the commodity
of comparison is independent o f other goods.
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It should be noticed that in (2 . r) 1( is use d in 1"\\'0 different
meanings. I n the left member u stands for a m ag n i t u de ,
and in the right memb er it stands for a f 11 n c t i 0 11 S i g n .
We might have used a different letter , say j , for this funct ion
sign. Th at is, we might h ave written (2. r) in the form it = J(x).
But in view of t he great n umber of symbols needed when t he
marginal ut ility theory is to be i ncorporated in a general equi
librium t heory, it seems advisable 1.0 economize as much as
possible in t h e use of different letters. F urthermore, there is
a great memotechnical advantage in using th E' same letter for
a certain magnitude and for the function tha t expresses how
this magnitude depends on some oth er magn itude (or magni
tudes). \Ve could, of course, use small letters for the magnitudes
and capital letters for the corresponding function signs, that
is, we could have written (2. r ) in the form 'bt = U(x). B ut t his
LC; not advisable because it is v ery convenient to u se ille capit a l
letters to designate certain quantities that arise out of an int e 
g ra t io n of t.h e quantities designated by the corresponding
small letters. This principle of notation is particularly convenient
in many parts of the d)mamic theory. I have, therefore, found
it advisable to use the notation expressed in (2. r).
Let p be the price of sugar (or of any other commodity of
comparison) , and let ~ = xp be the expenditure in dollars per
unit of t ime for this commodity. Introducing the n otions of
price and expenditure, we may consider also another marginal
utilit y concept in connection with the sugar, namely, the mar
ginal u tility It measured per doll a r's W 0 r t ho f s u g a r.
I n Paret o's t erminology, ,i(. is the "ophClimit e ponderee ." The
distinction between 1,(, and !-I' is not a distinction between th e
ut ili ty of a quantity b 0 ugh t and the utility of a quantity
act u a 11 yeo n su m e d. All t he way through th e present
nalysis we assume that the sugar quantit y which the individual
b uys p er unit of time is equal t o th e sugar consumption per
li t of time so that t bcTe is no stock on hand of which to take
aCcOWlt. T h e only difference bet ween 'It an d ,/)' is t hat l' is meas
ured per a unit which is p tim es smaller than th e unit per which
ft is measured. We therefore :simply have

(2.2)

u =

,u p

The formula (2. 2) does n o t mean that we determine the

-
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t otal utili ty of an exp enditure of p dollars by multiplying IA
by p, l' is in deed not the total utility 0 f P dollars b ut t he
marginal utility measured per that quantity which can b e
b ought for p dollars. T he point may p erhaps be made clear by
an illustr at ion: If it is true that a t a certain moment of tim
a train m oves at a speed of 20 met ers per second, it is equally
true t hat at that moment of time it moves with a speed of
7 2 ,000 met ers per hour. It may well be that a n hour is so long
an interval that \\'e cannot assume the train t o be moving "with
the same speed over such an interval, so that it would not be
correct - even approximately - to say that t h e distance cov
ered in one hour is 7 2 , 000 meters. B ut that is a different question ;
i t has nothing to do with the fact that we may at a given moment
of time express the speed just as \yell per hour a s p e r second .
And the speed measured per hour is simply equal to 3600 times
the speed measured p er second. This seems to be a trivial r emark
but it is necessary to make it because a lack of un derstanding
of this point sometimes has given rise to erroneous obj ections
against that kind of marginal utility reasoning that is expressed
by a formula like (2 . 2). The static equilibrium condition in
t he exchange of t wo (or several) commodities will al"ways b e
expressed by sta ting that the marginal utility of th e first com
modity is equal to the marginal utility of t.he second commodity
times t he exchan ge ratio between th e t wo commodities. Such
a condition holds good regardless of whether or not one of those
units per which the marginal utility is expressed m ay be looked
upon as an infinitesimal incremen t in this connection. The
condition that the m arginal increment analysis shall b e a p
plicable is not that t he unit p er which marginal utility is ex
pressed, m ay be considered as "small" in the par ticular problem
at h and, but that there actually exist a possibility of making
" small" transactions in t he field considered.
Neith er in the case of -u nor in the case of ,u has th
utilit y the denomination per unit of time. In both cases is t he
marginal utility considered a s a utility per an absolute unit;
t~ h as not the denominat ion utility per pound p er u nit t ime
but simply the denomination utility p er pound; and l' has not
the denomination utility per dollar 's worth per unit of time,
but simply the denomination utility per dollar's worth_ As we
have seen, U d e pen d s on a magnitude measured in pound s

II



depends on
pel: unit of time, and "we shall presently see t hat
a magnitude which is m easured in dollar's worth per unit of
time, but t hat is a different question.
T he marginal utility of sugar measured per dollar's wor th p.,
evidently depends on t wo variables, nam ely ~ and p. "Ve might
write it:
(~.

3)

P)

fl = fl(~,

ill particular, let us consider the function II which is obtained
when the price p is put equal to unit y . In t his case , we get a
function !-l(~, I ) of a single var iable, Bu t this function ", (~, I )
that expresses how the sugar utility measured p er dollar's 'North
varies with the sugar expenditure when the sugar price is equal
to unity is obviously nothing else than t h e function that ex 
p resses how th e sugar utility measured per pound varies with
the sugar consumption . That is to say, we h ave
(2·4)

u(~) =

fl(~,

I)

This we can, of course, also \\Tite

(2. 5)

lI(X )

=

,u(x, I)

F rom an a lgebraic point of vie''\", there is, no di fference at all
between these two formulae, since the formulae only define
a connection between two functions, so that the meaning of
the formula does not depend at all on which letter is used to
designate the va riable involved, whetheT ~, x or some oth er lettE'I.
There arises a slight difference b et ween the t wo formulae only
if we a ttach to x and ~ resp ectively the economic significance
of a p 0 u n d - qua n tit Y (per year) and ado 11 a r - val u e
(per year) . But even in that case we see that (2.4) and (2 . 5)
represent fmldament a11y th e same thing: When the price is
q ual t o unity, the expen diture ~ is indeed equal to the quantity
consumed x.
If the price p is not equal to unity there still exists a rela
t ion b etween the function s J1, and 11., n amely t h e following:
(2, 6)

Ill(~, P) = ~ u (~)

This for m ula follo'ws from (2. 2) . In fact, when we compare ,/),
and u we a ssume, of course, t hat the expenditure ~ on which il),
depends is j ust that expen diture which corresponds to the
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physical consumption .'\: on which
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depends. That is, we have

!:

x = .':.: Consequen tly, if p(~ , p) is the fu nction that expresses

p

how the marginal u tility of sugar measured per d ollar's worth
depends on sugar expenditure and sugar price, and if H(X ) is
t he fun ction that expresses how the marginal u tility of sugar
measured p er pound depends on the sugar quantit y , we must
by (2 .2) have the r elation expressed in (2.6).
It is also possible to approach the formula (2. 6) fro m a
diUer ent angle. Let us start by considering the marginal utilit y
of the sugar expenditure, that is, the marginal utility of sugar
measured per dollar's worth, as a function p(!;, P) of the two
variables ~ and p. Then it is easy to see that this function must
be of a particular ki...T)d. It must satisfy the following propor
tionality equation
(2. 7)
J.,u().~, J..P) = p (!;, P)
where I. is an arbitrary positive factor. This equation simply
expresses the fact that if the sugar price is doubled (tripled.
etc.) and at the same time the sugar ex penditure is doubled
(t ripled, etc.) so that the consumption measured in pounds
remains the same, then the marginal utility of sugar measured
per dollar's worth must be reduced to ~ , (1~ , etc .). But (2 . 7)
is only another \-vay of expressing the relation (2. 6). It is easy
to see that (2. 6) may be derived from (2 . 7) and vice versa.
I n fact, if (2. 6) is fulfilled we have

J.,u(;'~, J.P) =

.A. . J.~

I~ (~~) = ~ 11 (~) = Il(~, P)

Conversely, if (2. 7) is fulfille d, we simply h ave to put "
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measured per dollar's worth of sugar, and measured per pound
of sugar, we now consider t wo notions of marginal money u tility,
namely, t he marginal utility of money measured per dollar and
measured p er unit of real purchasing po\\'er. The first notion
we shall designate (I) and the second w, in analogy with th ~
notation ,It and u used fo r the special commodity. wand w will
be called respectively the nom ina 1 money utility and the
r e a 1 (deflat ed) money utility . Both notions we shall refer to
under the general designation money utility.
Ne ither OJ nor w hets the denomination "pL unit of time."
They are not defined as utility pr. inc 0 m e u nit (nominal
r real) but as ut ility pr. unit of a b sol ut e m 0 n e y s u m
(nom inal or real) . That is why I have called these notions money
utility rather t han income utility. \Ve shall presently see that
w and w d e pe n d on the income (measured pr. u nit of time)
but that is a different question. Conceivably we may look upon
w and w as depending also on the cash balance carried by the
individual, or b etter on the amount of capital funds owned by
him. The presence of such funds is a security element for the
future and may therefore influence the present magnitude of
the money utility . This question has an obvious connection
with the question of saving. In the present study we shall, how
ever, not go into a discussio n of this.
Since the only difference b etween wand w is that w is a
utility measured per a unit, that is P times as large as the unit
per which (J) is measured, we must have
(2.8)

'W

wP

I

p

and use (2. 5) in order to get (2. 6).
vVe shall now see how th e marginal utility of m 0 n e y
may be subject to a similar analysis. The nominal income e is
analogous to the sugar expenditure per year ~ and the deflat ed
income r = e/P (P being the price of living) is analogous t o
t he physical sugar consumption per year, x . The only difference
is that (! and r have reference t o the general commodity which
we call income, while ~ and x h ave reference to a special com
modity.
Just as we considered t wo notions of marginal utility for
t he special commodity sugar, namely, the marginal sugar utility

This formula is analogous t o (2. 2). Also in connection with (2. 8)

it will t herefore b e well to warn against t hat kind of misunder
standing which was mentioned in connection with (2. 2).
In 3J1 analysis of the money utility where we do not study
the effect of p rice variation but assume that the prices are con
stant, the distinction between nominal and deflated money
utility is u nessential. In thi s case we only need one single notion :
that of money utilit.y. But when we introduce changes in the
price system, t he distinct ion bet\\" een nominal and deflat ed
money u tility l)ecomes essential.
Just a s we considered the marginal utility of sugar measured
per dollar's worth as a functio n of ~ and p, we may consider

-

-
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the money utility w, that is to say, the marginal utility of m oney
measured p er dollar , a s a fu nction of e a nd P

(2. 9)

w =

W(I2. P)

If we a ssume that the nominal money utilit y (r) is a funct ibn
of e a nd P it is easy to prove that t he r eal money utility, that
is, the m oney u tility measured per u nit of rea! p urchasing power,
namely W , m ust be a certain function w(r) of the real income
r = f}/P. And furthermore, this func t ion w(r ) is notlling els e
than the particular function of one variable which ,\Ie obtain
b y putting P = I in C') (e, P), that is to say, we have

(2. IO)

1'£)(12)

=

w(e, I)

(2. II)

w(r)

=

w(r, I)

In fact, we always have 'W = wP. T herefore w may be looked
upon as that magnitude which w attains wh en P = 1. But
by (2. 9) this magnitude is a function of a single vari ab le e,
wh ich when P = I, is equal to r . Therefore w is a function w(r)
of r, and this function may be expressed in terms of the function
w(e, P) b y the equation (2. 10) or the equivalent equation (2. II ).
F r om (2.8) a nd (2. II) it folImvs t h at we have

(2.12)

(1)(12, P ) =

T h e relative r ate with wh ich th e function w(1') chaJlges
when r is subject to a small increase, we shall call the fI e x i 
b i 1 i t y of the m ar ginal u tility of mon ey, or short er , the
m 0 1) e y - fIe x i b iIi t y" We denote it 'Ii', that is to say,
,ve p ut

w(r) = dw (r) . ~ = d log w (r )
dl'
w (r )
d log r
F rom (2 . 12) we see that the money-flexibility can also be
considered a s the p a r t i a 1 rate of change of t he nominal
money utility, w ith respect to a change in the nomin al income,
the pr ice of living being kept constant. That is t o say , we h ave

(2. 14)

(2. IS)

Or 'w hich a mounts to t h e same

;

w

(~)

As mentioned in the introduction t his equation is one of t h e
fundamental equations on which t he m et h ods of utility m easure
ment developed in the present study are based. (2. 12) is, of
course, analogous with (2. 6).
By vir tue of (2. 12) it is easy to see that we h ave thep r 0 
p 0 r t ion ali t y equati on

(2.13)
;'w(JQ, J. P ) = w(Y, P )
And vice versa, if the prop ortionality equation (2. 13) is fulfille d ,
then (2.12) m ust also h old good. (2. 13) is analogous v..1 th (2 .7).
The proportionality equation (2. 13) can also be brought in t o
connection with the basic a ssumpt ions underlying t he static
theory of price equ ilib rium, but I shall not enter upon this
here 1.
1 Th is question is developed a little more fully in m y pape r: " Der Einflu f3
der Verancle m ngen der Prc'isniveaus au f den Grenznutzen de s G eldes, " Zeit
schrift flir Nationa16konomie, \ ¥ ien, 193I.

IS 

LV

=

v

w~

ow(e, P)

ae

0

'

(J)

(/?, P)

I n certain connections it is a lso of interest to introduce
the partial rate of change of the nominal m oney utility with
Tespect to a ch ange in t h e p rice of living , the nominal income
being kept constant. This q uantity w e shall denote OJ, that is
to say , we put
,
ow (e , p )
P
(1) =
" -
(2. 16)
c'P
w(e , P)

By differel1tiating the proportionalit y equation (2. 13) with re
spect to ;. and t hen putting = I, we see that for all magnitudes
of e a nd P we have
(2. 17)

U'

+ OJ

= --

I

3. THE SURFACE OF CONSUMPTION.
According to the theory of static equilibrium the various
variables which we have considered in the previous section u ,
W , etc., are not independent variables. There exist s a certain
relation between them, namely , this: I n the equilibrium point
OID- individual will have distributed his expenditure over i he
various items in the budget in such a way that for our p ar ticulaT
commodity, say food, the nominal money utilit y times the
p rice of tile commodit y is equal to tlle marginal utilit y of the
commodity of comparison, measured per physical unit of the
comm odity. Tha t is to say we have
(3 . r)

w(e, P) . P

=

u(x)

If we introduce the expression for w(e, P) from (2. 12), (3. I )
t akes on t he form

(3.

2)

(2..)

w P =pU(X)
P

That is to say, if we further introduce the ratio
p
(3· 3)
a= p
which we shall call the in ve rt ed r ela ti ve f o od pr ice ,
we get the equat ion
w(r) = a1t(x)
(3· 4)
This we shall call t he e q u i 1 i b r i U ill e q ua t i o n . I t is
an equation between the t hree variables a. x and r, and defines
consequently a surface in a three dimensional (a, x, r) space.
This surface we shall call t he s u r f ac e 0 f co n s um p t i on.
The meaning of this surface can be described in the following
way_ Suppose we had a n umber of observat ions of our individual
in different price and income situations. Each of these observa
t ions would consist of th ree numbers, n amely, a, x and r, and
could therefor e be represen ted by a point in the (a, x , 1') space.
And a number of such observ ations would b e represent ed b y
a set of points in the (a , x, r) space. If the want constitution

-
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of our individual had not changed, these observation points
would not be scattered arbitrarily in the (a, x , 1') space, but
would lie on a certain surface. This surface is just the surface
oi consumption. E quat ion (3. 4) is nothing else than an implicit
definit ion of this surface.
Fig. r is a photograph of a model of such a surface of con
sumption, b uilt on th e actual numerical results obtained by
the translat ion method (see Section 7). The model belongs to
P rofessor Fisher who has had it made for his course on price
theory, and who has k indly p ennitted its reproduction h ere.
Along one horizontal a xis of the model (from th e foremost
comer and towards the right) is m easured the deflated (real)
income r and along the other horizontal axis (from the foremost
corner and to\vards the left) th e inverted relativ commodit y
price a. Along the vertical axis is measured t he quantity con
sumed of the commodity of comparison x . It is of particular
interest to study the curves we obtain by slicing the surface
wit h thc following three systems of planes.
(r) Vertical planes parallel to the (a , x) axes.
(2) Vertical planes parallel to the (x, r) axes.
(3) Horizonta l planes, that is, planes parallel to the (a, r)
axes.
E ach of these sets of planes defin e a set of curves, namely,
t he curves of intersection between th e surface and the planes
in t h e set. Each of these three sets of curves has a definite signi
ficance which becomes clear when we refer to the equation of
equilibrium.
A given curve of the first set is th e curve that represents
how the quantit y consumed x varies as a function of the inverted
relat ive food price wh en the (real) income l' is kept constant.
Such a curve when projected into the plane through the a axis
and x axis wc shall call an in v e r ted de man d cur v c.
It is nothing else than an ordinary demand curve except
for t he fact that one of the axes repr esents the in v e r ted
price of t he commodity inst ead of the price itself. The curve is
con seq uently sloping upward instead of downward. To each magn i
t ude of th e income we get one such inverted demand curve. The
family of t hese curves as they appear wh en projected into the
(a, x) p lane is represented in Fig. 2 a. The curves in F ig. 2 a
are actually the projections from the model exhibited in Fig. I.
F r j I C _0 , MarginaJ Utllity.
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T he second set of curves we may call the "Engel curves" .
They represent "E ngel's law" , tha t is, t hey expr ess how the
consumption of the commodity in qu estion increases wit h the
(real) income when the price of the commodity is kept constant .
Of course, E ngel's law in its original form was stated in terms
of t he changes that the p e r c e n tag e e x pe n d i t u r e for
a given commodity (or commodity group) undergoes when the
(aJ

[0ffl;d Fo od

Demand C/Jrves )
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th at express how the expenditure for the commodity of com
p arison varies as a fUllction of t he income, and t he curves t hat
xpress how t he quantity consum ed varies as a function of
the in come. T he first we shall call e x p e n d i t u r c curves
(or more precisely: expenditure - a n d - incom e curves) and t he
second we shall call q ua n t i t Y curves (or more precisely :
quantity - and - income curves). Thus we sha n speak of food
expenditure cuves, foo d quantity curves, sugar e>'''Penditure curves,
etc. In Fig. z b are exhibited th.e food quantit y curves from the model.
The third set of curves obtained from the surface of con
sump tion is perhaps the most interesting of them all. They re
p resent contour lines, in dicating the " altitude" of the surface
above the horizontal plane, tllat is, above the (a , r) plane. These
cont our lines we shall call is a q ua n t s, because anyone
of them r epresents how a an d r vary t ogether when the quantity
consumed is kept constant. They are exhibit ed in F ig. z c.
A par t from a stretch f a ct o r a l o n g t he (t ax is,
a n y s uch i soq ua n t is simpl y a pi c tur e of t h
m ar ginal u t i li t y c urve o f m one y w = we?').
F rom the equilibrium equation \>,re h av e indeed

2,0

I

a = -- ~tl'(r)

I e)

[lSOf-;;;;nt.5J
?5

u(x)

Therefore if x is constant , which m eans th at u(x) is constant ,
we have
(3· 5)

~o

~ ...
<:0
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income changes, while our curves in (x, r) coord inates give t he
q ua n t i t Y consumed as a function of i.he income. B ut the
two types of curves really contain the same kind of inform ation.
If the commodity price is knmvn, one of the curves may easily
be t r a nsformed into the ot her. In t he follo'''ing we shall som e
times fin d it nece'.;sary to consider at the same t ime t he cu,."Ycs

a = constant times 1£1 (r)

But apart hom the const ant factor this is not hing else t han
the equation of the money utility curve w = w(r) .
This shows that all t he isoquants must b e simila r in th e
sense that any one of them can be obt ained from any of the
others simply b y multiplyin g t he ordinat e b y a constant. If the
isoquant s are plotted with a logarithmic scale along the a axis
they should consequently a 11 h a ve t h e sa m e s h a p e
and only differ with regard to a displacement in the direction
of tbe a axis. This, of course, is of considerable help in the
actual st atist ical work.
It is obvious that jf we h ave given the two funct ions w(r)
and 1t(X) t hen the surface of consumpt ion is uniquely determined.
Its equation will th en be given by (3.4). Conv ersely if the shape
of t he surface is given , will t hat determine the two function s
::"
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w(r) and u(x)? It is easy to see that the shape of the surface
cannot determine the two functions w(r) and u(x) absolutely
uniquely. \Vit hout changing the shape of the surface we may
indeed multiply both sides of the equation (3.4) with a common
factor. It is therefore obvious that the t wo functions w(r) and
t.~(x) cannot be determined otherwise than apart from an arbi
trary constant factor, the same for W(1') an d u(x). I shall show
that this constant factor is the only arb itrariness left in the
t wo funct ions w(r) and u(x). :More p recisely : if the shape of
the surface is such that the surface may be defined by an equation
of the form (3. 4), then the shape of the surface is sufficient to
determine t he two functions w(r ) and u(x) uniquely, apart from
an arbitrary constant factor, the same for w(r) and 1I(x).
In fact let w(r) and u(x) be any two functions such t h at
(3· 4) becomes an impl4~ definition of the surface. If w(r) and
11.(X) is any other set of func tions that determine the same surface,
we must have
w(r) w(r)
'z, (x) = 17.(x)
identically in x and 1' , and therefore
w(r) 17. (x)
(3· 6)
w (r) u( x)
In the last equation the left member is independent of x and
the right member is independent of r. The common ratio ex
pressed by (3. 6) must therefore be a constant c independent
of both x and r. That is to say, we must h ave
17. (x) = C 1/(x)
w( r) = c w(x)
which shows that the only arbitrariness in t he functions w(r)
and u {x) that define the surface of consumption is the arbitrary
factor of proportionality.
The arbitrariness of this factor may be looked upon as an ex 
pression for the fact that th er e is nothing in the objective behavior
istic criteria involved in the present analysis, which makes it
possible to compare the utilities referring to one individual (or
family) with the u tili ties for another individual (or family).
This does not exclude that a method of actually making such
inter-individual (or inter-familia) utility comparisons may some
day be developed. But so far no such method has b een developed

(3·7)
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and I must admit that I doubt very much whether it will ever
be done.
T he fact that t he functions w(r) and u(x) are affected by
an arbit rary prop ort ionality fac tor , differ ent for different indi
vidual,>, does not mean t h at a sim ilar indeterminat eness exists
with regard to t he shape of t he surface of consumpt ion. This
shape is independent of t h e arbitrary fac tor in question. A n
at t e mpt t o c o nstruct statistica lly th e '>ur
f a c e of consum p tion docs therefore 110t i n
vol ve any c ompa r ison b etw ee n uti li ties for
d i ff ere n t i 11 d i v i d u a 1 s. The shape of the surface is a
p erfectly objective beh avioristic dat um. And it is on this objective
datum that the methods of the present investigation are built.
Since the functions u(x) and w(r) are affect ed with an arbi
trary factor of proportionality, different for different individuals,
while the shape of the surface of consumption is free from this
arbitrariness, we see that in point of pr inciple it is admissible
to make any sort of comparisons be tween the shape of the sur
face of consumption for one individual an d the shape of this
surface for anoth er individual. But there is only one particular
sort of comparisons that can be made between the money utility
function lw(r) for one individual a nd the money utili ty function
zw(r) for another individual, n amely , that sort of comparison that
is una f f e c ted if we multiply the function lw(r) by one
arbitrary constant (independent of r) and multiply 2W(1') by
another arbitrary constant (independent of r) . One sort of com
p arison that could be made is, for instance, a comparison between
the r elative rate of change of th e t wo functions lw(r) and 2w(r),
that is, a comparison between the money flexib ility lW for the
first individual and the money flexibility ~ for the second
individual. A similar remark applies, of course, to a comparison
between the function u(x) for one individual and this function
ior another individual.
In the attempt at a stat ist ical determination of th e shape
of t he surface of consumption it will seldom be possible to follow
the b eh avior 01 one single individual (OT a single fa:m ily). Most
frequently it will be necessary to have recourse to data for a
\V ho I c g r 0 up of individuals (or families). Instead of study 
ing the iunc1.ional relationship between the magnitudes x and l'
with r eference to a single individual, we will often have t o study

l-
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the functional relationship b etween the a () e ~. (( g e consump
tion :in t he group x and t he average income in the group Y. The
question therefore a rises: W ill this functional relationship be
tween the averages x and r really b e 0 f the s a ill e s art
as the relationship bet ween the indiv idual m agnitudes, x a nd r?
Or may it , for instan ce, h appen t hat a peculiar form of th
income distribution could introduce a b i a s in t he relationship
between x and r? More p recisely: If the relat ionship between x
and '1 were the same for all the individuals in the group, could it
happen that this relationship \vas not the same as the resulting
relationship between x and r? Before we proceed to a discussion
of the statistical dct ennination of the utility curves it will be
well to subrnit t his question to closer analysis. In
order t o
do so I shall first prove a certain lemma on indirec t means.

H

Lemma on t h e I nd ir ec t M e an of a St a tis t 
i ca l V a ri a b 1 e.
Let us consider t wo variables x and r that are connected
b y a f unctional relationship. This relationship may be defined
in different ways. For instance, by expressing x as a function
of r. Let this funct ion be x = 11(1') . The same relationship may ,
of course, also b e described by expressing r as a function of x .
Let t his function be l' = k(x). Since the two functions h(r) and
k(x) both express the same relationship there must evidently
be an intimate connect ion between them. More precisely: U nder
certain very general assumpt ions it is p ossible to derive k(x)
when h(1') is given, and vice versa. Therefore k(x) is called the
inverse function of h(r) , an d similarly h(r) is called the inverse
function of k(:c). This sort of mu tual relationship between fUIic
tions, is denoted by a particular syrnbol: h - l(X) is used to express
the inverse function of It(r) . That is, we put k(x) = h -l(X) . The
following are some simple examples of such in verse functions:
If h(1') = a + by, that is, if x = a + br, where a and b are
. 11I - 1()
X a [ h()
constants, we h ave l' = ."(- -b-a' that 15,
X = -b-' I
r

= r", t hat is, if x

1'2, we have l' = , lx, that is, h - l(X) = V 'x .
In these examples h(r) is simply a 10,",' degree polynominal
in r. In this case the inverse function can be expressed as a
simple combination of multiplications a nd divisions of poly
=
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nominals, extraction of square roots and the like. If h(r) is a
more complicated fun ction, it may not be possible to express
h - l (X) in such an elementary "vay, but that is unessential in
this connection. There are other ways in which the inversion
may be made, for instanc e, by development in a power series,
by a simple graphical analysis a nd so on . The important thing
in which we are here interest ed is not whether t here exists a
possibility of expressing h - l(X) in simple explicit form, but
whether we have a possibility by some means or another to det er
mine the shap e of h - l(X) when the shape of h(1') is given.
It may, of course, happen that h -l(X) is not a single valued
function, even if h(r) has this property . But also this difficulty
may be gotten around by certain conventions as to which branch
of t he inverse of 71, (1') shall b e understood by t he symbol h -1(X).
A necessary and sufficient condition that the inverse of 11 (1')
shall be single valued in a certain x range is evidently that h('1)
is m onotonic over the corresponding r range.
Now let there b e given a frequency distribution q:(r) of
the values of 1' . That is to say, we assume that we have a certain
number of element s, each element b eing characterized by a
m agnitude of r attached to i t, and the element s being distributed
with such a density that th ere are If(r) dr elements bet ween
and r + dr. The magnitude

( 8)
3·

r=

Snp(r)dr
S<p(r)dr

is then the mean of Y . The integra tion in (3. 8) is to be extended
to the whole r range for which there occur elements. Evidently
it would not matter if we imagine the integration t o be extended
from - Cf) to + Cf) since th e integrand <p (1') will be zero wherever
there are no elements. The magnitude
(3

)

.9

x = Sxq; (,,)d1'
S<p(1')dr

Jll (r)<p(r)dr

J9'(1')d

is t he m ean of x. More precisely x is the direct mean of x . It
would also b e possible to consider an indirect mean of x, that
is a mean of x defined via t he function h(1')' The procedure in
conslruct ing this indirect mean of x would be to taKe the
d ire c t mean of '1 a nd then ask : \ Vhat magnitude of x corres
ponds t o t his mean of I'? That is to say , ,ve would define the
i ndirect mean x of x b y

?~
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x = h(r)
(3. 10 )
Similarly we could define the indirect mean of

re g a r J 1 e
l'

The question now arises: Is there a large difference between
the direct and t he indirect mean of x? The answer to this is
given b y the following formula 1:

x - h(r)

(3. 12)

=

~ h" (~)02
2

where h" (~) designates the second derivative of h(r) in a point
~ in the domain of integration, and 0 2 is the square of the standard
deviation of the distribution (p(r) , t hat is,

Hr -

'i)2rp(r)dr/ f rp(r)dr
The proof is easy. \Ve simply have
ex - h(1') ) . frp(r)dr = J(h (r) - h{i )rp(r)dr
(3· 13)

0

=

J(r -

2

=

r) h'{f) rp(r)dr

+ ~J(1' -

s

0

f th e s h a p e

by

r = h-1(x)

(3. II)

c;

r)2h"(~r)rp (r)dr

'where ~r is a value b etween r and r. The first integra l in the
right member of the last formula is zero, and since (1' - r)2 is
non-negative, the last integral is equal to ~h" (~)02 f rp(r)dr where
~

is a value of l' in the total domain of integration . This proves
(3. 12) since f rp(r)dr is different from zero.
From (3. 12) we see in particular that if h(r) is a linear
function, the direct mean and the indirect mean Df x become
equal. If h(r) = ~, r assuming only posit ive values, It"(?') is posi
r

tive over the entire range of r, so that x> X, which shows the
familiar fact that the arithmetic m ean of a p ositive variable
is larger than the harmonic mean of this variab le. Choosing
h(r) = log r we sec t hat the arit hmetic mean is larger than th e
geometric mean, and so on.
From (3. 12) we further sec that if the distribution rp (r) is
very con c e n t rat e d (i. e. if 0 is small), the difference
between the direct and the in direct means become very smail,
1 This formula is only a specjal case of H6lder- Jensen's theory of convex
functions. Rather than to refer t he reader to this general theory I h ave preferred
t o give the present independent p roof of the simple proposition h ere needed.
It seems to me that the fonnula (3. 12) in all its simplicity exhibits something
of the basic nature of the relationship between direct an d indirect m eans. See
also Darmois: Statistique mathemati que. Paris 1928 p. 32.
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f t 11 e fun c t ion h(r).
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Now let us apply this to the surface of consumption. Sup
p ose that we have a great number of individuals (families), all
of which have the SRme sur fa ce of consump tion . Let x = h(a, r)
be the function that expresses how the individual con sumption
(the family consumption) depends on a and r . F urther let
<]>(7) be the frequency distribution of the individuals (families)
according to real income r, and let
0:)

0:)

r = f rrp(r)dr/ f rp (r)dr

(3. 14 )

o
0
b e the mean income in the population, and let
0:)

0:)

x = f h(a, r) rp(1')dr/ f rp (r) dr

(3 · IS)

o
b e the mean consumption. If the individu als (families) b ehave
according to our assumptions, the mean consumption x defined
by (3. IS) is evi dently equal to the total conslDllption in the
group divided by the number of individuals (families).
Our first question is now: If the income distribution !p(r)
(and consequently also the mean income r) is maintained un
changed, and t h e inverted price a varies, how will the average
consumption
vary? Will it vary with a approximately in the
same way as it would have varied if it had simply been computed
in each price situation as the magnitude of the function h(a, r) ?
It is in deed only when this condition is fulfilled that an observa
t ion of the co-variation between
and a will reveal the nat ure
of the function h(a, f). The question h ere stated is the same as
the question of whether the direct mean of x, n amely, X, will
be approximat ely equal to the indired mean x = h (a, r) for
all t he values of a considered. A condition under which this
will be fulfilled is as 'we have seen in (3. 12) that the function
h(a, r) considered as a function of r is nearly linear over that
range where the bulk of the individuals are found. The more
concentrated the income distribution, the more closely will, of
course, lI(a, r ) resemble a straight line over this range.
These conditions may not be fulfilled if we consider a large
population as a whole, but they will generally be fa irly well
o

x

x

-
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fulfilled if t he population is sub-divided into income classes,
Nos. I, 2, . . . , and the mean income and mean consumption
are considered separat ely w ithin each class. This gives at the
same time a p ossibility of determining empirically how t he
functi on h(a, ,,) depends on r. The procedure in question would
be to defin e t he mean class incomes i and t he mean class con
sumptions Xi by the formulae

r

sri
r,
, sri
=

rp(r) ar
-,ri,--I __
!p(r)dr

i-I

(3. I6)

J'\(a, r)!p(r)dr
Xi

== 7~_1
r j -I

and then consider the co-variation between a , rj and xi' If the
income classes are fairly narrow, this co-variation will be such
t hat we h ave approximately Xi = h(a, i j)' And this would hold
good ev en if the income distribution !p(r) should ch ange, provided
only that the income classes are n arrow enough t o make it
plausible to assume that w i t 11 i n e a c h c I ass the func
tion h(a, r) can be considered as approximately linear in r. This
is the nature of th e approximation involved in the appJication
of the translation method to American dat a, d escribed in section /.
If only one class is consider ed and t he necessary variation
in the mean income is obtained by observing t his class over
a range of time, t hen the class should have as small an income
spread as p ossible, so that the time-variation in the income
distribution consists prin1arily in a change in the mean income,
with most of the individuals a lways cluster tightly around the
mean. T h is is the nature of th e approxi mation involved in the
application of the isoquant meth od to the Paris elata , described
in section 4.
Even if the above consider ed conditions are not exac tly
fulfilled , it would, of course, be possible to transform the rela
tionship studied to an exact one. ,\Ve could simply st u dy the

r

relation b et ween x and the in d ir e c L mean = h-1 (a, x)
instead of the relation b etween x and r. The function h-1 (a, x)
is the inverse fun ction of h((1, 1') taken with respect to x, a being
considered as a constant parameter under t he inversion process.
This r elationship b etween x and "7 gives, of course, a true picture
of t he function h(a , r) since w e always have exactly x = h(a , r).
Similarly we would get an exact relationship by considering
the co-variation between the indirect mean
and the direct
m ean r. In fact, the indirect mean x is defined simply as x =
h(a, ;l But t hi s possibility of reducing the relationship between
t h e mean inc,:nue and the m ean consumption to an exact one
b y considering the i n d ire c t inst ead of the direct m ean for
one of the v ariables involved, has more of a theoretical than a
statistical interest, since in order to define the indirect mean
,. or the indirect m ean
we have t o k now apr i 0 r i the
fu nction h(a, r ) which it is just the object of the statistical
analysis to determine.

x

x,
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4· THE ISO QUANT METHOD.
The simplest way of actually determining the function w{r)
is to construct one of the isoquants on t he surface of consum p
tion. If the data are sufficiently extensive we might constr uct
several isoquants and thus check the result by seei ng ii the
isoquants constructed are compatible in the sense that any
one of them can be obtained from any other by m ultiplication
with a stretch factor along the a axis. Ii this is so, we ma y
select any of the isoquants as thus determined, change the
notation along the a axis from u to w, and take the resulting
curve as the marginal ut ility CHrve of money w = w(r) . This
involves, of course, a selection of the unit of measurement of
utilit y. If we later want to construct also the marginal utility
curve for the commodity of comparison 1{ = u(x) and construct
it in such a way th at its ordinate becomes comparable t o the
ordinate of w, we have to remember that the unit of measuremen t
of utility has already been chosen in the con struction of t he
money utility curve. The scale to be used a long the u axis is
therefore not arbitrary any more. In order to find out wh at
it should be we can simply select one particular observation
point, say (aI' Xl' 1'1 ) and determine the u scale in such a way
that u.(x1 ) = W(1'1) /U1. If the w (r) and the ,,(x) curve are not
to be used together, the unit of measurement along the ordinat e
a xis may, of course, be chosen independent ly for the curve
w(t') and the curve u (x).
If the data at disposal consist of time series for the quanti
ties a, x and l' for a given group of individuals, the isoql1ants
may be constructed by the following time interpolation proced
ure. First one plots the thr ee time series that represent the
variation of a, x and r. The scale ought to be large enough t o
make graphical interpolation possible. If a, x and r arc given
by months, aile could if n ecessary apply mechanical smoothing,
for instance, a quarterly moving average. The time series a,
X and r being plotted, one traces a straight horizontal line re
presenting x = constant = x~ . T11e points of time wh ere this

straig11t h orizontal line cuts the time series x are marked off
and a lso the points on t h e curves a and r t hat correspond to
these points of time. Thus each of these points of time determine
one a magnitude an d one l' magnit ude. In other words, each
of the points of time considered det ermine a point in an (a, r:
diagram . The lOC llS of points thus determine d gives a numerical
determination of one of the isoquants, namely, the isoq uant
corresponding t o x = Xl '
It is, of course, also possible to adopt a certain analytical
form of the functions w(r) and u{x) and fit them to the data
by least squares or some other fitting principle. Generally it
would, however, be advisable t o use the time interpolation
procedure as the principal basis of the analysis, since this method
is independent of arbitrary assumptions regarding the shape of
the analytical functions to be used in t he fitting procedure.
The result of the an alytical fitting proced ure should only be
trusted insofar as the observation points determined by time
interpolation group themselves fairly well around the isoquants
determined by analytical fitt ing.
Th e isoquant method w as t he method that was a pplied t
th e p reviously mentioned Paris material. I cannot here go i nto
detail about the preliminary work which consisted in compariIlg
t h e different statistical series at disposal and sifting out t hose
th at could not be considered as adequate for t he analysis. Nor
can I give all the details regarding the n umerical computations.
I shall confine myself to enumerating the principal results.
The data w ere furnished b y the Statistical D epartment of
he " Union des Cooperateurs Parisiens. " The following sets of
data were used:
(I) Quantity of sugar sold per month in the stores belonging
to the co-operative chain store system in the Paris region.
(2) The price of sugar in these stores.
(3) Total sales ("chiffre d'affaires") of the Cooperative Societ y
per month (total for all commodities).
(4) The number of members at the beginning of the month.
(5) The price of liv iIlg index computed by the statistical
bureau of the Society.
All these data were monthly and they were used from June,
1920 to December, 1922, inclusive.
After having eliminated seasonal fluctuations from the total

r
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sales by t he link relative m ethod , the following ratios were taken
as indices of our three variables 1 a , oX and 1': a was t aken as
equal to the ratio between the price of li ving index and the
price of sugar; oX was t a ken as the ratio between the quantity
1
of sugar sold per mont h and the number of members (by in ter
polation the number of member s was taken in t he m iddle of
the month ), and l ' was taken as the ra tio between t otal sales
and tbe index of the price of living.
Ta ble I gives the result of these computat ions.
Table 1.
Material: P aris Cooperative Societies.
Inverted rela tive
suga r price
a

1920 Jun e ... .. .....
July . .. ..... . .
August..... ...
September .....
Oct ober. . . . . .. .
N ov ember. . ....
December. . . ...
1921 J a nua ry .. . ....
February ......
1>Iarch .........
April..... . . ...
11ay . . ... ......
June . ... . .....
July ..........
Au gust........
September. .. . .
October . . . . . . . .
N ovember . ... .
D ecember . . . . . ,
1922 J a nuary . . .. . . .
F ebruary . . . .. .
March ... .... . .
Ap ril ......... .
May .. .. . .. ... .
June ........ ..
July ......... .
Augu st .... . .. .
Sep t ember .... .
Octo ber .... .. . .
N ovember .....
D ecember

I

Qua ntity of
sugar consumed
x

Real (deflat ed)
income

27IO
175 0
297 6
201 5

37 6
374
3 85
307
273
25 2
226
23 2
226
24 0
253
277
262
269
254
23 7
245
254
25 8
255
268
281
273
259
24
2-: J-"
25 2
26 3
253

75 6
749
74 2
794
837
101 8
1266
1223
II62
I I 00
978
975
1081
953
944
104 0
I22S
1208

9 28
940
71 0
850
122 3
lI8I
15 10
1971
1602
1266
18 32
190 5

t1g6

2000

122 1
1200
1130
II 25
121 8

II5
I I 64

~

165 2
1728
1S-7°
I 7I O
17 80
U '78
1962
II I7
1749
10 70
82 3
I096
17 7 8
II 97
190 0
n60
1945
259
10 9 2
I955
273
T h e notation used in m y paper "Sur un Probleme D 'Economi e Pure, "
is slightly d ifferent from the one h ere a dopted.
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F rom these data the isoquants corresponding to x = 1550,
1750, and x = 1950 were det ermin ed by t ime in terpolation
after h avin g applied a three month movin g average t o each of
the series a, x and r. The isoquants wer e also determined by
an analytical method using as an expression for the money
utility th e following function :
oX =

(4. I

c
)

w(r)

log r -

log a

wher e c and a are constants ; the constant a indica.t es thc minimum
of existence. This function is one of the simplest functions that
satisfy a certain number of conditions which it seems plausible
t o impose on the money utility function. These conditions were
discussed in my paper "Sur un Problemc d'Economie Pure"
previously referred to. The conditions in question exclude, for
instance, all function s wruch are such tha t the money flexibility
w(r), defined by (2 . 14) is of the form
w(r) = ReQ
R an d Q being rational function s of r, a nd they excl ude a fortiori
all function s w(r) which are themselves of the form
(£.1 (1') = ReQ
These conditions exclude amongst others th e function
c

w(1') = 1' - (£

t hat was suggested by D an i e I B eT n 0 u 11 i. It seems to
me t hat the place which Bernoulli' s function h as taken in the
discussion of utility measurement and measurab ility is entirely
unwarranted. Bernoulli's function has amongst others the pro
perty that it gives an absolute value of the money flexibility
wh ich is larger than unity fo r all incomes (above the min imum
of exist ence), the absolute val ue of the flexibility only approach
ing unity as the income t ends towa rds OJ . It is out of the question
that any such function can give a good approximation to the
law of variation of t he money utilit y . Th e above mention ed
cond itions regarding th e money utility function also excludes
the function
c

w(r)

=

(r- a)2

wh ich has been suggest ed by C h a r 1 e s
1

J0

r dan 1.

The America n :Mathematical Monthly , Vol . XXXI, NO.4. (1924).
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The isoquants det ernuned in the Paris material by a.nalyt
ical fitting using the formula (4. r) gave a result which checked
fairly well with the result obtained by time interpolation. The
points determined by time interpolation grouped themselves
fai rly well around the corresponding, analytically determined
isoquants. The variation in money utili ty as determined b y t hese
methods is given in Table 2.
Table
P a ris

Real (deflated)
income
r

(75 %)
(80% )
85%
9°%
95%

~Iat e rial,

2.

1920-1922.

I Mar ginal

utility
of money

w
[28 4%)
(201 % )
15 8 %
13 I ~/~

Absolute value
of the fl exibili ty
of the money
11 tility cn rve
-'IV

(6040)
(405 2 )
3,55
2,96
2,55
2,25
2,03
1,85

120~~

II3 %
100 %
9 0 ,4%
82,3 %
7 6 ,1%
70 ,8%

12 5%
13 0 %
135 %
14 0 %
(145 %)
(15 0 % )

66,6~j~

1,5 0

62 ,7 %
59, 7%
5 6 ,8 %
(54,3 %)
(5 2 ,3%)

1.4 1
1,34
1,28
(1,22)
(1, 18)

100 <)~
10

5%

IIO %

II5 %

I,7T.

1,59

(The figures in p a r enthesis are extrapolated outside the range of observa
tion.)

5. THE QUANTITY VARIATION METHOD.
In the isoquant method the inverted relative price of the
commodity of comparison a is the variable element through
which the money utility curve is generated. Each price situation
(with the selected constant magnitude of x) gives information
only about one point on the money utility curve. Therefore, we
onl y get as many points of tIllS curve as th ere are different price
situations (with the selected constant x) in the material. If we
only have one such price situation we only get one point on
t he curve, that is to say, we do not get any information at all
ab out the shape of t he curve. The reason why t he Paris material
gave several points on the same money utility curve was that
it consisted of tim e s e r i e s, with considerable v ariation
in the relative sugar price.
If the material consists of bud get data, the situation
is different. Each budget investigation will generally concern
one particular place and time, and thus have reference only to
on e price situation. There may be available two or a few such
budget investigations covering either places or times which ex
hibit different price situations, but there will generally not be
available so many of these investigations that the price spread
between them can b e taken as a variable by which to generate
p oints on the money utility cury e. The question therefore arises:
I nstead of keeping x constant and observing the corresponding
covariation between a and r, as we did in the isoquant method,
can we keep a constant, observe the corresponding covariation
bet ween x and 1' , and use this as a means of determining the
sh ape of the money utility curve ? In other words: Can the
m oney utility curve be d etermined by cutting the surface of
consumption by an (x, 1') plane instead of cutting it by an (a, r)
plane? The answer is that it is not possible to determine the
shape of the money utility curve by using 0 n e (x, 1' ) plane,
but it is possible to do it by means of two (or more) such
planes, The method of constructing the money utility curve
built on this principle we shall call the qua n ti t Y v a ria 
F rj scb

I

M a.:- C'in~l

Util ity.
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t ion m et h o d, because in this method the quantity con
sumed x is the variable by which th e money utility curve is
generated.
I shall first show that it is impossible to determine the shap e
of the money utility curve by 0 n c (x, j.) plane. In fact, let u s
cut the surface of consumption with a n (x , 1") plane for the
particular v alue a = a l and let us construct a t wo dimensional
diagram, t he ordinate of which measures marginal utility and
th e abscissa of which measures th e quantit y consumed x. On
a secondary functional scale along the abscissa-axis we mark
off the magnitude of the real income r which corresponds to x,
according to the quantity-and-income curve associated ..vith the
value a = a l .
Now without getting into the slightest discordance with the
observational data at hand we may draw any curve in th e
diagram described and assume it to be the m arginal utility curve
u(x) of the commodity of comparison. \Ve only have to adopt
as the marginal utility curve of money, t hat v e r y sa m e
cur v e , t he abscissa being however now given by the functional
r scale and the ordinate by a 1 times th e ordinate of u (x). To
a certain guess as to the shape of the u(x) curve there conse
quently corresponds a certain shape of the w(1') curve and vice
versa. Guessing at th e shape of one of these curves is just
as legitimate as guessing at the shape of the other. The material
does therefore, taken by itself, not furnish any definit e informa
tion about the shap e of either of the curves. Of course, if we
make some specific assumption regarding t he nature of one
of t h e curves, for instance, assume that the money ilexibilit y
is constantly equal to unity in absolute value, or assume that the
money utility curve has some other particular analy tical form, it
may b e possible to determine the parameters of this function
from a one-price material. T his only shows how dangerous it
is to apply a curve fittin g procedure t o th e present problem.
A money-utility curve deterrnined in this way from a one-price
material would have very little significance.
But if we have at our disposal data relat ing to tw o dif
ferent (x, r) sections on the surfa ce of consumption, the.x} the
fun ction w(1') a s well as the fu nction n( x) can be statistically
determined.
I n fact let

-
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r = r (a, x)
(5. r)
be the explicit expression for l' obtained b y solving the equi
lib rium equation (3. 4) for r. If a is k ept constant then l' = r(a, x)
i s simply the relation between r and x wh ich is st atistically given
by the quantity-and-incom e curve corre.sponding to the partic
ular price situat ion a considered. \Ve may therefore consider the
function l ' = r(a , x) as statistically determined, a t least for a
few particular values of a.
Introducing the expression (5. I) in (3. 4) we get the equ ation
w(r (a, x))

(5.2)

=

au(x)

F rom the way in which the function r(a, x) is d efined, it follows
that (5. 2) is an identity. It holds good for any a and any ~y..
'h erefore, putting first a = U l , and then (t = a 2 and eliminating
t he function u(x) we get
(5- 3) log w(r(uv x)) -log w(r(a 2 , x)) = log a 1 - log a2
and this equation holds good for a ny x.
For shortness we introduce the notation
l' 2(X) =
1'(a2, x)
1'1(X) = 1'(a 1, x)
(5· 4)
That is to say, rl (x) is the function that expresses how the Teal
income depends on the quantity consumed of the commodity
of comparison in the first budget material, and 7z(X) is the func
t ion that expresses how the real income depends on the quantity
consumed in the second budget material. Introducing this in
(5. 3) and dividing through by log r1(x) -log r z( x) \ve get
log 'l£I(rl(x)) -log w(l'z(x)) _
log a l - log d z
(5 · 5)
log 'Y} (x) - log I'z(x)
- log r1(x ) -log 1'2( X)
B ut the left number of (5. 5) is nothing else than an expression
for the average money fl exibility over the income interval from
1'1 t o 1'2'
F or an infinitesimal interval in the vi cinity of t he income
point 'r , the money fle xibility is namely by (2. 14) d efined as
w(r) = d log w(1')
d log r

The expression
log w(r 1 ) - 10g w(1'2)
1og r - 1og r ~
1
is th erefore a plausible definition of the av erage money fle x
ibility, but this is just the expression in the left member of (5· 5)·
(5· 6)

Y

' ,
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The only difference is that in the definition (s· 6) 1'1 and r2 are
independent variables, while in the equation (S· S) the variation
in 1'1 and 1'2 is generated through the fact that both 1'1 and ' 2
depend on one and t he same variable, namely, x. Introducing
the flexibility 'Ii' (r l • 1'2) (S· S) takes the form
(s · 7)

•(

"tJ 1'
L

l'

l'

)
2

-

log a 1 - log a.
log 1'1(X) - log r2(:\~)

This formula holds good for any magnitude of X , and it has
such a form that it can be directly applied to the observational
budget material provided this material is such that it gives
information about the functions 1'1(X) and rz(x) as well as infor
mation about the constants a 1 and az. To each (1'1' 1 2) interval
which may be determin ed from the two budget materials by
attributing a certain magnitude to x, the formula (S . 7) gives
a determination of the average money flexibility W(1'l,1'2)'
If an income interval (rv "2) thus determined is not too
large, we may take this magnitude of the average flexibility
w(r 1 , "2) as an approximate expression for the po i n t flex
ibility w(r) in the logarithmic middle of the interval, that is
for l' = - / 1'1 1'2' In most practical cases the closeness of t his ap
proximation will be sufficient. As a rule, it will be of no use to
work with any closer approximation because the accuracy ob
tained by putting W(1'I' 1'~) = w(r) as described is far closer than
that determin ed by the 0 the r sources of error: th e erratic
variations or other di sturbances in the material. Therefore if
the income intenrals (1'1' r z) determined by letting x vary and
noticing the magnitudes r 1 (x) and l'z( x) which correspond to each
magnitude of x, are not too large, we get through this v a riation
of x a fairly good picture of the shape of the flexibility funct ion
w(r) for that part of the income range which is covered by the
two budget materials used.
V/hen the flexibility function w(r) is determined, it is easy
to derive the money utilit y function w(r). We have

ericaIJy. Since w(r ) is a negative quantit y we h ave fo r conven ience
expressed the formula (5 . 8) LTJ. terms of (- 'ib(r)) . This procedure
of first det ermining t he flexibility curve directly t hrough the
statistical material and then deriving the money utility curve
it self indirectly through (5. 8) is th e procedure th at will, as a
rule, be found the most convenient in practice when the quantity
v ariation m et hod is used .
In point of principle it would, however, have heen possible
to aim directly at the m oney utility curve. If the income inter
v als (r 1> 1'2) determined from the v ariation of x are very
large, this dir ect procedure will ev en have a certain advantage
because it does not involve the approximation that consists in
replacing 1..,(r1 , f' 2) by 'lv( -/r 1 ]12) ' In order to explain this direct
procedure let us revert t o equation (5. 3). If, for shortness, we put
(5· 9)
6 = log at equation (5. 3) may b e writt en

log2

(5.10)
log w(rl(x)) -log u{r2(x)) - b
Let u s for a moment consider this equation as a functional
quat ion by which the function log W(1') is defined. Looking at
the equation (5. 10) from this point of view we see th at it has
a certain resemblance with a finite difference equation. In order
to ex11ibit this similarity let us consider 1'1 as the independent
v ariable instead of x. Then 1 2 becomes a certain function of 1' 1'
Let us denote this fun ction by 1'2 = R (rJ. The way in which
the function R(rl) is defined may be visualized by imagining
that we choose a certain magnitude of 1'1 ' detemune in the first
budget mat.erial wh at x corresponds to this "1 ' and t hen det er
mine in the second budget m aterial what income corresponds
to ibis x. This income in the second budget material is just 1'2'
and from th e p rocess described it is clear that it b ecomes a
function of r1 . Since 1'1 is now considered as the indep en dent
variable \'\'e shall, for shortness, drop the sub scr ipt 1. If this
is don e, equation (5. 10) appears i n the form;

]I

(S. 8)

log w(r)

=

log w(ro) -

J(- w(s))d log s

S === 1'0

It does not matter wh ether the log in (5. 8) is interpreted as

lognat or 10g1o or the log in any other system. In an actual case
the integration (S. 8) will, of course, have to be performed num

(s. II)

=

()

where l' is now an independent variable and R(r), as explained,
is t he function that expresses 'w hat income in the second b udget
mat.~rial that shows the same comm odity consump tion as t he
income r in the first budget Ina
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If the function R(r) had been of a particularly simple so rt,
namely,

R(1') = r

(5. 12 )

+k

where k is a constant, then (5. II) would have been a true dif
ference equation of the first order in the function log w(1'). The
solution of this equation would simply have been obtained by
starting at some initial value of r, say 1" , a ttributing to log '1£'(1")
an arbitrary magnitude and then computing log '1£'( '1" + k) by
subtracting the known magnitude of c5 from log '1£'(1"), further
computing log w (r'
zk) by subtracting 0 from log w( r'
k) ,
and so on. This would have determined the function log w(r)
in a set of e qui dis tan t points that lie k abscissa units
apart, but bet \v e e n these points the function log '1£' ('1') would
not have been determined by the functional equation. Or more
precisely: 'Vithout infringing on the functional equation we
could have chosen an arbitrary shape of the function log '1£'('1')
over an interval of length h. 'Vhen this was done the value of
log w(1') in any other point would have been uniquely determined
through the functional equation. Of course, the indeterminateness
here considered is only a theoretical indeterminateness. In prac
tice it would be plausible to put up the further requirement
that log w(1') should have a sma a t h co u r s e and this would
practically do away with its arbitrary shape over the interval
of length k, provided only that k is fairly small. In practice
therefore the only arbitrariness that would be left is the arb i
trary choice of the magnitude of log w(r) in the ini tial point
If R(r) is not the simple linear function (5. 12), th en the
points in which the magnitudes of log '1£'(1') are detennined by
the functional equation (5. II) are not equidistant any more,
but otherwise the procedure of solving the functional equation
is very much the same: First we select an initial abscissa point ,.,
and attribute to log '1£' (1") an arbitrary magnitude. Then we go
to the new abscissa point 7/1 = R(r'). That is to say, we find
out what income 1,11 in t he second budget material that shows t he
same commodity consumption as the income r ' in the first budget
material. From the functional equation (5. II) we know th a t in
this new abscissa point log '1£'(" ) shall be b less than in the abscissa
point r'. That is to say, we have log '1£'(1'") = log w(1") - 0.
From Til we go to the further abscissa point 1"" = R(r"). That

+

+
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is to say, we now consider 1''' as an income in the first budget
material and ask what income jI ' " in the second budget material
sbovvs the same commodity consumption as the income 1' " in
the first budget material. The abscissa 1'''' being thus determined,
the magnitude of the function log '1£' (1') in this abscissa point
is by the functional equation determined as logw(r'") = log
'1£'(1'") - 6 = log '1£' (1") - 215. Thus we could continue and deter
mine a series of p oints r( n ) . In any such point the magnitude
of the function log '1£'(1') would be equal to
(5. 13)
log w( l'(n )) = log '1£'( 1" ) - {n - 1)15 .
Graphically, thi s procedure can be exhibited as in Fig. 3.
The first thing to do is to plot in a (log x, log r) system the ob
servation points on the quantity-and-income curve for th e first
budget material (i. e. , the material where a = all. The points
log w

,,0'
\

eO

t o

Ii

.

) logr

I

\I

'\' \
1 \

log x ,

I

'1 8

log x "
log x '"
-: - /009

log r, (xl
log x

Fig. 3.
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should be smoothed, preferably by freehan d draViing, so as to
obtain a continuo us curve . No an alytical formulas should be
used in t his smoothing process. Let the result b e curve ACE . ..
in Fig. 3. F or convenience the log x axis in Fig. 3 is constructed
vertically and do\vnwards. Similarly the quant ity-and-income
curve for th e second budget material should be dra ",'Ti . In F ig. 3
jt is BDF .. . F ig. 3 exb ibits a situation whicb is plausible when
a1 >

-



divide (J by this h orizont al distance and plot this rat io a s a
v ertical ordinate in the abscissa point conesponding to the
midpoint between A ' and A " . T his gives one point on the flex
ibility curve - w(r ). On this curve there is no arbitrary factor

('"'

(/;2'

'When this is done, an initial point log x' on the log x axis
should be chosen, and the zig-zag line A BCDEF ... should
be constructed. The segments AB, CD ... are hor izontal straigh t
lines. And the segments BC , DE ... are vertical straight lin e!".
From the points determined by th is zig-zag line the construction
of the marginal utility curve for money can be made as follows.
The point A (where the quan tity consumed is x') is taken
as a startin g pOL'lL \'~e mark off the corrcsponding abscissa 1'1'
and choosc an arbitrary initial ordinate lvI'N' on the log w curve .
The log w axis is constructed vertically and upwards. The point
N ' on th is curve is thus fixed. 'When this is done \ye r evert to
the point A, and move from A to B , marking off the abscissa
point 1.1 1" which corresponds to B. Durin g the movement from
A to B, x has been constantly equal to x'. Since A r epresent'i
a p oint on the ?'l (x) curve and B a point on t he 1'2( X) curve, the
difference between the corresponding log Ui ordinates is by (s . n )
equal to the constant O. TIle ordinat e N" on the log to curve is
thus determined. Next We move from B to C. That is, we find
out which x value on t he rl(x) curve conesponds t o the value x '
on t he J'z(x) curv e. This new ;'Ii value is de~igna t ed x". Moving
no\v from C to D , we get the absciss.a point Jl'''. The drop in t he
log w ordinate when log r moves Irom AI" to 111'" is still equal
to the constant 0, which gives the point N'" on the log w curve.
In this way we can con tinue and det ermine as many point s
on the log w curve as t here are zig-zag turns bet ween t he log 1'1
and the log 1'2 curve.
\~/e can also give a geometric interpretation of the flex
ibilit y determination built on equation (S. 7). We simply have
to draw a series of horizontal lines A'A " , B 'B", ... as i ndicated
in F ig. 4. On the first of these lines we measure the hori zontal
distance between the point A ' where the line cuts the log 1'1(X)
curve a.nd t he point A" where it cuts th e l og "2( X) curve. We
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choose, b ecause the flexibility is a p ure n umber uniquely
determined from t he statist ical data. Similarly will the ratio
between b and the leng th B' B", erected as an ordinate in the
abscissa point midway between B ' and B O give a second p oint
on t he flexibility curve . And so on . T his sort of constr uct ion
can be carried through even though the t wo curves log 1'1(X) and
log r 2 (x) should be such that no zig-zag turns fall within th"
r ange of observation.
to

-

6. THE TRANSLATION METHOD.
The quantity variation method developed in Section 5 is
a method of constructing the money u ti1ity curve from t he
knowledge of two food quantity curves (or t wo other commodity
curves) and the corresponding two magnitudes of a (supposed
different). As a rule, the food quantity curves are not directly
given in the budget material. 'What are given are t he food e x 
pen d i t u r e curves, i. e. the curves exhibiting the relation
between food expenditure ~ and nominal income e. But the
food quantity curves may be derived if we know, the food price p
and the living price P in the first budget material rei a t i ve
to these magnitudes in the second budget material. By conven
tion p and P in the second budget material may be put equal
to unity, so that we may say that it is only p and P in the
fir st budget material t h at arc needed. If p and P in the first
budget material are given, we simply have to divide in each
point of the food-expenditure curve for the first budget material,
the ~ coordinate by p and the e coordinate by P. The curve
thus obtained is the food quantity curve for the first budget
material, that is, the curve exhibiting the relation between x
and r in thi s material. If p and P in the second budget material
are put equal to unit y , the food quantity curve in this mat erial
is identical with the food expenditure curve. F rom the t wo foo d
quantity curves th us obtained, the money utility curve may
b e constructed by the method of Section 5.
'Ve shall now consider the situation which arises when there
are no data available regarding the prices p and P. In this case
the food quantity curves are n ot known, but the food expenditure
curves are. The purpose of th e discu ssion in the present Section
is to show that the s hap e s of th e given food expendit ur
curves contain information which makes it possible t o d ra,,,'
conclusions regarding the pr ices p and P, and thus derive the
data necessary to determine the money utility curve. For rea sons
which will presently become obvious, this method will be called
the t ran s 1 a t ion method of m easuring utility.
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Each food quantity curve represents a given magnitude
of a, namely the magni tu de of a tha t prevails in the place in
q uestion. Here and in the following I am speaking about the
" places" to \vhich the given budget materials refer. But the
argument may, of course, be applied just as well to different
p oints of time. T wo places that have the same magnitude of 'a
should also h ave the same food quantity curves, if the functions
w(r) and H( X) are the same for these two places. And one of the
ssumptions u nderlying the present attempt at utility measure
ment is just that th e functions w(r) and u(x) are the same for
all the places considered. It might be that the interval covered
by the food quantity curves will be different in the two places
so that one of the curves will project beyond the other even
t hough they refer to the same a. But over the interval where
the two curves overlap they should b e i dentical. It should be
noticed that it is only the two food qua n tit Y curves that
become identical in two places with the same u. The food ex
p e n d i t u r e curves are not necessarily identical because the
two places have the same a. But if p and P, taken separately,
a re equal in the two places, then also the expenditure curves
become identical.
From the way in which the food quantity curves are derived
from the food expenditure curves it follows that if a ll the curves
were drawn on a log chart, the unknown food quantit y curve
l or each place would be identical with th e known food expendi
t ure curve for that place s a far a s the s hap e oft h e
c ur v e i s con c ern c d. The difference \yould only cOllsist
i n a t ran s 1 a t ion. In fact on the log chart the quantity
curve is obtained simply by moving the expenditure curve a
certain distance, log p, in the direction of the negative ; axis
and a certain distance, log P, in the direction of the negative e
axis. Such a translation can be looked upon as a translation
1 n rei a t ion to an arbitrarily selected base place that
remains fixed. The coordinates (- log P, -log p) of th e trans
lation considered may b e represented graphically as in Fig. 5.
Let the dotted lines in Fig. 5 represent the axes of the
base place and th e solid lines represent the axes of the trans
lated place. The origin of this place, which originally coincided
\A:i:th the origin 0 of the base place is, after finished translation ,
loca ted in some point R. This point R may be in either of the
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four quadr ants aroW1d O. The rela tive position s of 0 and R
give an expression for t he magnitudes of log p and lo g P. I n
this connection it is most convenient t o consider the lo cation
of the point a as a point in the reference system of the tran s
lated place R. T he t \\1 0 qu a n tit i e s, log pan d log P,
are si mp ly th e ordinate and th e a bs cissa
of the bas e pl a ce origin a considered a s a
point in th e refer e nce system of the trans
1 a te d pI a c e R. In the example in Fig. 5, the situation
is such that both log p and log P are positive.
/og~

surface of consumption. This propert y gives valuable informa
t ion, but it is, of course, in it self not sufficient to determine
illliquely the translation which each of the expenditure curves
m ust undergo. A further consideration of the p roperties of the
surface of consumption permits, hO'wever, of det ermining other
intrinsic properties in the food quantity curves, which makes
it possible to determine the translations practically uniquely .
In order to exh ibit these properties we shan usc a graphical
representation as in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6 R is the origin of the trans
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Thus '\"e see that t he problem before us can be reformulated
in the following t erms: The food exp en diture curves (in lo g
scales) for t wo or more budget p laces are known. By con
vention we may consider one of these curves as a food qua n tit Y
curve. \ \That are th e components (- log P, - ·log p) of the
translation which we must p erform on th e other exp en diture
curv es in order to tran sform them into quantity curves ? \ Vc
now proceed to a discussion of this problem.
The fir s t 1 a t i t u de p r i nc i p 1 e.
If we have given several expenditure curves, each curve
referring to a cert ain place (that is, a certain price situation )
t here are certain intrinsic properties of these curves which reveal
somet hing about the translation which the curves must undergo
in order to be changed into quantity curves . On e such thing is,
for instance, that the curves (aft er finished tra nslation) m u s t
11 a v e n a i n t e r sec t i o n poi n t s. This simply follows
from the fact that the quant ity curves are contour lines of the
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lated place (i. e. the point R represents the particular expenditure
log g = 0 and the particular income log f! = 0 in this budget
p lace) . Instead of simply drawing one horizontal and one
v ert ical axis we draw as indicated in Fig. 6 a "vhole quadrangle
for the place considered and also draw the two diagonals of
this quadrangle. These are the solid lines in Fig. 6. The diagonal
going from the lower left hand corner to the upper right hand

-
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corner we shall call the Ion g i t u d e diagonal and the dia
gonal going from the upper left hand corner to the lower right
hand corner we shall call the 1 a tit u de diagonal. This form
of the reference system will help in steering the charts \\"hen
the translations are performed. The chart of the translat ed
place, that is, the chart whose origin is the point R in Fig. 6,
will for short ness be called the chart R .
In Fig. 6 \ve have indicated both the reference system of
the chart R and the reference system of the base place chart.
The latter system is indicated with dotted lines. Aft er finished
translation the longitude diagonal of the chart R \\'ill in general
b e displaced as compared with the longitude diagonal of th
base place chart. This di splacement can be measured along th
latitude diagonal of the chart R. In Fig. 6 the displacement is
marked ?n. The length oftn we shall call the 1 a tit u d e of
the chart R as compared with the base place chart. It is counted
positive or negative accordingly as the longitude diagonal of
the translated place is shown above or below the longitude
diagonal of the base place. In the situation exhibited in Fig. 6
m is negative. By considering the shaded triangle in Fig. 6 \\"e
see t hat we have the relation
111

where
(6. r)

V2

=

r

\Ve thus see that there exists a simple a nd definit e relation
b etween the '\vater level" distance \\'hich the chart R has
travelled during the translation a nd the "altit ude" a connected
with the final position of the chart. By virtue of this property
we shall, after finished translation, h ave a situation like the
one in Fig. 7.
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In particular we see that any displacement of the chart R
along its longitude diagonal means a sim ultaneous and propor
tional increase (or decrease) in both food price and living price,
that is, a displacement such that the relation between food
price and living price is kept constant. On the contrary , a dis
placement perpendicular to the longitude diagonal means a.
change in the ratio between food price and living price. More
exactly stated, the change which takes place in this ratio is
measured b y the length m.

/
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is taken positive. That is, we have
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This shows that the latitude 111 is proportional to th e a 1 t i 
t u de difference bet ween th e base place and the translated
place which we would get by representing th e surface of con
sumption in a logarithmic system and \\"ith log a as the vertical
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Fig. 7 is a picture of an actual situation found in the budget
material studied. It shows the city D etroit (R in Fig. 7) , as
compared with the city San Francisco, the latter serving as
t he base place. According to the principle h ere considered, if
th e longitude diagonal of th e plac e R i s
bel 0 \V the Ion g i t u d e d i ago 11 8. I 0 f the bas e
pla c e , then the food c u rve of the pl a ce R
s ho uld a lso b e b e low th e foo d cur v e of the
ba s e p Ia c e , and vice versa. In fact, as \\'e have seen , a

-
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negative m mean s a negati ve log a., that is, t h e relative food price
is higher in the place R than in the base place. And a h i g h e r
relative food p rice m ust give a l o w e r food quantity curve
and vice versa . This we shall call the first latitude princip le.

-
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T h e t h i r d 1 a tit u d e p r i n c i pIc.
The translation can now be further corrected in the follO\\'
ing way: Suppose we have three translated food curves (A ),
(B) and (C), as indicated in Fig. 8.
log ~

".

The sec and I a tit u d e p r inc i p 1 e.
If the curves (0) and (R) in Fig. 7 are not too far a part ,
the altitude difference log a. can as a first approximation be
lo oked upon as being measured by how far the two curves
are apart. L et us, for instance, define a measu re of " how far
the curves are apa rt" by drawing a free hand lin e roughly per
pendicular to the two curves somewhere near the middle of them ,
for instance such a line as NI in Fig. 7, an d let us judge t h e
length of .ill by th e eye. For the moment, it is not necessary
to defin e the "distance" b etween th e two curves (0) and (R)
more precisely than this. \Ve shall refer to this rough notion
of the "distance" by calling it the estimated distance between

the two curves.
Introducing this notion, we can stat e the folIo-wing r ule :
1£ we have three (or more) food expenditure curves, t hen t h e
translation of these curves should be such t hat after finished
translation the estimated distances between the curves are
roughly speaking proportional to the perpendicular distances
between their longitude d iagonals. In other words, the m ' s shall
be proportional to the 1~I' s. This principle we shall call the second
latitude principle. The two first latitude principles in conju nc
tion with the criterion that the two food quantity CUTves shall
never int ersect, gives already a means of making a rough guess
at what the t ranslation shall be. The procedure will be this:
One of the places is selected as the base place. Then the other
places are so arranged that the order of succession between t he
places b ecomes the same whether it is judged from their longi
tude diagonals or from the food curves themselves, and fur
thermore, such that none of the curves intersect any of t he
others. Wben this is done the translation is further p erfected
in such a way that the distancesm between the longitude dia
gonals become roughly speaking proportional to the estimated
distances 11-1 between the curves themselves.

/ A)

I
I
I

..

l

(8)

----~r

I

II
Fig. S.

After the translation according t o t he fi rst and second latitude
principle has b een made, we draw a series of n or m a I s to
t hat one of the three curves that occupies a position b et w'een
t h e hyo other curv es. In Fig. 8 (C) is the centra l curve and
there a re indicated thr ee normals to this curv e. Let Ivl and N,
M ' a nd iV', 11£" a nd N " be the sections of th ese normals which
a re lying bet ween (A) and (C), and b et ween (C ) and (B) respec
t ively. Any of the ratios IH IN, M ' jN', and M " /~V" might be
con sidered as an approximate expression for the ratio between
the altitud e of (A) and the altitude of (B), both altitudes m eas
ured from the place (C). T h a t m e a n s t hat a 11 the
ra t i 0 s 1}[ IN, J1f'/N', etc., s h 0 u 1 d b e a p pro x i m a 
te l y e q u a 1. And t hat is not all. The common magnitude
of this ratio ought to be equal to the ratio between the latitude
f A (measured from the longitude diagonal of the central place)
and the latitude of B (m easured from the central place). This
F r i s c h , :" ttu gina.1 U tilit y.
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principle for judging if the tran slations p erformed are correct,
will be called the third latitude principle.
In practice , th e food curves have turned out to b e signi
ficantly different from straight lines under 4So angle. The prin
ciple here discussed is therefore a very powerful tool in deter
mining the translations that th e curves sh all undergo . In most
practical cases it will probably not be found necessary to cauy
the aceuracy any further than this. In point of principle it is,
however, possible to go still furth er, and even, theoretically,
det ermine the translations exactly by the following principle.

on (.;1). minus the abscissa of its end point on (0) . And COlTes
pondingly we must count /j as th e ordinat e of its end point on
the longitude diagonal for (A) minus t he ordina t e of its end
point on the longitude diagonal for (0). This will always give
a negative value for w(A ) provided the first latitude principle
holds good. Therefore, in practice we need not take account of

Th e fi e x i b iIi t Y P r inc i p i e.
Let us eon sider the food curve for a given city (A), an d
compare it "'ith the food curve for the base place (0). See F ig. 9.
After finished translation we shall no"" consider both (A) a11d
(0) as curves drawn in the same reference system, namely, the
base place reference system. \Ve sha ll fu rther look upon the
horizontal axis of this syst em as the axis for d e f 1 a t e d in
come r (or rather for log r) and the vertical ax is as the axis for
the food q u a 11 tit Y x (or rather for log x). The horizontal
and vertical axes in the (A ) syst em only have a meaning for
t h e (A) eurve, and for this curve they represent r espectively
nom ina I dollar income and nominal dollar expenditure for
food.
Let m in Fig. 9 be the lat itude of the chart R. The vertical
line b in Fig. 9 will then by (6. r) be equal to log u. Further consider
any horizontal line A b etween the base place curve and the (.1)
curve. The ratio b/.4 ca n the nbc t a k en a s a n
e xpr ess ion for the a verage fl ex ibility of
the margin a l utility curve of m on ey over
the incom e in te rv a l covered b y th e line A .
\Ve may express this fact by the formula
(6.2)

w(A ) =

"~

This simply follows from th e Ul eory of the quantity variation
m ethod. See in particular (S. 7). Formula (6. 2) gives a very
convenient means of determining the money flexibi lity by read
ings from a graph such as F ig . 9. If we want to t ake account of
the signs of the magnitudes b and A that arc read off from the
graph, we must count the line A as the abscissa of its end point
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t he sign but measure 0 and A as pure lengths, and take the
ra tio b etween th ese pure lengths as an expression for (- w) .
If the length A is not too large we may t ak e the ratio 0/..1
as a n expression for the poi n t money flexibility in the mid
p oint 5 of A. Similarly, the magnitude of the money fl exibility
in the points 5' and 5" of Fig. 9 would b e approximately ~J "
and r5 /A" respectively, where A' and A st ands for the horizon
tals b etween (0) and (A), the mid-point abscissae of which are
+*
II

-
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respectively 5' a nd 5". This procedure permit s us to draw the
money flexibility w(r) as a function of r .
This being so, we see that if we have t w o food curves (A)
and (B) b esides the base place curve (0) we are able to draw
t w o curves representing the money flexibility as a func tion
of r . Th e s e t wo e u r v e s ou g h t t 0 b e id e n t i 
c a I , and t his gives another and still more r efin ed condition
which the translations of (A) and (B) must fulfill. This last
condition can be utilized either graphically or numerically by
least squares. The numerical procedure is considered below. The
graphical procedure can most conveniently be made by free
hand translations supported by slide rule computation of the
flexibili ties.
For all the transla tion work considered here and in th
foregoing, the curves should be drawn on light tracing pap er
an d placed on a glass tracing board with stron g light underneath.
By such an a rrangement several curves (from I O to I5) can be
compared at the same tim e. The simultaneous free hand adjust
m ent of such a set of curves according to the principles here
discussed has proved to give a very satisfactory result.
A

l e as t sq u a r e m e t h od by which t he f r ee
han d t r an S I a t ion can b e r e fin e d .

-

Next, dra"... a number of v e r ti c a 1 lines bet ween (a)
and (b). In Fig. IO there are indicat ed three such verticals,
Nos. I, 2, 3. The upper end points of these verticals are on (a)
and the lower end points on (b). Consider particularly number I
of these verticals. From the upper end point of the vertical number I
d raw a horizontal line between (A ) and the base curve. From
the lower end point of vertical number I draw a horizontal line
log x
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I now proceed t o show how the flexibility principle can be
u tilized numerically as a final refinem ent of the translation . We
shall assume that there are given two food curves (A ) and (B )
besides the food curve of the base place. Further we assume tha t
a free hand transla tion is made so as to adjust as far as possible
the position of the curves in accordance with the above prin 
ciples. Let t he sit uation after the free hand translation be, for
instance, a s in F ig. IO.
Then draw a curve (a) which is half way, horizont ally
measured, bet ween (A) an d the base curve. More precisely sta ted,
the curve (a) is such that if we draw any horizontal line (th at
is, a line parallel to the log r a xis) the section of this line 'wh ich
lies between (A ) and (a) is equal to the section which lies b e
tween (a) and the base curve. Similarly, draw a curve (b) which
is half way , horizontally measured, between the base curve
an d (B).
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between the base curve and (B) . The two horizontals thus drawn
should be looked upon as forming a pair of horizontals connected
t hrough the vertical number I. In the same way, draw the pair
of horizontals connected through the vertical number 2, etc.
In this way we obtain two series of corresponding quantities,
nam ely, the lengths A and B of the upper and lower horizontals,
respectively.
Now, consider the two quantities
B
A' =
A
B' = log q - log Q
log p-log P
where log p, log P , log q, log Q a re the components of the free
hand translation that ha s b e e n perform ed on (A) and (B)
respectively in order to bring these curves to the position ex
hibited in Fig. IO. Since the money flexibility curves derived
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by pairing (:'1_) with t h e base curve and by pairing (E ) with t h e
base curve ough t t o b e identical, t h e two q uantities A' a n d B'
should b e e q ua 1, identically in log r. that is, identically in
all the abscissa points defin ed by t he verticals I, 2, 3 ... of
Fig. TO. As a matter of fact, they may not be rigorously equ al
everywher e, and part of this di screpancy might b e looked up on
as due to the fact that the translation has n ot been p erformed
p erfectly.
The idea therefore presents itself t o ext end the summation

t =

(6. 3)

I (A ' -

E')2

over a set of abscissa points (that is over a set of v ert icals I , 2,
3 . .. ) and mini m ize thi s expression by considering it as a func
t ion of the fo ur p ara m et ers , log p, log P, log q, log Q. Since
\\'e may assume t h a t we know these four parameters a pproxi
mately, namely, thr ough the free h and translation, it -will be
most convenient to d et ermine their final values b y a set of
corrections. The follo wing procedure might b e used.
F ir st determine numerically the p artial derivatives of f with
r esp ect to the four parameters, in the vicinit y of the a pproximate
magnitud es of t h e parameters which h ave been adopted. Then
m a ke a series of tentative displacement s, all gOLlg in th e n ega
tive direction of the gradient of
a nd compute in each such
point the magnitude of f as defined b y (6. 3). P lott t as a fun c
tion of the length of t h e displacement a n d determ ine graphically
that length of t h e d isplacement which ma kes j t he smallest.
Consider the point thus determined as a corrected minimum
point for j.
In practice the work might b e arranged by the following
scheme:

t,

Observation
number

I

+

+

+

+

(6.4)

log

P + H p, log P

+ H p,

log q

+

H q, log Q

+ HQ

where
.1

B

.1 '

13'

"i ' -

B'

(A ' - E' )t

(6· 5)

I

":
Sum

la tion . Now take the curve (A ) in the position which it has after
t h e free-ha nd translation, and displace it ve r tic a 11 y by
the a mount lzp. In other words, con sider the curve (...4) which is
obtained by lett ing the vertical displace ment of the original ex
hp
p enditure curve for the locality (11 ) b e equ al t o log p
in stead of log p. B ut let the horizont al d isplacement of this
curve still b e equal to log P, an d let the curve (E) still have
the displacements, log q and log Q r espectively. In th e situation
thus obtained, r epeat the computation of the m agnitude defined
by formula (6. 3) . L et the ma gn itude (6. 3) in the n ew situation
b e Jp .
Next put the curve (A ) b ack in the position d etermined
b y the freehand transla tion . And give it now a hori z ontal
d isplacement by the amount h p . I n other words , consider the
curve (.4) whose v ertical and h orizontal displacements are log p
a nd log P
hp respectively. And m atch it with the curv e (B )
whose vertical and horizont a l displacements are still log q and
log Q r espectively. Let the magn itude (6. 3) in this situ a tion
b e equal to jp.
N ext put the curve (.:1) back to the position (log p, l og P )
a nd consider the position (log q
hq, log Q) of t h e curve (El,
hq b eing a small vertical displacement. L et the magnitude (6. 3)
in thi s situation be jq_ F in al ly , let j Q b e the magnitude of th e
expression (6. 3) 'wh en (,1 ) is in the po sition (log p, log P) and (E)
in the position (log q, log Q
lzQl, hQ b eing a small horizontal
d isplacement.
When the four magnitudes fo' Ip, jq,jQ are thus d etermined ,
con sider the composite d isplacement

E A'

EE'

E(A' -

E')

1:(.1 ' -

B ' )'

I n ord(,I to check the co mpu t ation all the four sum s in dica t ed
sho uld b e computed. Wh en J = I (!J '  B')2 is compu ted, choose
a n umber hp which is sm all ill comparison to the displacement
og p lhat w as used in the previously performed freehand tra n5

Hp = h
Iilz
h

Ii p
Hq
HQ

'U p - J )/hp
. Up -- j) /hp
. (fq - fl /"q
· UQ - l )flt Q

and h is a small n cgativ e quantit y . The quantity I defined b y
(6. 3) should b e computed for a set of different magnitudes of II
(and with the fixed m agnitudes of Jp, jp ... li p, hp .. . ), t h e
corresp onding one dimensional curvc with abscissa It and or
din a t e I plotted, a nd that magnitude of 11. selected which on th is
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curve gives the least]. The translat ion point (6.4) for thi s magni
tude of h may be considered as defining a corrected translation.
If necessary this corrected point may be taken as a new starting
point, the whole process repeated and t h us a still more correct
minimum point for f determined.
It should be noticed that the above application of the least
square principle doe s not i n vol vet h e us e a fan y
pr ec o nceived formula with p a r a meters t o
bed e t e r m i 11 e d. Furthermore the process can of course
be applied not only to the present translation problem but to
any least square minimalization problem in several variable.
Summary of th e t e chnique involv e d i n t he
t ran s 1 a t ion met hod.
(I) Reduce t he income and food exp enditure figures to a
member basis, as explained in Section 7. Plot the food-expen
diture curve for each place using logarithmic scale both on t h e
income axis and the food axis.
(2) Smooth each of these curves independently. Graphical
smoothing can generally be used to greatest advantage. Avoid
analytical smoothing based on specific formulae with parameters
to be determined.
(3) Copy the smoothed curves on light tracing paper, one
curve on each sheet. Mark the reference system on each sheet
by drawing not only the two axes but a whole square with its
bvo diagonals, a s shown in Fig. 6. This will help in steering th
charts under the free hand translation.
(4) Choose one of the places as a base place. Trace the
reference system of this place (including the tvvo diagonals)
with heavy lines. Mark the base place origin with a heavy dot.
Fix this chart on a glass drawing board with strong light under
neath.
(5) Take the other places and try to fit them on to the
base place by free hand translation vertically and horizont ally,
using the three latitude principles and the criterion of no inter
section, as explained above. An attempt may also be made to
improve on the adjustment by a free hand use of the flexibility
principle. As new places are taken into account adj ust if n eces
sary the translations of the places that were treated first. Some
thing b etween 10 and IS places can be adjusted simultaneously
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this wa y, if so many budget places are available. On' the
sheet of each place that is finally adjusted, mark the point
where the base place origin shows through the t racing paper.
The coordinates of this point measured in the r eference system of
the place considered , are the coordinates of the log of the food
p rice and the log of the living price in th e place in question.
(6) When all adjustments are made, the curves should be
fixed together so as to be kept in a constant position. The system
of curves thus obtained may be called the composite food curve
chart. It is utilized for the construction of money flexibility curves.
Each set of two places gives one money flexibility curve, or a
part of such a curve. The flexibility curves should have a log
scale along the horizontal axis, that is, along the axis of r, but
should have an ordinary scale along the vertical axis, that is
along the axis of the flexibility. E ach such flexibility curve is
derived by measuring on the final composite food curve chart
the horizontal distance A behveen h\'o food curves and also
measuring the vertical distance ~ between the corresponding
two longitude diagonals as indicated in Fig. 9 and formula (6. 2).
The ratio I5 /A gives the absolute magnitude of the flexibility.
The measurement of ~ and A on the composite chart can be
made in centimet ers, inches, or any other conventional unit .
Tentative flexibility computations of this kind may be used al
ready during the translation (see under "The flexibility principle"
above).
(7) When the flexibility curves are constructed, put a new
sheet of tracing paper over the composite chart and copy the
b ase place reference system and all the food curves ""hich have
been used and which are showing on the composite chart. This
new chart gives a p icture of the surface of consumption, the
food curves being t be contour lines in (log x, log r) coordinates.
(8) Since the parts of the money flexibility curve obtained
from the various pairs of places used, will as a rule not coincide
exactly, a compromise must be made, preferably b y graphic.:'1l
smoothing. If an a nalytical smoothing is wanted, the formula

(6.6)

"

-

;i.(r) = log r -

c

might be tried where c and yare constants determined by

(6·7)

C

=

(1( _ ';') log
v

a(-IV)

r

-

(6. 8)

j'

=

,11( _)~)
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log r- -

c.11(_ I~)

In (6. 7) and (6. 8) (- w) d enote the ordinate and log r the
abscissa of t he plotted observation points. M (_;,) log , an d
a(_ W) log r is resp ectively th e mean and t he standard d eviation
of the product (- w)log )' taken over a ll the observat ion poin ts ,
And Jyl(_ I~' ) and a(_ l-;;} is resp ectively the mean and standard
d eviation of (- w). The log iil formulae (6. 6) and (6' 7) may
be t a ken either as n atural log or as th e log in any other system.
From the graphically smoothed curve of the flexibility the
m arginal money utility itself m ay be det ermin ed by numeri cal
int egrat ion, using the formula (s. 8). If the flexibility curve has
b een smoothed by formula (6. 6), the de termination of th e margi
nal utility w itself does not necessit a t e a ny num eri cal integra tion.
In thi s ca se we. simply have

(6. 9)

b

w(r) = (log

l' -

c)Y

where c aild y are determin ed by formulae (6. 7) and (6. 8) ,
b is an arbitrary const ant , and log st ands for t he sam e sort
of log as was used in (6.6).

7. APPLICATION OF THE TRAN SLATION
METHOD TO THE U . S. BUDGET MATERIAL
FOR 1918-19.
The United Stat es Burea u of Labor Statistics made a Budget
Study in I9I8-I9 including n inety-two cities. T he result s are
p ublished in the B ureau of Labor Statistics B ulletin No. 357.
For the present st udy the follo wing thirteen cities were selected:
New York Cit y; Detroit , I1Iichiga n ; Houston , T exa s; San Fran
cisco, Cali f.; 'Minneapolis, Mi nn . ; Boston , Mass, ; Buffalo, N. Y. ;
N ew Orleans, La .; Portland , Me.; Baltimore, Md .; Savan nah ,
Ga . ; Chicago, Ill.; Cleveland, Ohio.
For each of t hese cities the food expenditure curve \\'as
plotted using logarithmic scale along both the income axis and
the food expen diture axis. Th e income is not given directly in
the t ables published by the Bw-ea u of Labor Stat istics, but the
tota l expenditure is given and also the smplus or d efi cit so t hat
t he income can easily be computed.
The data immedi at ely given in the t ables are the f a mi l y
expenditure for food, ~F in each of seven groups of th e family
income eF' For each group is also given the magnit ude of the
coefficient of equivalent adult m ales E. For the present purpose
both the income figures and the food consumption figures were
r educed from a fa m ily b asis to an indivi dual b asis. This was
done by divid in g both t he family expenditure for food and
th e family income with the coefficient E . The ratios thus ob
t ained ~ = ~F/E a nd (! = (hiE were taken as expressing the
member expenditure for fo od a nd t he memb er income respec
t ively.
F or each city were plotted both the curve showing the rela
. h an b etween fa mily exp enditure and fa mily income . a nd the
curve showing t h e relation b et ween r; a nd e. The fa mily expen d
iture curves sho'vved a much greater t en denc y towards li nearit y
t han the member expenditure curve, T hi s fact bas a very simple
explanation. It simply shows th e pro p 0 r t ion a li t y e f
f e c t of the family size a s m easured b y E. The nature of this
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effect is best exhibited by a n extreme example. Suppose that
the whole population consisted of a great number of identical
members, each of whom had a given income, say S5 0 0 a year,
and spent a given sum, say 8200 a year, for food. Suppose that
from t his population we constructed a great number of families
by grouping together a certain number of these identical mem
bers. The number of members in a family might be determined
by ra ndom sampling. If we would investigate t h e relat ion be
tween fa mily food expenditure ~p and fa mily income f! p in th
set of famili es thus constructed we would find a p erfect linear
correlation . And the correlation woul d have b een nearly p erfect
ev en if th ere had been some spread between ~ and (! . This fact
would, however, have no significance whatsoever for the pro
blem of utility measurement. The important thing in the utility
measurement is to know th e relation between ~ and (!, not the
relation bet ween ~p and [!p.
For each of the thirteen cities studied, the member ex
penditure curve ,vas smoothed graphically. In the smoothing
process each of the m ember expenditure curves was treat ed
independently, no comparison being made between th e forms of
the various curves.
From the set of thirteen expenditure curves thus obtained,
the follmving nine curves were selected for a furth er analysis :
San Francisco, Calif.; Minneapolis, Minn.; Houston, Texa s ; New
York City; Savannah, Ga . ; New Orleans, La.; Buffalo, N . Y. ;
Boston, Mass.; Detroit, Mich.
Each of t h ese fo od expenditure curves was ' traced on a
separate sh eet of light tracing paper. The reference syst em was
drawn as indica t ed in Fig. 6. San FrarLcisco was chosen a s a
base place and a free-hand translation of the other eight curves
was p erformed, using the p rinciples explained in Section 6. This
translation gave the following result {Table 3 p. 6r} regarding
th e food price and the livin g price in the citi es considered.
The situation obtain ed after finished tra nslation is pictured
in Fig. II. The curves thus obtained have th e significance of
food - qua n tit Y curves.
Each of the eight q uantit y curves Nos. I, 2, ' " 8 t hus
obtained was then paired with the base place curve o. Since
the curves 3 and 8 turned out to be identical (the only d ifference
being that curve 8 projected a little furth er to the right than
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Table 3.
Year: 1 9 1 8 -

Xo.

19

City

Inverted
food price
p
a =

Living p rice
p

Food price

p

p

San Francisco. Ca lif. ... . ...
Minneapolis, Minn . . . .... . .
Houston, Texa s . . .. . .. .. . .
New Y ork City ..... . . ...
Savannah, Ga ....... . .. .
N ew Odeans, L :I . . . .. . .. ..
B u ffalo, N . Y. ... . . . . , . . ..
B ost on, Mass . . . . ..... . . . . .
D etroit, :\1ich. . . ..... .... ..

0

2

3
4
5
6
7

8

1 .00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0 .86

0.86

.1 . 10

0 ·9 9
1. 2 4

0 .9 0

1.5 6
0. 66

0 .72

1. 0 9

0.78

0. 8 9

1.14

1. 0 4
1.20

0.74

1. 0 7

0 .80

1. 2 4
1. 6 3

I

1.35

0 .80

0.84

the curve 3) there was in this way obtained 7 pairs of curves.
F rom each of these pairs a number of points on the flexibility
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Contour Lines of the Surface of Consumpt ion when a is "alti tude"
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curve of money were determined. Each such point was deter
mined by measuring in centimeters the two lenghts 8 a nd .d ,
forming the ratio ofA and considering this ratio as the magnitude
of the flexibility (- w) in the middle of the real income interval
covered by the length A. The number of points on the flexibility
curve which were thus determined from each pair of food quantity
curves ranged from I to 3. In all seventeen points on the flexi
bility curve were determined. They are given in Tab. 4.
Plotting these seventeen points in a diagram with log r
along the horizontal axis and- 1.& along the vertical axis the
chart of Fig. I2 was obtained.
The heavy line in Fig. I2 is a free-hand smoothed curve.
Light lines in the chart connect observation points \\'hich corres
pond to one and the same pair of food quantity cur\'es. It is
remarkable that not only does the group of the seventeen ob 
servation poin ts taken as a whole indicate distinctly the course
of the flexibility curve, but each of the point sets relating t o a
given pair of food quantity curves shows the same characteristic
features in the variation of the absolute value of the flexibility,
Table 4.
Pairs of food
quantity curves

o San Francisco
matche u '.dth:

I

"linneapoli ~ ,

:lIinn.

log a = .5
m easured
in
centimeters

Houston, Texa.s ..

3 )lew York City . .
4 Sa.vannah, Ga .. ..

6 Buffalo, N. Y. ...

05

05

04

0.3

02
(Compare
Fig. 9)

;, =
=

0·55

-

UI
'jl

=

33
-4 2 5
2. 88
.5 2 3
2.8

5

-

ft.'

=

·575

r

=

-0·55

-

't(!

.:::=.

0. 85

-

li.l

::::=

~

I. I

-0·77
0·9

.:::=

-IV

=
=

y

=

r

5 New Orlean s , La . .

-~~ 07rl------------~--------------------------_____,

lndiyidual p oints measured

f'

2

namely a monotonic deb-ease from about 0.6 in the beginning
to 0·3 at the end of t h" rea l income interval covered.

-jiJ

r

3·35
.4 8

=

.5 28
'6'

=
=

3. 2 5
·55

7 Boston, I1Ias5.. . ..

1. 6 5

S Detroit, :lIich .....

Same as 3, New York City

-til

43
·3 4
4 .28
.3 6 5

5·7
. 21 3
6.2
.275
4. 0 5
.3 2 9

- --

--

4·7
0-4 0 7

57
.3 0 5

3. 1
.4 28

55
0 ·3 5

r=
·36
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4· 35
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r~2

3
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Fig. 12 .
Flexibility of the· :ll'IarginaI L t fl ity of Money
'W = marginal utility of money; r = real (deflat ed) income;
~
d log w
. . ..
- w = - - - - -- = a bsolute value of the money llexlblhty.
d logr

9

It should be remembered th at the curve of Fig. I 2 is the
curve of the fIe xi b iIi t y of the marginal utility of money.

lI""'"

-
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Since the marginal utility curve itself is the integral of th
flexibility curve , its relative accuracy will, of course, be still
much higher.
After the flexibility curve in Fig. I2 had been constructed,
the marginal utility w as a function of '1" was determined by
numerical integration. The result is given in Table 5.
Table 5.
U. S. lHaterial, 191 8-1 9
Real
(deflated)
income

Marginal
utility of
money
w

I'

Absolute v a lue
of the fl exibility
of the money
utility curve
=-u"'.,

10.00
9 .5 0
9 ·03
8. 63
8.30
7.9 8

2 -4 0
2.62

2 .90
3. 1 7
3-4 8
3. 80
4. 16

. 61 7
·559
.5 10
-4 6 7
.4 28
·396
.3 62
·333
.3 12
.294
. 278
.261

7·72
7.4 8
7. 26
7. 0 7
6.89
6.7 2

4·55
5. 00
5.4 0
5.9 1
6.50
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According to the numerical results h ere obtained, the
abso lut e value of the money flexibility i s
les s than unity over th (' e ntir e r e al income
i n t e r val con sid e r e d . And the spread of th e observa
tion points (see F ig. 12) is so small that there can b e no doubt
a bout the significance of the fact that the fl exibility is less than
unit y. This confirms the h ypothesis 'which I made in 1926 in
Statsokonomisk T idsskrift.
Th e fact that we have obtained practically the same flex 
i bility determination by pairing cl iff ere n t cities seems to
m e to give a high degree of significance to the whole investi
gation. Eve n the most hard boiled anti-utilitist must at lea st
dmit, I believe, that \ve a re h ere in presence of an empirical
fact in mass b ehavior that is of considerable importance and
dem ands an explanation. Conceivably h e m a y , p erhaps, still
r efuse to expla in this uniformity in terms of u hlity equilibrium.
But thi s refusal would, it seems, b e of litt le weigh t as long as
n o other plausible explanation is offered. And I b eli eve we sha ll
most likely have to wait very long for another interpretation
that can compete with the utility interpretation in simplicit y
and generality.

A graphical picture of the marginal money utility curve
as determined by Table 5 is given in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13
)larginal Utility of ?loney as a F unction of the Income
The curve is determined by n um erical integration of the fr eehand s moothed
c urve of the flexibility
<I'
marginal utility of mone y
r = real (deflated) income
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8. T HE GENERAL FLEXIBILITY E QUAT ION.
T h e mct1lOds of Section s s and 6 are built on the fact t hat
t wo observa tion points ( 0.1' X l' 1'1) and (0. 2 , hZ , T 2 ) whi ch show
t h e s a 111 e food quantity, t hat is, Xl = x 2 • an d d i ff e r e n t
relativ e prices, that is u1 =!= 0. 2 , m ay be utilized to obt ain one
ob servat ion of the money flexibilit y . The question then nat urally
a rises : If t he materia l at our disposal is in such a fonn t hat
we do not get observat ions showing rigorously the same food
quantity would it not be possible even then t o obtain an ap 
pr oximate expression for the money flexibility, for instance, by
u tilizing in each flexibility determin ation t hree or more observa
bon p oint s inst c,a d of t wo, a nd t hrough t hi s additional infor
mation partly overcome t h e lack of observat ion-pairs with the
sa me food quantity? This p roblem will b e discussed in the
present Section .
F or convenience we sha ll now wr i te the equilibrium equa
t ion in the follo wing logarithmic form
(8. r )
log w(r) ·- log u (x) = log u.
\Ve assume that t here is given a set of observation point s on
the surface of consumption: (al , Xl ' rJ , (0. 2 , X 2 , T 2 ) , ••• etc. For
each 01 these point s the equilibrium eq ua tion (8. r) must be
fulfill ed . If we select any 1'\\"0 of the observation poiIltS, for
instance the p oint s Nos. (I) and (2), and subtract t he equilibrium
equation in the second point from t h e eq uati on in the first point ,
we get
(S. 2) (log 1'1 - log '2) . w(r 1 • T 2 ) - (log Xl - log x 2) . '/.( (x 1l x 2)
= l og 0. 1 - log 0. 2
\vhere W(l'l' 1'2 ) defined b y (5. 6) is the average money flexibilit y
over the income interval (Tv 1'2), and
(8 . 3 )

~ ( .

) _ log u(x 1) -

U Xl ' %2

-

Iog x.
l

-

log U(X2)
Iog x
2

is the average foo d flexibility over the quanti t y int erval (x v x z).
Equation (8. 2) will b e called th e g e n e r a I f I e x 
i b i ii t Y e qu a t ion. By putting Xl = X 2 in th is equation
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we get i mmediat ely the formula (S.7) t hat served as the b asis
for the qua nt ity variation method. Sim ilarly, if we h ave t wo
comp lete budget curves Nos. (I) and (2), an d put r l = ;/ 2
in (8. 2) , we get

(8 ·4 )

•(
It Xl ' X

log (11 - log a.,
)
z = - log %1(1) - l og %: (1'

wh ere l' is t he common magnitude of 1'1 a nd 1 2' and Xl (r), X2(1' )
are t h e t wo functions that r epresent h ow the quantity consumed
varies with the income r on the fi rst and second budget cun 'e
respectively. By attribut ing to r in (8. 4) different magnitu des,
w e get different points on the food flexibility curve. And from
t he food fl ex ibilit y thus determined, the food u tility curve m ay
of course be derived by integra tion , in t h e same \vay as t he
money utili ty curve was derived from t he money fl exibility curve
by (s. 8) . This met hod of determini ng the foo d flexibility and
t h e food utility may be called the i nc 0 m e - v a ri a t i o n
m e t h od .
In order to stu d y the situation when t he quantit ies x an d
t he in come }' in t he material at hand a re a ll differen t, we sh all
ITltrod uce t he follo\\~ng notation
<£) 12

'i112

(8. 5)

=

Wh , 1'2)
'l~ ( Xl' ;\:2)

log a1 - log (1 2
log X l - log x:\
u = log Tl - log '1 2

(112

Xl 2

a nd similarly if I a nd 2 ar e replaced by any other subscript s :
3,4, .. . et c. Obviou sly Xn = - X 12 , 1'21 = - 1'21 and if X l = -'2
we have %12 = 0, if ' I = T2 we have 1'12 = 0, a nd so on.
With this notation the general flexib ility equat ion can b e
written
(8. 6)
i'1 2W12 X1 2111 ~
(1 ]2
The average money flexib ilit y 10(1'10 T2 ) as defined by (5 . 6)
m ay be looked upon as the fir st divided difference of the func
tion log w(r ) with respect to log 1' . Similarly we ma y defin e t he
second order divided difference of log w(r) by 1)
I T h e secon d order divided di1ferences are u sually defined without t h e
factor 2 jntroduced in the right m em b e r of (8. 7) . I hav e u sed the d efiniti on
(8. 7) in order to m a k e the second differe nce d irectly compara ble to the secon d
deriva tive d efined b y (8. ro).

5*
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w(rl' 1'2) -

+ lour

log r

~-=.
1 ....:

w(r!! .
loa l'

~ _ ~

2

=

rL
. ,
2

w(r l' 1'2) - w(r2' 1'3)
log "I -log 1'3'
Denoting for shortness this second order difference bY ;123'
we can write (S. 7) in the form
(8 8)
.

-"Ii;

2

-

123 -

?

~

w12

" 13

W23

Similarly we may consider the second order divided difference
of the function log u(x), namely,
_.,
'1/
2 1112- 11 00
(S. 9)
123
Xu

W e shall call W 123 the average money a c c e I era t i o n
taken over the income points h. 1'2' ":3)' Similarly ·t~123 will be
called the a verage food acceleration t aken over the quantity
points (Xl' X 2 • xa) '
In conjunction with t hese average accelerations we shall
also consider the poi n t accelerations
._ ~ ( )
d1b(r) _ d2 log w(r )
10
,.1"
(S
)
.
dlog l' 
(cllog 7)2
and
¥¥( ')
dli, (x)
d log 1t (x)
(S. II)
11 X = d log x = (d log :\:)2
From the definition of the point accelera tions it follows
t hat these accelerations are expressions for how f a s t t h e
f Ie x i b iIi tie s c han g e as ,ve change the abscissa (income
y or quantity x ) in question. The average accelerations admit
of a similar interpretation. It is indeed a \vell known proposition
in the theory of divided differences, that if W123 is the second
order divided difference of log w{r) taken over the point triple
h. r 2 • 1'3). and if the point acceleration ;(1') is continuous in the
interval between the smallest and the largest of the numbers
;'v ;'2 and 1'3' then there exists at least one value ru of I' in this
interval such that
(8. 12)
¥~ 123 = ·W(ro)
A similar proposition holds, of course, for ;; 123'
From (S . 12) and (S. S) we infer that
(8. 13)
W23 = W12
%r:Il-,~h)

+
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Similarly we have
(8. 14)
1t 23 = £(12 +- 1/ 2 X31 -;;' (xo)
where xI) is a magnitude of x in the interval between the smallest
and the largest of the numbers Xl' x 2 and 'Y3'
NO\v let us consider the tw o pairs of observation points
(I. 2) and (2, 3). From these two pairs of observations we deduce
that W12 and -z't 12 must satisfy the following t wo equations
U W12 - - X12~t12
a 12
(S. IS)
::!S W12 -

=

X 2 :3'l!12

a~.., -

R

where
(8.16)

=

R

I Mr d 3 1w'';'(7o) -

X23xalU (xo) ]

Solving the two equations (S. IS) for W12 and il12 we get
a 12 x Z3 - a" 3 x 12
x 10 R
W 12 (8 . 17)

v

+

_

" 12 X 23 -

r23 a12 - r12R.
r23 X 12

1 2 a 23 -

(S. IS)

7 23 %12

112

1'12%23 -

If

Xl

=

x 2 • (S. 17) reduces to W12

= a1'12 . And if

71 =

12

(S. IS)

'2

reduces to

1{12

= -

a 12 . Thus we get again back to the formulae
Xu

on which the quantity-variation method and the income-variation
m ethod respectively was buil t.
H %12 is not rigorously equal to zero, the unknown remainder
t erm R will occur in the num erator of (8. 17). However, the
ter m X 12 R is of the third power in the quantities au' Xu <l.i.. d rij
while the other terms in th e numerator are only of the second
power. Therefore if the three points (I ), (2) a nd (3) are not
too far apart on the surface of consumption. t he t erm X 12 R in
the numerator will be comparatively small, and may, as an
approximation be dropped. We thus get
(l12xo3
_ e_- __a~3~~
" _ "

wv

(8. 19)

12

' 23%12

"12%23 -

an d similarly

(8 .

20)

,

11 12

=

-

r12a~o -

'Yo o"'l

r 12 x 23 -

" 23 X 12

-"

-"

?

, -~

The last tw o formulae are expressed in t erms of directly obsen'
able magnitudes only.
From the point of view of the relative significance of the
remainder term R, the formulae (8. 19) and (8. 20) arc all the
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more exact the closer t h e poin t s (I) , (2) and (3). However , t he
poin ts must not be lying t oo close together, because t h en t h e
formula (8. 19) or (8. 20) will give a result which is n early of
the form~, and such an expression is very sensitive for e rr a l i c
o

influences. The absolute value of t h e relative error committed
by computing W12 by the a pproximation for mula (8. I 9) instead
of by t h e correct formula (8. I7) is less than or equal t o the
absolute value of
(8.21)

Z

= ~ ~<12Jlr~3r31

I +~'r23X;nll

j

a12 x 23 - u23 X 12
,vh ere NI is an upper bound for t h e absolute v alues of W (1'} and
~ t (x) in the int ervals ill question. This means that the correct
magnitu de of ,b n must be lying bet ween (I + z) and (I - - z)
times t h e approximate m agnit ude of w12 found by (8. 19) .
We can t herefore formulate the following criterion: If n oth
ing is known a priori regarding t he money acceleration or t he
food acceleration, t he three points (I), (2) and (3) which a re
u sed in t h e approxima tion formula (8. I9) for the money flex
ibility, s h 0 u 1 d b e c h 0 sen S 0 3. S to m a k c t h e
absolut e v a lue o f
2

=

(8.22)

rpUl

(8 . '23 )

'fu -

x I
I r2"oJ' 31. I -LI I -Xo-8_~L

X

12
a12 x 23 - C! Z3 X 12
a ss m a ll asp 0 s s i b 1 e. In p articular we see t ha t if i t is
possible to choose ibe points in such a ,\-ay that Xl = ~1:2 but
U t =l= a 2 , we get the ideal case f/'w =
o. This is anoth er way of
exhibiting the significance of the isoquants and the quantity
variation method.
ff the object is t o determine the food flexibilit y, the poinls
should b e chosen so as to make t h e absolut e value of

_

r :n I + I X 23X 31 I
I r 23"
,.
r 12
, 12 U 2 3 -

1 23 (112

as small as p ossible.
There are seycral way s in which it may b e worthwh ile to
attempt a practical application of the preceding formulae. The
following are some tent at ive suggestions. If a sy stem of scatter
p oints in (1', w) coordinates, respectively (x , u) coordinates, arc
determined by (8. I9) or (8. 20), it may b e attempted to p erform
a least square smoothing with (8. 22) respectively (8. 23) (or
certain simple functions of t hese quatit ies) as inver se weights.

7"1

If the prices are not known so that (8. 19) calIDot be applied
a s it stands, the follo wing procedure may be tried : Introduce into
(8. 19) X 12 = ~12
P12' J'1~ = (.J 12 P12' a 12 = PH P 12 where ¢12
= log ¢1 - log ¢2 and similarly for e, P and P . By certain as
sumptions about the variation of the unkno,,'ns P and P taken
in conjunction wit h the fact that all th e magnit udes of the
flexibilities detennined by (8. 19) shall ri'!fer to the sam e
mon ey flexibilit y curve it may b e possible (for instance by a
least sqnar e minimalization) to det ermine approximately the
unknown j/s an d P' s and thereby determine approxim at ely the
magnit udes of the money flexibib ty. This would be a sort of
m odification of the translation principle to the case where only
a set of discrete observations a re available. Whether such a proce
dure will give a worth while result can of course only be tested
b y a thoroughgoing st at istical analysis.

_0
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9. MONEY UTILITY AND THE PROBLEM OF
INDEX NUMBERS.
The connection between the money utility and the index
number problem may be looked upon from two different v iew
points: In the first place, the statistical technique by which
we have in the preceding Section s attempted to construct ut ility
curves is to some extent based on the use of index numbers.
P and in certain cases also p are index numbers. The question
may arise : Do index numb ers constructed in the usual way by
combining directly observed prices and quantities into a more
or less mechanical formula , give an adequate expression for the
notions P and p that are involved in the utility study? We
shall see that it is desirable somewhat to modify the orthodox
conception of index numbers when the notion is applied in the
utility study. In the second place, adopting a more general
viewpoint, \\·e could ask : Can the concept of money utility
quantitatively defined help to elaborate a definition of the notion
of a price index number which is more significant even for gen eral
purposes. \Ve shall here consider these two points in turn.
If index numbers are constructed in the usual way by
actually observing prices and quantities and combining these
data through one of th e classical index number formulae, it is
of gTeat importance that the kinds and qualities of goods that
enter into the index are the sam e at all the points of time,
or all the places, compared . If the kinds or qualities of the goods
that enter into the index differ at the different times or places,
the index will not give a correct expression for that thing which
it is intended to express, na mely, a change in p ric e salone.
One of the important factors that determine whether a good
or a certain grade of a good shall be selected for incorporation
in a price index or not, is therefore whether it is possible to
define the good or the grade exactly, so that the same thing
will be understood by it in the different points of time or dif
ferent places considered.
T his s e 1 e c t ion w ill, h 0 \y eve r, ten d t 0
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pro d u c e a b i as, so that the in dex number constructed
n this basis does not become quite represent a tive for the notion
of g c ncr a 1 prices. The s e 1 e c t i o n i n que s t ion
\\. i 11 i n f act t en d t 0 dam pen the p ric e flu c 
t u a t ion s. Th e fluctuations as measured by a n in dex number
constructed on the basis of such a selection will show less price
spread than it ought to, aDd this damping effect is particularly
strong in geographical index numbers. Let us, fo r insta nce, take
t h e construction of a geographical food price index. If the index
should be rest ricted to contain only those foodstuffs that exist
in exactly the same qualities in the various places, the index
"would contain virtually only a fe,,,- standard articles like granulat
ed sugar, wheat flour of certain grades, etc. But this kind of
standard articles are exactly those for which one would expect
t he least geographical spread in prices. The spread which exists
for this kind of goods will, a s a rule, only be that which is du e
to transportation costs or, may be, tariff vvalls. But this by no
means accounts for all the differences there are in prices of
foodstuffs. In particular th is is very far from representing all
the price difference which is of sigl1ificance in the utility study.
A great part of the foodstuffs and often some of the most im
portant items on the list are of a more or less 1 0 c all y c h a 
r act e r i ze d sort. They do not have their exact counterpart
in the food budgets of other places, and has therefore a more
r less locally determined price. \\Then we want to compare "the
expensiveness" of food in general, at different places it would
be utterly misleading to disregard t hese articles. And in particular
it would be misleading to do so in a utility study. But disregard
ing these articles is really what we do when we require that the
items entering into the food price index shall be strictly "com
parabIc. "
I have recently had an opportunit y to see a good example
of t he fact that such directly constructed food price indexes
give a too low spread. While Professor Fisher and I were still
working along the line of F isher's method and my isoquant
method, we tried, of course, various sources for geographical
price indexes within the United States. Amongst others we
received from Professor Paul H. Douglas, through hi s courtesy,
a series of geographical living price and food price in dexes which
he had constructed. The spread shown in these da ta was much
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below what one would guess a t as a p lausible sprea d, an d furt h er
more the way in \yhich th e spread was distribute d over tb e
country did not at all appea r reasonable 1). It was therefore
found th at these price data could not b e u sed for the purpose
of utility measurement.
Ii th e food price and the living price index es are det ermined
b y the t r a n s 1 a t ion m ethod, we dodge these difficulties
arising iTom the difference in k ind a nd grade of goods in dif
ferent places, and therefore also avoid th e damping effect pro
duced by selecting only "comparable'· comm odities . Since the
damping effect is of such a basic importance in t he utility st udy,
I believe that the index numbers of Table 3 are more signific ant
for the present purpose than a set of directly det ermined index
numbers would be.
This does not m ean , of course , that the figures in Tab le 3
are necessarily m or e significant for general purposes. It m ay b e
that the translat ion m ethod, some time in th e future when it
has b een t est ed b y more extensive numerical work, will prove t o
be u seful also as a means of determining geographical index
llUmbers for general purposes. As a ma tter af fact , I think it
will. But so far, the results given in Table 3 sh ould b e con sidered
rather as a set of param et ers that has served in the co nstruction
of th e utility curve, exhibited in T able 5 t han a s a set of index
numbers with an indep endent and general significance. Of course,
I b eliev e that anybody familiar with the geographica l price
variations in the Unit ed Stat es will agree that, in the g e n e r a 1
c 0 u r s e, the figures of Table 3 are plausible, also as an ex
pression, for the generally accep ted notion of foo d prices a nd
living prices. In particular tbe expensiveness of the great east
coast cities as exhib it ed in Ta ble 3 is, I think, a very reasonabl e
fe ature. But in detail there may be corrections to make if the
index numbers were to be u sed for general purp oses.
I now proceed to th e more general aspect of th e connection
b etween t he notion of money utility and the problem of i ndex
numbers. Th e main idea back of our a ttempt t.o construct an
index nu mber of " the price of living" is, I think , this : We ha n
t wo points of time (or place), }.Ios. (I) and (2) . And we want to
1 Dr. R oyal ) 'Ieek er, wh o h as a most t horo ughgoing knowledge of the
food price and living price situ a tion ove r a great p art of the States, agrees with
m e in t h is point of view.

5
know b y how much we must multiply th e income i n (I ) in order
to get an income in (2) that will make an individual jus t a s
w e 11 o :f f. This fo rmulation of t he problem is more or less
im plicitly involved, I b elieve, in an t h e a ctu al attempts of
constructing index numbers of "the price of living." Let (>1 b e
a given nomin al income in the fir st p oin t of time (or place),
a nd e2 th e correspondiJlg nominal income in t he second poin t
of t ime (or place), i c. the income iliat would make the individual
just as well off as be is with the in com e fh in the first point of
time (or place) . I n the orthodox formul ation of the in dex nu mber
pr oblem it is impli cit ly assumed that tile income (12 in question
can be found sim ply b y multiplying 121 by a certain fact or P 21
\-v h i c h i s in d e p e n d e n t 0 f th. In other \,·ords it is
a ssllll1cd that we h ave
(9. I )
122
P 21 · el
where P 21 is a c an s tan t, independent of th. And t hi s con
st ant P 21 is just tak en as an expression for t he "living price"
t the point of time (or place) ~ o. (2) as compared with the
"living p rice " at th e point of time (or place) 1\0. (I). I t seems
t o me that the ,,·hole index number problem appears in a more
fruitful setting wh en we drop th e orthodox assu mption tha t
P 21 is a const ant , and simply fo rmulat e t he notion of " living
price" b y saying t ha t f!2 is s am e fun c t i o n of e1

(9.

2)

(12

R~1(Q1)

The nature of thi s function would then express the price of
livin g in the p oint (2) as compared \yith t h e point (I). If thi s
poin t of view is a dopted, the notion of the p rice of living in one
p oint as compared with t he price of living in another point ,
d oes not appear a s a n u m b e r any more but as the s h ap c
o f a cur v e , namely the curve that gives a graphical pic
1 m e of th e function R 21 . This curve we shall call the re d u c
t ion cur v e b etween the t wo poin ts con sidered . It expresses
t h e r ule by 'which fh is reduced to a scale wbere it b ecomes com
parable with (J1 .
Th e orthodox assumption can be formulat ed by saying that
the r edu ction curve sh all b e a s t r a i g h t 1 i n e t h r aug h
or i g in, such as, for instance, the liT;e OL in Fig. 14. A straight
line through origin is indeed t he graphical expression for a
reJationship of the form (9. I) "here P 21 is independent of h
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.c\nd the slope (the angular coefficient) of this st raight line would

when we insert elo for 121. In the second place "we have the slope
of the tangent to the reduction curve, in the point 1)1, that is
to say the magnitude of the derivative

just be an expression for the orthodox notion of "living price."
Instead of a reduction cur v e we would then simply have
reduction n u m beL In the present more general formulat ion
of the problem the curve connecting (h and Ih may be a curve
'with a varying slope, as for instance the curve OlllK in Fig. 14.
Any set of two points of time (or place) compared \yould be
represent ed by such a curve. It would only be the curve itself
t hat would be able to give the complete expression for the com
p arison between the two points of time (or place).

f21
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Fig. .[4 .

If we adopt the present generalized po int of view, the notion
of "living price" cannot be expressed as a n u m b e r, unless
we attach this number to a definite poi n t on the reduction
curve. If the curve is monotonically increasing, this fixation of
a point on the Clllve may be uniquely made by fixing a certain
magnitude of el' for instance the magnitude elo. Let A1 be the
corresponding point on tbe reduction curve and let e20 be the
corresponding income in th e point of time (or place) No. (2).
There are two numbers which can b e attached to the point 111,
and which, each in their sense gives an expression lor the n otion
of "living price." First "we have t he slope of the straight line
from origin to M. This slope is equal to the value of the ra tio
(9
3)J
\
•

1:>21 ("n)
=
t: l

R 2)(el)
Ql

(9· 4)

R' ~1 (el)

(g. 5)

(h =

=

dR21 (el)
del
in the point el = elo. The ratio defined by (9. 3) we shall call
the re I a t i v c living price b etween (2) and (I) for the incom e
ev and the derivative (9. 4) we shall call the mar gin a 1
living price b ehveen (2) and (I) for the income el'
The relati ve living price P21(lh) expresses by how much
we must multiply [)l in order to get the corresponding (>2 ' In
other words we have

P 21 (el ) . !?t

The relative living price is therefore the notion that comes
nearest t o the orthodox concept of a "living price." The differ
nce is only tha t the multiplicator P 2-1 is now considered as a
function of el'
Prima facie the above fo rmulation of the index number
problem may seem a little strange, but on reflection I believe
it will be foun d to b e a rather plausible formulati on. T he prin
ciple of considering P 21 as a function of el' is really adopted de
facto, I think, although the theoretical consequences have not
been drawn. F or instance : Th e Ford inquiry has the object to
investigate prices in certain E uropean cities as compared with
pri.ces in D etroit, in order to find a basis for a comparison of
the \\"orkmens wages in th ese places. And the Uni t ed States
Foreign office has long ago been facing a similar problem in
connection \vith t he fixation of t h e salaries of th eir ambassadors,
and legation employees around the world. I s it to b e expected
that the "living price" ratio b etween, say Berlin and l~o me
should be exactly the same when it is defined by a comparison
between \\"orkmens wages as when it is defined by a comparison
be tween salaries for ambassadors? Certainly not. \Vhat \\"e do
when we say that P 21 is a function of el is only to take account
of one aspect of this variation in the living price concept. Of
ourse there may also be other factors besides the size of the
income which ten d to produce a variation in the ratio considered.
This simply shows that even t he assumption that P 2l is a func
tion of e~ is not general enough to completely cover the real
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situation . But at least tile assumpt ion that P21 is a function
of (h is, I think, nearer to reality t han the simple assumption
that it is a constant . A similar argument \'·ould hold good it
seems even if we did not consider general living prices bu t other
sorts of p rices that are frequently made the object of index
number construction: wholesale commodit y prices, general food
prices , etc.
In terms of the notions here developed the problem of livin g
price detennination is the problem of defining some principle
b y which, to ev ery income !h in (1) we can associate a certain
income e2 in (2). If the mode of living is not very much a like i n
the two situations, it appears as exceedingly difficult to make
this association on the basis of direct observation of prices and
qu antities. This is true already in t h e simple case when P 21 is
assumed constant, and it would be still more true in the cas
where we consider P 21 as a function of el. In particular it seems
that these difficult ies would b e virtually unsurmoun table when
the comparis.ons made are geographical rather t11an temporaL
The question therefore a ri ses : Does there exi st any economic
paramet er which is a pure number, defined only by prices and
quant ities in (1) or only by prices and qua ntities in (2) (so that
no direct price or quanti t y comparison b etween (1) and (2) is
necessary), an d which furth er is such that it offers a possibilit
of creatin g a plausible association between el and e2 ?
If we had a\7ailable a significant mon ey utilit y curve for (1)
and a lso such a curve for (2), then it seems th at the money
fI e xi b i ii t Y would be a paramet er of the kind we need. In
fact, if we want to keep our definition of real income in absolut e
terms, independent of geographical and t emporal variations i n
the nature of the goods consumed, it seems rath er plausible,
or more than that : is seems more or less inevitable, to attach
the real income definition to some basic feature of human b e 
h a v i 0 r which we know depends very closely upon how high
up il1 the scale of living t he individual find s himself. Such a
feature of the behavior is, however, the way in which the in
dividual reacts for an increase in income . And a quantitat ive
measure of thi s behavior is just the money fl exibility.
The practica l carrying through of this principle would be
as follows : Let us assume that the money fl exibility functions
U\(()I) and W2(e2) for (1) an d (2) are determined by some method
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or another. And let us assume that both t h ese functions are
m onoton ic function s, so that a given <1\ will determine uni
quely a certain el' and a given w2 will determine un iquely a
certain (>2. If this is so , we cal1 det ermine an association b etween
(!I and e2 by the following process . First select a certain magni
t ude of el. Then determine what flexibilit y 71\ in (1) corresponds
to this el. Then go t o that point on the fl exibilit y curve for (2)
wh ere th e flexibility is equal to WI. ADd finally read off what
income (h in (2) corresponds to this flexibility. In other words,
if we denote the inverse function of wA(2) by
(9· 6)
e~ = R2 (~E'2)
th en the funct ion R21 defined by (9 . 2) would.. by the above
associa t ion process, b ecome equal to

(9· 7)
fh = R 21 (el) = R 2(<.i\(th))
By yirtu e of our assumpti on regarding the monoton y of th e
T a ble 6.
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1.69
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t wo functiOl1S WI (e1) an d wA(2)' (9 · 7) \\"ill d efine (>2 uniquely
s a function of £11. The law of association (9. 7) can be exhi
bit ed in t abular form as indicated in Tab. 6.
As an example we have in Tab. 6 ta ken a comparison b etween
Germany and the Uni ted States. In column (I) of Table 6 are
list ed different magnitudes of the money flexibility. In column (II)
re listed the incomes, in R eichsmark, that, according to th
German money flexibility curve, correspond to the given magni
t ude of the flexibility, and in column (III) are listed th e in
comes, in Dollars, that , according to the American flexibility
curve, correspond t o the given magnitudes of the fl exibility.
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In column (IV) are given the ratio P~l = (12 k!! b etween th e n um
bers in co lumn s (III) and (II). This ratio is the liv ing price as
d efined b y equation (g. 3). The essenti al point in this connection
is that the ratio P21 changes with !?!. If this ratio is multiplied
by the gold content of th e Dollar and divided to the gold con
t ent of t he R eichsmark. \ Ye get th e living price comparison ex
pressed on a gold basis. The laUer ratio is given in column (V).
Similarly a reduction can b e made to an exchange rate b asis ,
r egardless of we ther the countries have gold redem pti on or not.
T a ble 6 is not built on actual observation, it is only int ended
as an example.
As a modification of t h e above procedure it m ay b e fonnc!
useful not to establi sh the associa tion b etween zl'z an d Z~' 1 sim ply
by puttin g u'~ equal to 1D , but b y pu ttin g w ~ equal to, say a
constant plus wI> or equal t o a constant t imes ,;:\, o r equal t
some other simple function of '11\. B y such a process it m a y
b e p ossible to overcome the difficult y which a ri ses wh en there

j-;'

f;
Fig. 15 a.
Indiffereuces surfaces in (r)

F ig. 15 b .
Indifference surfaces i n (2)

exists some systematic difference b et ween the t ypica l want
constit ution for (I) and the typ ical want constitution for (2).
tbat introduces a bias in th e I1exibility compari son .
This whole analysis can easily b e generalized to the case
where we do not assume th at the nominal money u tility is of
the form (1. 2) but adopt the more general assum ption (1. I).
In this case the association principle b etween !h an d (h can
b est be expressed in t erms of the notion of i n d i ff e r e n c e
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s u r f ace s. \ /Ve assume that the nature of the want const i
tution of a typical individual in th e point of t ime (or place) (I)
is gi\"en by a set of indifference surfaces , such as those expressed
in Fig. IS a. Similarly let Fig. IS b r epresent the set of indiffer
ence surfaces for th e typical individual in (2). The a xes a re
quantity a xes for the commodities. For simplicity we h ave as
sumed only two commod ities. The \yant constitution in (I) and
the \\"ant const it u tion in (2) need not b e the same in every r e
spect. \ Ve ev en do n ot n eed to assume that th ere is the same
kind of commodities in (I ) and (2), but we must assume that
ther e exist some principle by which any given indifference sur
face in (2) is a ssociated ,,"ith a certain indifference surface in (I),
and vice v ersa. One such principle, namely , th e flexibility prin
ciple, is discussed b elo\\'. Let S'1 and 5'21 5 "1 a nd 5 " 2' 5 '''1 an d
S '" 2 . . . etc. b e sets of corresponding indifference surfaces in (I)
und (2) .
The price situation (that is : all the in d ividual prices) are
also assum ed given, both in (I ) and (2) . Consequently we may
d etermine \\·hat no minal incomes (1\, Q" I' e" \ ... etc. the in
dividual n ee d in (I) in order that his equilibrium of exchange
shaU b e r ealized in a point which lies resp ectively on t h e surfaces
':'"'1' S'\, S" \ . .. etc. Th ese incomes w ill be those t hat are re
presented by budget plan es tangent to the r esp ective surfac es
S1' (Sec Fig. IS d') Simila rly we can find out what incomes e'~.
e"2' e "'~ .. . etc. t hat are associated with the surfaces S'2' S"2'
S'''2 ... etc . For simplicity we may assume that the association
bcbyeen the in co m es fll and the su rfaces 51' is unique, and sim i
larly for the association b etween the incomes e2 and the sur
f aces 52 '
If an individual in (I) increases hi s income h e will move
a long t h e curve 111\, J.l 1'\. 111'''1 . . . Un der this variation we
m ay define the notion of money fl exibility, so t hat a certain
magn itude of the fl exibility is aitached to each point on the
c urve 11'1'1' ]li"l' lV['''1 ... Similarly there m a y b e attach ed a
certain magnitu de of the m oney flex ibility to each point on
the curve 1I1'2' M"2' N1'''2 . . . This gives a m ea ns of establishin g a
u n ique associat ion b ehveen the surfaces SI and S2 by utilizing
corresponding values of the fl exibility, as above explained.
Since there exists a unique association b etween t h e ind iffer
ence surfaces SI and S2. the above p rocedure will define an u nique
F r i s c h, Marg inal Utility.
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association b etween the incomes Ih, and (22, t hat is t o say, it "ill
define !?2 as a function of !?v and thus defin e the notion of living
price 1).
If the present notion of l iving price as a fun ction, not as a
number is adopted, the question of subjecting the index to fu1fill
cer tain t ests, must, of course, b e formulated in another way
than when the index is anumber.
1 The idea of utilizing the n otion of utility in order t o defi ne an index
n umber has been considered by v arious writer s ; for inst ance, Knut Wi cksell ,
F. Y. E dgewort h, a nd oth er s. See a lso D r. R oyal Meek er 's a rticle .. Cost of
Living" in Encyclopedi a B ritannica. It seems, h owever, t h at none of t h ese
'writer s h ave utiliz ed the utility notion ill the way su ggest ed in the abov e
discussion.

10.

MONEY UTILITY AND T HE SUPPLY CURVE
OF LABOR.

Although the question of the labor supply curve and it s
determining factors have been the object of much discussion,
it does not seem that the more complicat ed aspect s of this pro
blem have yet been cleared up. In the p rese nt Section I shall
utilize th e notion of money utility in an a ttempt to throw some
light on this question.
Briefly the supply curve of labor may be defined as the
curve th at exhibits how t h e number of h ours worked per day
y depends on the wage rate per hour q. Th is definition is, how
ever, only preliminary. The various notion s involved in the pre
sent statement need to be specified more exactly. One point that
needs specification is th e question as t o what c},,:t cnt t he indi
v idual wage earner under the wage system of our days based
upon collective bargaining .has a possibilit y to vary the amoUll t
of labor supplied by him . The following analysis is not hinged
upon such a possibility. Quite regardless of \vh ether or not it
is possible for each of the workers t o vary his supply of labor
it is certain that t he way in wh ich hours of work and wage per
ho ur is valued 0 n t h e a v era g e in the group of workers
included in the collective wage agreement , plays an important
role in the fixat ion of t he collective wage agreement itself. T he
labor supply fun ction may always be looked upon as a n ex
pression for t his a \-erage or typical valuation . An d if there exist s
a p ossibility for each wor ker to vary h is supply of labor, th e
labor supply function even h as an individual ~ignifi cance .
Next we h ave t o consider the meaning of "hours worked" ,
'%en I say that y r epresents "hours worked" this mu st be
lmdcrstood as a simplified t erm u sed Lor sh ort ness of expression.
In a n actual case y could, of course, n ot be measured simply
by the clock. \¥e would h ave to make some correction for the
varying intensity of t he work. We may even h ave t o express y
in t erms of piece work, or express y by a m ore or less complicated
fonnula involving both actual hours and piece,,,,ork, et c. The
6*
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main point is t hat y should b e expressed as something per
h i c h the total wage is computed , so that it b ecomes possible
to define the notion of the wage r at e q. These qualifi cat ions
being made, we shall in the following for shortness continue to
call the un its in which y is measured "hours."
As the number of hours \,"orked on a given day increases,
th e marginal disutility of labor v increases . V.'e may consider v
as a function of y.
\y

~, =

(ro. r)

'i: (y)

and p ict ure it by a graph such as F ig. 16. Th ere will b e a cer
tain minimum work p er day Yo which the indi vidual will wa nt
to do ju st for the pleasure of the work its2lf. In other words,
Yo is the point where the labor disutility curve passes from
negative to positi ve. Ii t he individual has to work more t han Yo
110urs p er day there will b e attached an act ual di sutility to the
labor. Ii he is prevented from working so much as Yo h ours p er

I

day , labor has a negative disutility , t hat is, the exertion of
labor actually appear s as a "good " with a positive u tility. For
t he following analysis it is only the part of the curve that is
lying to the ri ght of th e p oint Yo that we n eed t o take accoun
of. There is also another poin t on the abscissa axis of F ig. 16
t hat is of importance , namely, the physiological maximu m of
work per day Y max' Beyond this point the individua l cannot
go without breaking down . If y is actually measured b y t he
clock, the point J'm ax will, of course, lie somewhere b efore th e
ultimate limit y = 24 hours. b practice the limit will not b e
a n absolutely fixed magnitude that holds good for every day.
It onJy holds good as an average . For one or a few d ays work
migh t perhaps be kept on conti nously. In order to get a p er
fectly realistic picture of the exhau stion process we would h ave
t o follow the individual from day to day and, so t o speak, study
h is brea kdown historically. Howev er, t h e details of this process
are not essential for the purpose which \\"e have h ere in mind.
H ere it will b e sufficient to take account of t h e exhaustion
process only so far as it can b e done by introducing t he p ara
met er Ymax'
In any p oint on the labor disutility curve we may consider
t h e labor-flexibilit y defined b y
dv( y) . ~
dy v(y )
Th e nature of the labor disutility curve will, of course , be
one of the essential factors that det ermine how the labor supplied
v aries with the wage rat e. But it is by no m eans the on ly factor
u nderlying this relationship. There a re in particular t\\"o other
factors that play an important role : the income co m p 0 s i 
t i o n a nd t he money utility curve. I sh all first discuss at some
length the nature of the income composition. In particular I
ShalJ describe it by cert ain characteristic " flexibilities" that will
be of importance for the following discussion. It seems to me
that this is a r ath er vital but gen erally n eglected part of the
labor supply discussion. Next I shall derive a set of gC:Ileral
for mulae expressing ho\\" the labor suppl:y elasticities can be
expressed in t erms of the income co mposit ion flexibilities, the
labor disutility flexibility, the money flexibilit y and certain
other factors. Finally I shall utilize the formulae obtained for
a closer di scussion of certain important special cases.

(I O.2)
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Fig. 16.
Disutility Curve for Labor.
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By the income composition I mean the way in which the
remuneration comil1g from t he work on th e v ariou s days enters
as e I e m en t s into t he total income budget of the individual.
In practice the income from work on a given da y will always
be looked upon in its connection with income from ,york on
oth er days and possibly also in connection with income from
other sources. Even the most shortsighted person will thin k of
m ore than one day when he di sposes of his income. In order t o
take a fu ll account of this fact \\' e should have t o go into a system
atic study of saving. Tbis will not be attempted here. \Ve shall
only take account of the "carry over" of income from one period
to another, so far as it can b e done by assuming that the income
period, t hat is to say, tile period to which the money utility
function w(r ) refers, is Io n g e r than the period, namely a
day, to which the labor disutility function v(y) refers. For short
ness of expression we shall call th e income period a "year" ,
but there will b e nothing in the following argument that is based
on the notion of year in th e calendar sense . W e simply assume
t hat the income year includes a certain number 11 of ,,·orking
days.
\lVe shall number the working days in a year I, 2 . . . "i/
and denote the number of hours ,yorked on these days )11 ' Y2
... Yn . The wage rates that arc effective on these days ,YC shall
denote q1> q2 ... qn' In general we shall not assume that t he
same wage r ate obtains throughout the year.
The simplest wa y in wh ich the t otal yearly spendable
nominal income e can depend on the daily wages is through
straightforward summa tions with no additional income from
other sources. I n this case we have
(10.

3)

e

YIql

+ '!hq2 + ... + ynqn

If there is a certain yearly income a from a source other t han
the work considered we h ave

+

+ ... +

+

(10·4)
(!
)'Iql
J'2q2
ynqn
a
If t axes are levied, say with a percentage t on income from the

work considered, with a pEr centage T on income from other
sources, and a per capita t ax T, then the t otal yearly spendable
income will be
(ro. 5) (! = (YIql + Y2q~ + .. . + )'nqn) (I - t) + a(I - or) - T
The formulae (10. 3). (10. 4) and (10. 5) represent examples of

8

income composition. Many other and more complicated situa
tions are of course possible. In order to insure generality we
shall simply assume that the t otal yearly spendable income is
some function

(ro. 6)
(J = e(Yl' )12 ... Yn ' ql' q2 .. . gil )
of the variables indicated . In order to characterize t he nature
of this function we introduce its partial derivatives which we
denote as follows:

=

(10. 7)

(J' i

(ro. 8)

(! ' U I

=

e'i (Yl . .. Yn, ql ... qn)
Q ' (j) ()II . . .

= Be(Yl . . . Yn, ql ' . . qn)
&Yi

Yn, ql . . . qn) = O(J(YI . . . Jln. ql ... qn
oqj

Further we shall introduce the partial fI e x i b iIi tic s
(Ji = ei(Yl ... }'n, ql . .. qll) =

(10·9)

Be(Yl .. . Yn, ql . .. qn)
0Yi

(ro. 10)

C(J) =

(!(J) (Y l •••

Yn, ql . . . qn)
.-.'/?(YI
- . ...
--aq;·-

:Vi
e\Yl ... Yn , ql ... qn)

)In, ql . . . qn) =
j

e (Yl

y", qI .. .- qn)

And finally thc "a c c e 1 era t ion s·'
(ro.

II )

eik =

?)
(10. 1_

(! l(.:) -

_

I

_

oe';(YI ... Yn, ql . . . qn)
..- - - - -

-

-

)'k

' - ,.,------"

e i(Yl ... )In, qI· .. qn)
8(!'i(Yl . .. Yn, ql ... qn ). _ _ ~
~
, (
)
qk
(J i )'1 . .. Yn , q] ... qn
8Y k

If the income composition is of the special form (10. S)
and a, t, T and T are independent of t he y's and q's, we simply
h ave
(/i =
qj(r - t)
(10. 13)
(10. 14)
(10. IS)

(10. 16)

(! ' (j)

Qi =

=

Yj(I - t)

qiY i(r- f )
C

(!m

=

qjJlj{r

=!~

e

If either the tax t or or is progressive, or if we have other
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plications in the composition of the spendable income, the simple
formulae (ro. r 3) to (ro. r6) do not hold good any more.
1£ we know the flexibilities l2i and eU)' we can express th e
percentage change in 12 which 'will be produced by given sma ll
percent age changes in the y's or in the q's. If 1'1 is increased (or
.
~v.
6yq
decreased) wIth the p ercentage -..1, )I.) \nth th e p ercentage _ - . . .
)'1 . Y2
etc., then the result ing percentage change in e will b e
~1'l

15Y2
oYn
+
.
..
f'}n' 
'!
Y1
- Y2
)In
Similarly if q1 is increased (or dccreased) with the percentage

(10. r7)

Of'}

=

+

(h • .. -

+

f'} • • -

noticed that (ro. r9) does not invol ve the assumption that we
a ct ually have Y1 = Y2 = ... = )\" B ut in many cases where
it is plausible to assume (ro. r9) the situa tion will be such that
the further condition Yt = Y2 = ... = Yv is also fulfilled.
Similarly we m ay assume that
8ql
q1

(ro. 2r)

tJq 1
/Jq'j ,
oq Tl
12(2) • -r ...
l2 (n ) •
ql
q2
qn
The above formulae are built on the a ssumption that th
1"s and q's for each day may vary independently. Ho\yever,
sometimes there \\'ill be things at work that tend to keep the
wage rate q the same O\'er a certain period (long time wage
contracts, etc.). And there may also be things that tend to keep
y at the same level over a certain p eriod. \Ve shall therefore
introduce a set of ran g e fie x i b iii tie s that expresses
with what percentage the yearly, spendable income will change
when the number of hours worked per day is changed in on
and the same proposition over a certa in sequence of days, say
over the days (r, 2 . . . v), \\'hile all other things remain un
changed. In other ,Yords, we assume that

(ro . r8)

/Je
!!

(ro. r9)

+

+

= eO )'

/»)'1

~ Y2

() )'V

1'1

Y2

1'v

and that the common ratio expressed by (ro. r9) is different
from zero while the rest of the oy and all the oq are equal t
zero. Under this assumption we form the ratio
(ro. 20)

el'

.q

•

•

•

••

=

i5e 1-~)I"'
e Yk

-

where h is any of the numbers r, 2 .. . p. On account of (r o. r9
if does not matter which one of the numbers r, 2 . . . v we put
k equal to. The ratio (ro. 20) is the flexibility of the income
wit h respect to a range-vari ation in hours worked . It should be

r5q2

IJqv

q2

qv

and that the rest of the increments /Jq and all th e in crements
oy are zero. And und er this assumption we may form the ratio

(TO. 22)

12 (1' 2"

.!b, qz

with the percentage oq2 ... etc., the resulting percentage
q1
q2
change in C will be
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?g
l oq"
'!
qk

.. =
I)

where I? is any of the numbers r, 2 . . . v. This ratio is the flex
ibility of the income with respect to a range-variation in the
wage rate.
In particular if the range is the entire year we usc the
notation

e.

(ro. 23)
(ro. 24)

(!1'~ . . .

2(.)

tl

(;/(1> 2 . . . 11)

Th e r an ge fie x i b iii t y for a c c rt a i n ran g e
is equal to th e su m of the daily flexibilitics
in the r a 11 g e. That is to say we have
(ro. 25)
and

Ih

01 '2 . . . v

+ (>2 + .. . + I!v
+ ... +

(ro. 26)
e(1'2 . . . I') =
0(1) + (>(2)
(>(lJ )
(ro. 25) simply follo\\'s by inserting (ro. r9) in (ro. r 7) and using
the definition (ro. 20) . (ro. 26) is proyed in a similar way.
Just as ,,'e llave considered the daily fl exibilities and the
range flexibilities of the function e, ,ye may consider the daily
flexibiliti es and th e range flexibilities of the function l2'i defined
by (ro. 7). The daily flexibilities of l2'i arc already defined by
(ro. II) ancI [roo r2). The range flexibility of r/i with respect to
a v,.. .riation in the y's ancI the q' s respectively we denote
(!i ; 1 ' ~ . . .
and ei(1'~' . . v), These range fl exibilities are equal t o
(r o. 27)
(ro. 28)
where the

=

Oi:1'2 . . ' .
Oi(1 ' 2 . .. VJ
(!ik

and the

=

(!i(f:)

ei1
ei(l)

+
+

Qi2
ei(2)

+ ... +
+ ... +

eiv
ei(V)

are the magnitudes defined by (ro. II)
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a nd (10. 12) . In p articular when the range is the whole year
we use the notation
29)
(!i. = ei ;1' 2 " . n
0
(10. 3 )
ei(.J = ei(1'2' .. n)
In t he following we shall consider the yearly price of liv ing
P as a function , amongst others, of the wage rat es, that is we put
(10.

3 1)
P = P (ql> q2 ... qn)
The nature of this function we shall express by t he daily flexibil
ities
(10.

(10.

32)

OP(ql ... qn) . _
qj
"'rrJ
P (ql ... qn)
P U) = -

and the range flexibilities

+

+ ... +

(ro·33)
PW:l' . . ,) = P{l)
P(2)
p(V)
In particular "'hen the range is the 'whole year we use the nota
tion
(.:ro. 34)
p(.)
.I. (1' 2 . . . II)
The above procedure of considering the wage rate or the hours
worked separately for each day or for certain sub intervals of
the year helps to make the usual static conception of the labor
supply mechanism more realistic. But it cannot, of course, give
a complete picture of the actual happenings in a continuously
changing market. It is at best on ly a substitute for a truly
dynamic analysis of the shiftings in the labor market.
A third factor which determines the shape of the labor
supply curve is the money ut ility func tion w (r ). There are in
particular two characteristic abscissa points in this function,
which will playa r6le in the p resent analysis, namely, the real
income '0 which represents th e physical minimum of existence,
a nd the real incom e '1 which represents the point where the
absolute value of the money flexibilit y - w(r) passes from
above unity to below unit y . These two income points may be
called the m i 11 i mum - a f - e xis ten c e - poi n t a nd the
h y per b a I a - poi n t. The latter point is a point wh ere the
money ut ility curve is tangent to an equila teral hyperbola.
We now have the necessary tools to proceed to a closer
analysis of how the three data: the labor-disutility curve . the
income composition, and the money-utility curve determine the
supply of labor.

9r



Between the money uti lit y and the labor disutility there
exists for e a c h d a y an equilibrium equation similar to the
one we have studied for th e money utility and the utility of the
commodity of comparison. f!mvever, the very general assump
tions we have made about the for m of the income composition
makes it n ecessary on on e point to modify th e equation. Instead
of the commodjty price p which occurs in th e d enominator of a
in t he right member of equation (3. 4) we cannot simply in tro
duce t he '>;'age rate q. V.,T e mu s tin s t e a din t rod u c e
the par t i a Id e r i ,. a t i v e 0 f th e n e t s p e n dab Ie
y early in co me e with r es pec t to th e number
o f hours work e d on th e particular da y con
si d e r e d. In other words, if the day considered is the day
No. i, we have to introduce t he derivative f/i defined by (10. 7).
In fact, suppose that the hours worked on the 1'-th day,
namely )Ii' is increased by the small amount 0Yi' while all other
things are kept constant. This " ill involve a small labor dis
utility equal to V(y ;)c5Yi' An d the yearly spendable income e will
be increased by the small amount e'ioYi' But increasing e by
the small amount g'iOYi means crea ting a utility equal t o
w(/!, P )e' />y / where w(u, P) is the money utility measured per
dollar, P being as before the living price. Since the disutil.ity suf
fered and the utility gained ought to be equal, we must have

(IO. 35)
w(e, P )r/l = v(Yi)
The equilibrium eqU:ltioIl for the day No. i m ust consequently be
(IO·3 6)

'iii

(~)

=

:i

1J(Y;).

The last equation is p erfectly similar to the equation of the
surface of consumption. ,\Ve only have th e symbols Y"i' e'i and v
instead of x, p and u.
Introducing the explicit expression for the functions e, P
a nd e'i in (ro. 36) we sec that the equilibrium equation for the
day No. i can be written
(10. 37)

'iii

(

e(YJ" . Yn , q1 ... qn))
P(ql ... qn)

=

, P(q1 ... qn)
, v (,'I)
e i(YI ... Yn, ql . .. qn)

If we assume that the nature of the functions w(r), e(Y! ... }m
Q1 ' •• qn)' P(ql '" qn) and ,}(y) are known, then (10·37) involves
only the two sets of variables Yl ' . . Yn and q1 ... qn' For each
day \ye would have an equilibrium equation such as (10. 37).
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This gives a system of n equations t hat can be looked upon a s
defining implicitly each )Ii as a function of the n wage rates
qv q2 ... qn- These functions \\·e shall denote
(10. 3 8)
)Ii = )'i(ql' q2 . .. qll)
The fun c t ion s Yji(ql' .. qll) (i = I, 2 .. . n) t h u s d e t e r
min ed are th e supply-f un cti o n s for labo r.
The function Yi(q l· .. ql1) expresses ho w the quantity of labor
supplied on the i-th day depends on the wage rates ql' q2 .. . qn
that are p aid on th e n days of the year.
In order to characterize the supply functions (10. 38) we
shall introduce the par t i a I e I a s tic i tie s a f I abo r
supply:
(
10. )
39 YiU) =

)'i (j) (

ql' q2 ... . qll)

aYi(qI ···q,,)
qj
. - - ( -)
aqj
)Ii ql· .. qn

=

'"'he elasticity (10. 39) is an elasticity with respect to a on e 
d. a y wage variation. It measures the change which takes place in
the labor supplied on the day No. i when the wage-rate on th e
day No. j is changed and all other wage r ates r ennin unchanged.
More precisely, it is th e ratio b etween the p ercentage change
in the labor supplied on th e day No. i and the corresponding
percentage change in the wage rate on the day N o. i (these
changes b eing a ssumed small). If we know the partial elasticities
Yi(j) we can find out by which percentage

(5)'i
)'i

th e labor supplied

on the day No. i "\vill increase (or decrease) if the wage rates
on the days I, 2 . . . n arc subject to the small p ercen tage cha nges

oq 1, /Jq2 ... 8 q". This labor supply change is given by the formula
ql qt
qll
(10. 40)

0Yi
-

,5ql
=Yi(1 ) -

1
+ Yi(2) -bq'
q2

I

T

...

+

bqn
)'i(I1)-q

Yi
ql
II
Besides th e elasticity with r esp ect to a one-day variation in
the wage rate define d by (10. 39) we shall also consider t he
range elasticity of a given day 's labor supply with respect to
a wage change that is made effective for a range of several days.
More precisely expressed : \Ve assume (10. 21) and then define
the ran ge elasticity of the i-th days labor supply as

(10. 41)

YI (1.> 2·

•• "j

\vhere k is any of t he numbers

bYi
=-/-oqk

J'i

I , 2 . . . ~'.

qk

That is to say, we a ssume
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that th e wage rates on the days I, 2 . . , ) 1 are all increased (or
decreased) with a certain percent age, the same for all these
days, while the wage rates on t he ot her days remain unchanged.
Then we ask: By how many per cent wi ll this cau se the labor
supply on the p art icular day No. i t o increase (or decrease)?
This percentage is given by (10.40) . And the rat io bet \veen this
p ercentage (positive or n egative) increase in t he labor suppl)
on the day No . i and the corresponding percentage increase in
the wage rate for the days No. I, 2 . . . 1), is what \ve have called
the labor supply elasticity for th e day No. £ with respect to a
wage-change over the range (I, 2 ... 1/). In practice it is this
kind of elasticity that is of t h e greatest importance.
By virtue of the general proposition on the cumulation of
daily elasticities into range elasticities we have
)'i(1'2 . . . v) = YiP) + Yi(2) + ... + Yi(V)
(10. 42)
In particular, if the range is the whole year we use the notation

(10·43)
Yi!') = )' iO,2 .. . 11)
From the atove discussion it is apparent that t he present
th eoretical problem of the labor supply can be looked upon as
the problem of studying the functions (10. 38) considered as a
set of functions defined implicitly by the syst em of equations
\ve obtain from (10. 37) by putting successively 1: = I, 2 . .. 1l .
In such a study the elasticiti es form a very valuable tool. I now
proceed to sho\v how we can, through th e implicit definition of
the labor supply function, express th e labor supply elasticities
in term s of th e money flexibilit y, and some of the other flex
ibilities defin ed above.
Let j b e a fixed number in the sequ enc e I, 2 .. . ii, andlct
us differentiate the equation (10.37) partia lly with respect to qj.

Noticing t ha t the d erivati ve of w(r) \yith respect to r is

~ ;;' ,

·th
. --,
ed! etc.. we get
·
. a f 0"\\"1
t l1e denvatIve
·
respect to ."V,.' )
is
lk
.
~

prE,.'!" . e . 'YkU) Yk + ewe] - eP P
(j)

v

(10 . 44)
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Rearranging the terms in this expression and introducing for
JI (i - kH
convenience the symbol elk = lo (i=l=k) J' we get
n
(IO. 45)

E (eu3; - (b.-if; -

!'i k) 'Yk(j)

=

(!i (f) -

k =I

(J~ -

_

(- w) (!lU) - p(j)) - P u)

I ,2 . . . ~I)
I, 2 .. . ,/

The last equation holds good for any 1: and any j. It is therefore
a system of linear equations by which th e elasticities Y k(j) can
be determined. It would not be difficult to indicate the solution
explicitly in determinant form. But this is not necessary for our
purpose .
Since the coefficient of Yk(j ) in (IO. 45) is in d e pen 
den t 0 f i we can by extending a summation over i t o both
sides of (IO. 45) immediately deduce t he following system of
equations for the range-elasticities
1/

(IO. 46)

E

(e ikv -

(! /iUI -

eu,)

)lk (I, 2 .. • I') =

k= I
w) (e(l, 2. . . 1')- P(I, 2 .. . v») - P (r , ..... 1')
In p articular, if t h e range considered is the entire year , we
have
=

Qi (1,2 ... v) -

(-

11

(IO. 47)

L (eikV - eJ:W - eik) YI: (0)
k= I

ei ( 0) -

=

w) (12(') - p(O) ) - p(' ;
For certain questions discussed in the following it is impor
tant to know un der what conditions the lab or supplied on the
various days of the year will be equal. I n t his regard we have the
follo wing proposition: I nor d e r t hat the qua n t it i e s
of labor suppli e d on the various days o f t b
y e a r s hall b e e qua 1, i tis n e c c s s a r y and s u f
f i c i e n t t hat th e d e r i vat i v e s e'j a r e e qua 1.
This simply follows from equation (IO. 37) by noticing that in
this equation 12'; and V(Yi) arc the only magnitudes that depend
on i. In order that the v(YJ shall b e equal it is th erefcre necessary
a nd sufficient that t he e', a re equal. And since the function v(j' )
in mon otonic, this also becomes th e necessary and sufficient
condition that t he )lj shall be equal. The conditions that all
the e'/ shall be equal can be interpreted by saying that the
=

(-
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remuneration from the work ccnsidered shall contribute to the
total income in such a way that there is no difference bet ween
the effect on total yearly spendable income produced by an
additional hour of work done in one part of the ycar and a n
a dditional hour of work done in another p art of the year.
The above proposition refers to th e magnitude s of the e'j in
the daily equilibriumpoiuts. \iVe may also ask another question:
Does the function (IO. 7) depend on i when the variables occuring
in it a re allowed to va ry more freely? It is of no practical interest
to consider the case where (10. 7) is independent of £ when all
the variables are allo \\'ed to vary independently. In the case
(IO. 13) for instance such an independence would only be possible
if t = I, that is if all th e labor income is taxed away. But it
may be of interest to consider th e case where (IO . 7) is inde
pendent of i identically in all those independent variables that
a re left wben certain conditions are imposed on the 271 variables
occuring in (ro. 7) . \Ve shall in particular consider th e following
case : W e assume t hat the wage rates paid on t he various da ys
are equal and require that t he function (IO . 7) shall be independent
ofi identically in the variable q that expresses the common
magnitude of the q; a nd also identic ally in th e n variables y;.
In t his case we shall say that (rD. 7) is s e m i - id e n tic a 11 y
independent if i, or shorter that the in come comp osition (IO. 6)
is semi-ident ical; (IO. 13) is an example of such a case. If the
rate of interest ent ers into the problem, or if taxes are levied
with different p ercentages in different p arts of the year the
income composition is not semi-identicaL
If th e w age r a t es ar e equ a l on t h e vari
o us d ays a nd i f th e incom e c o mp o s iti o n i s
semi-i den tical, th e n the quantiti e s of labor
s up p li ed on t h e various d a ys must b e equal.
I n fact, if the wage rates a re equa l an d th e income composition
sem i-identical, e' j in (IO. 37) is independent of i, which by the
above proposition entails t hat Yi is also independent of i. Ob
v iously this holds good no matt er what the common magnitude
of the wage rates is.
If the wage rat es a re e qual and the income composition
semi-identical, the whole problem of the labor su pply th erefore
appears in the following simple form: '\I is a certain function
of q
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)' = y (q)
(ro. 48)
which is implicitly defined by an equilibrium equ ation of th
form
=
P (q) t'(Y)
P(q)
e'(y, q)
where e(y , q), e'( )', q) and P(q) are t he function s (ro.6), (ro.7)
and (ro. 3r) respectively when all the y's and all the q's are
equal and the income composition is semi-ident ical. In this case
the labor supply elasticity may simply be defined as
'i£'

(r o. 49)

(Io.5 0 )

(e(Y , q))

= v (q) = d y(q) . .L
dq
y (q)

)1

the tax parameters t, Land T are constants, independent of the
other variables involved. (One or more of the tax parameters being
possibly equal to zero.) In this case vve get:

ell.

0,.
~.

(ro.5 2 )

e =

Be()'. q) . _y_
oy
e( y, q)

=

3e~)', ql . _q
dP( q ) . ~
P(q)

And the "accelerations"

and fii( ') are r espectively e qu~ l to
v'e' (y, q)
y
• - ( .J )'
e' y, q)

0 ),,,

- ..

and
(ro. 55)

(!yq

=

&e'(Y. q)
]

We may determine y by putting
in (ro. 47) which giv es
(ro. 56)

y

(!yq -

(-

q
. e' (y;q)

)'1i(0)

= Y=

(~ -

P q] - P q

t) -

t)

e
In particular if there are no t axes and the price of living is not
appreciably influenced by the wage rate in the work considered,
we get
r - ( - w)(r-

y 

e)

- ~,+ (- w)(r-~)

And under the still more special assumption that the worker
has no income from outside 'Sources, that is 0' = 0, we get

(!; '

~

( ro. ....-'4)

0

v + (_ w) n yq (r -

.' -

v

=7q

Pq

(- w) e~yq

" _ r -

and
(ro. 53)

_{I (i(i =l== k)k)

eik -

From (ro.56) or by solving the equation (ro. 47) under the as
sumption (ro. 57) we now get

(ro. 59)

e( y,q)

oJ

q

=

el (k)

<.

(ro. 5r )

= 0

(ro·57)

(ro· 5 8)

This defin.ition is identical with the definition (ro. 43) in t he
present case. Further the flexibilities e., Q( O) and p( O) arc now
equal to re sp ectively
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independent of Ii

w) (!2q - P q) - P q
w) l2y - (!Y )I

v+ (-

This formula can of course a lso be developed directl y by differen
tiating (ro. 49) with respect t o q, on the assumption t hat y is a
function of q.
As an example of an income composition satisfying the
conditions under which (ro. 56) is valid we may con.sider the
one we would get from (ro· 5) \\'hen ql = q2 = ... = qn and

v

(r o. 60)

r -

y= v

(- w)

+ (-

w)

The equations (ro. 58), (ro. 59) and (ro. 60) may, of course,
also be developed by first computing the coefficients l2 y ' f2 q , eyy
and l2yq directly on t h e assumption that e is of the form (ro. 5)
with all t h e y 's and all the q's equal and t , Land T constan t,
and then introducing the values obtained into (ro.56).
\Ve first procede to a closer discussion of t he simple case
where (ro. 60) holds good. In (ro. 60) both v and (- w) are posi
t ive, y has therefore the same sign as r - (- wi . In the present
very simple case we consequently h ave the proposition: A n
i n creas e in the w ag e r a t e w ill increase the
l a bor supply if w e arc in a point in the in
c ome scale wh e re the abs o lut e value of the
Tn 0 n e y fIe xi b iIi t Y i s 1 e sst han u nit y. Conver
sely: If "re are in an income point where the absolute va lue of
the money flexibili.ty is larger than unit y . an increase in the wage
F r i

5 C

h, Marginal UtiJ.ity.
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rate will decrease the labor suppl y. Since y is nothing else than
the labor supply elasticity the formula (IO. 60) gives of course not
only information about the direction in which the quantity of
labor supplied changes with a change in the wage rate, but
a lso information about the vel 0 cit Y with which this change
takes place.
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Fig. 17.
Labor supply curves.

In view of the fact that the absolute value of the money
flexibility for smail incomes is very high, much above uDi.t y ,
and from thereon decrases, as income increases, passing u nit y for
a certain real income 1'1' we see that the lower part of the labor
supply curve, in the present case must have a shape a s shown by
curve C in Fig, I7. That is to say, over the very lowe st part of the
wage rate scale, the labor supply curve will b e decreasing. It will
even approximately have the shape of an equilateral hyperbola :
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The hours worked must virtually b e increased in the in verse pro
portion of the one in which the wage rate is further decreased.
This is the "sweat-shop" situation, of which we had examples
in Europe in the beginning of the Industrial Revolution . Even
today such situations may become established wh en t he worker
has no outside source of income. This last condition is, of course,
essential for a situation like the one exhibited in the lo wer branch
of curve C in Fig. I 7. As the wage rate increases the quantity
of labor supplied will decrease until a certain point, which in
the curve C of Fig. 17 is marked NIl' and from where the quantit y
of labor supplied again will start inc r e a sin g, as the wage ra te
increases further. This point is characterized by th e fact that
the a rea of the shaded rectangle in F ig. 17 is equal to that in
come (counted pr. da y) for which t h e absolute value of the
money flexibility passes unity . Since we assume at present P =
constant, we may put P = I, so tha t r eal and nominal income
now become the same. A rectangle as the shaded one in F ig. 17
represents, of course , inc 0 m e (pr. day) , since its ar ea is
wage rate times hours worked. I am inclined to b elieve that the
portion of the curve immediately b elow M l represents a rath er
common situation at least in many countries in Europ e.
It may be that still higher up the labor su pply curve t urns
back again as indicate d by t he upp er dotted branch of the curve C
in Fig. 17. The necessary and sufficient condition that t his shall
be so is that t h e a bsolute value. of the money flexibility for very
large incomes again starts increasing and goes up above unit y.
No statistical information about this en d of th e money utilit y
curve is at present available. And it even seems doubtful wheth er
it will be possible t o conceive of the m oney utility for the very
high part of the in come scale in the same way as for the lower
part . Over th e lower p art, money ut ility has a definite meaning
in terms of consumption , while this is not so for the very high part
of t h e scale. Some further r emarks on this point are made in
section 12.
In so far as it is plausible to assume that the typical ,vorking
man in ou r days depends on his wage a s nearly the only source
of income, the relationship exhibit ed in the curve C of Fig. I 7
t hrow·s an interesting light on the collective bargaining figh t.
So lon g as the equilibrium occurs in a point 011 the lower branch
of t he curve (wh ere the flexibilit y of th e money utility is larger

7"
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than unity) this fight must be particularly violent from the
laborers' poi nt of vie\\'. Here the laborers must try either to
hold status quo or simultaneously to obtain both a wage in
crease and shor ter hours. On the upper branch this does not
hold good.
It is not improbable that one of the reasons why the Ameri
can labor market has been more peaceful than the European
resides in the fact revealed by the statistical analysis of the
money utility, namely that the average laborer in America has
reached an income interval where the absolute value of the
flexibility of the money utility is less than unity. That is to say,
the collective bargaining fight in America should take place in
some point on the upper branch of the curve C in Fig. 17, while
in Europe it is still going on on the lower branch of the curve.
The points here discu ssed have an immediate bearing on
an argument put up by Professor Knight. Knight contends that
the labor supply curve must a I way s be sloping downwards.
And he tries to prove it by the follo'vving argument: If th ere is
an increase in the wage rate, and the amount of labor supplied
is maintained constant (or even increased), t hen the money
utility will diminish. But, \vhen the money utility diminishes
the individual will increase his purchase of the various goods
which he consumes. One of these goods is leisure, so consequently
he will increase the amount of leisure purchased. That is, he
will diminish the quantity of labor supplied. This argument is
however wrong. If the money utility decreases, then it is quite
true that the consumption of a good, who s e p ric e has
not c han g ed , will b e increased. But if t he price of the
good has changed simultaneously with the money utility decrease,
then the question of whether its consumption shall increase or
decrease is still an open one. More precisely expressed, it will
depend on whether the decrease in money utility has taken
place in a stronger or a \\'eaker proportion than that in which
the price of the commodit y has increased. If there takes place
a decrease in money u tility as a con sequence of an increase in
the wage ra.te then the p rice of leisure is certainly not constant.
More precisely, it has cha nged exactly like the wage rate, be
cause the price of leisure is nothing else than the wage rate. The
question is therefore wheth er the decrease in money utility takes
place in a stronger proportion than the increase in wage rate.
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But the percentage with which the wage rate increases is, under
the present simplified assumptions, equal to t he percentage with
which income would increase if number of hours worked were
maintained unchanged. So the question is if the decrease in
money utility takes place in a stronger or wea ker proportion
than that in \\'hich the income increases. In oth er words, the
question is whether t he money flexibility is larger than or less
than unity in absolute value. Thus, by making the n ecessary
corrections to Knight's argument, we get back to the criterion
which we originally deduced from (10. 60) 1.
We n ow proceed to a study of the next simplest case, n amely,
the one where the laborer has some source of income other than
the work considered, but where the other simple assumptions
a
specified above are fulfilled. In this case we have (] = nqy
where a is the income from outside sources. We may also in
this case assume P = I, so that (] becomes equal to r a nd a equal
to real outside income s. For convenience in making comparison
with the independent variable in w{r), which is r, we shall here
consider the real income l' instead of the nominal income (] ; and
the real outside income s instead of a.
The expression for the labor-supply-elasticity can then be
written

+

l'

-, ,-s -

(10. 61)

(-w)

v=-----
r,
(
')
--v+
·~ - s

- w

In this case th e direction in which the quantity of labor supplied
will change when there occurs a change in the wage rate, does not
depend on how (- w) compares with unity, b u t on how (- w)
co mpares with

the

inv er s e p r o p o rtion _r_
r-s
w hich in co m e from the partic ular kind o f
1 The error in K night's argument has alrea dy been pointed out by Pro
fessor Robbins (Econ omica , 1930). Ho,,'ever , P rofessor Robbins makes his argu
ment depend on a distinction between " e ffort p rice" and nominal price, which,
it seems to me , is irrelevant for the problem in hand. f Professor P igou h a s a n
g ument simila r to Knight' s. Pigou contends that a n incom e t ax will always
make the laborer work more. This is correct for a capita tax or a t ax levied on
other income than that fr om work. But it is wrong if the tax is levied with a
fixed percentage on the labor income. Such a tax has the same effect as a
decline in the wage rate. T he effect therefore depends on the money flexibility.
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w ar k c on sid e re d , b e ar s t o t a tal inc 0 ill e. If
the outside income is very large, it is most likely that the fraction

t hat part of the income scale where r "> s we need to take ac
count of.) According to the shape of the actual Ilexibility curve
we may therefore have various possible more or less complicated

_1'_ in al1Y equilibrium point will b e 1 a r g e r than the money
r-s
flexibility. Therefore the supply-curve of labor will prob ably be
risin g ill any point. That is, we will have a curve like A in Fig. I 7
(no atten tion b eing h ere pa id to the upper dot t ed part ). But
if t he income from other sources is comparatively unimportant ,
it may happen that there are points where th e supply curve of
labor is sloping down. It is even possible from (ro. 61) t o deduce
the necessary and sufficient condition that such points shall
exist, and furthermore if they exist to sh ow wh el'e t hey a re.
In fact, let us const.."'"1lct a graph of the function
(10. 62)

- W (1')

,

= r-s

This fu nction is nothing else than the money fIe x i b iIi t Y
we would get by adopting as the m oney uti 1 i t y function the
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B ernoullian fun ction _c- where hO\yever s docs not necessarily
1'- S

represell t th e physical minimum of exist ence 1'0b ut some quantity
that ma y be either equal to or smaller or larger than ro; c is a n
arbitrary constant .
The function (10. (2) we shall call t he B e rn 0 u 1 1ian
fIe xi b iIi t y , when t he out side income is s. Thc graph of
this function is exhibited in F ig. 18. The abs01ute value of t he
Bernoullian flexibility is infinit e for r = s, and m onotonically
decreasing to the value
I, which is rcached for r =
00 .
The ab sol ute value of the actual money flexibility - w(r) is
monotonically decreasing from + 00 a t I' = 1'0 an d through the
value + I which is passed a t 7 = rl. If we draw a graph of t he
actual flexibility curve on the samc chart where the Bernoullian
flexibility curve was plotted , it m a y evidently happ en that t hese
two curves have certain intersection points. Over some parts of
the income range the actual money fl exibilit y may be t he largest,
over other parts the Bernoullian flexibility may b e the largest.
Th ose parts of th e in come i n te rval w here
the act ua l mon ey fl e xibil i t y is les s tllan
t he Bernoulli an fl exi b il it y i n abs o lu t e va
lue correspond t o the rising p arts o f the
I a bo r s u p ply cur v e. a n d vic eve r s a . (It is only
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F ig, IS.
Comparison between the actual money flcxibili1;y flexibility - \"f,.).

w(,.) and the Bernoullian

forms of the la bor supply curve, wh erc rising and falling branches
a lternate, In F ig. IS th e actual flexibility is less than the Ber
noullian flexibili ty before the point M l a nd after the p oint 11,f2'
Between Ml and lVI2 we have the opposite situation. T herefore
if the actua1 money fl exibility varies as indicated in Fig, 18 we
get a labor supply curve as B in Fig, 17. Moreover, the nature
of the labor supply curve will cha11ge in a characteristic way as
t he outside income s changes. \Ve may visualize the effect of a
change in s b y imagining that the asympt ote to the Bemonllian
flexibility , namely the vertical r = s in Fig, 18, 1S moved to
th e right or to th e left. I n p articular we see that if th e asymp
tote is moved to s = ' 1' the Bernoullian flexibility must always
be larger than the actual fl exibility in absolute values (for T > s)
and consequently the labor-supply curve monotonically increas
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ing as A in Fig. 17. On the other ext reme if the asymptote is
moved to s = 0 which means that there is no outside income,
the Bernoullian fl exibility in Fig. 18 will be represented by the
horizontal line with ordinate
1. In this case, the supply curve
of labor has t he shape indicated by C in Fig. 17.
By the following procedure ,ye get a graphical representation
which exhibits both the effect produced by a change in the
outside income s, and the effect produced by a change in the
shape of the actual money fl exibility cunre. First we a ttribut

to s a set of different magnitudes, and for each s we draw a graph
of the function
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Fig. 19 .
Family of Bernoullian Flexibility curves.
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1' - 5 '

Thus we get a fami ly of curves as ex

hibited in Fig. 19. If, in the same system of axis, we draw a
graph of the actual money flexibility (counted positive), we get
a nomogram from which we can immediately read off where
the labor supply curve will be rising and where it will be falling,
under various a ssumptions regarding the magnitude of the in
come from outside sources. Suppose, for instance, that the money
flexibilit y curve has a shape like the curve 111, t hat is the upper
dotted curve in Fig. 19. In Fig. 19 we have chosen th e unit of
measurement for the income such th at l' = I represents the
minimum of existence. This is expressed by th e fact that the
actual money flexibility cun'e shoots up to infinity as r ap
proaches 1. From Fig. 19 we see immediately that the money
flexibility, as represented by the curve M, will be above the
Bernou llian flexibility, corresponding to the outside income
s = 0, so long as 'I' < 5. 2 and below it for r > 5.2. The Bernoullian
flexibility when s = 0, is in deed represented by the horizontal
line with ordinate equal to 1. Conse quently we now have the
case where th e lower part of the labor supply curve only has
one swing, namely a swing as shown by th e lower part of C
in Fig. 17. If the outside income is s = 1. 8 the curve AI in
Fig. 19 is situated entirely below the Bernoullian flexibility curve.
Therefore, we now have a labor supply curve where the lower
part is monotonically increasing as A of Fig. I7. And if the
outside income is s = 1. 6, th e fl exibility curve M will be below
the Bemoullian flexibility curve for small incomes (that is, total
incomes only a little larger than the outside income), and also
below th e Bernoullian flexibilit y curve for very high incomes,
and in an interval in th e middle (between llfl and 1112 in Fig. 19)
i t will be above. This is therefore the case represented by B
in Fig. 17.
The lower dott ed curve N in Fig. 19 is a graph of the flex
ibilit y

I ~,~: ,<>~~ ~..,. 'C""
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(ro. 63)

_ W (1') = .

_I

This is the flexibility we get if the money utility funct ion is of
the form (4. I) with the minimum of existence '1'0 = I. It is
unessential what sort of logs we use in th e definition (4. I) .
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The flexibility will always b e given by (ro.63). If the actual
flexibility is of the form (ro. 63) then the lower part of th e labor
supply curve can never have two swings, no matter wha t the
outside income is. In fact, if the mon ey flexibility is of the fo rm
(ro. 63) we have

r-

s-

(- w (r))

r

-;----:---:---- (lognat r -

S

(r - -))
r

Since r > sand r > r the labor supply curve is therefore rising
or falling in a given point accordingly as the function
(ro. 64)

lognat r -

s
(r - - )
l'

is positive or negative in this point. That is to say t here can
be a tum in th e labor supply curve only each time when (ro. 64)
passes zero. But the derivative of (ro. 64) with respect t o":,
r
namely s - r, is negat ive, since r > s, so that the fun ction
(r o. 64) is constantly increasing v(ith increa sing r, and can t here
fore at most have one zero point in t he range con sidered. More
recisely : If s > r the labor supply curve will, in the case here
considered , have DO turn but be mon ot onically increasing. And
if s < r it will have one turn, th e lower part b eing falling and
the lligher part rising. In fact, (ro. 64) is equal t o (s - I) for
,/1 =
1. That is to sa y, if s > r, (ro. 64) is positive for r = I,
and constant ly increasing for higher r, so (ro. 64) must be p Dsi
tive everywhere in the range considered. On the other hand
(ro. 64) is equal to + 00 for r =
00. If s < r , (1 0 . 64) ",rill
th erefore b e monotonically increasing from a negative magni
tude a t r = r to a p ositive m.agnit udc a t r = + 00, and must
consequently pass zero exactly once in the range .
If the information about th e shape of t he labor supply
curve which is obtained b y an inspection of Fig. r9, is not suf
ficient, the labor supply curve itself can be constructed in the
following way. Vie shall for convenience now let l' denote t he
yearly income d i v ide d by the num ber of worh.-i.ng days in
t he year 11 . In oi.her words r represents now a daily income,
h owever it is Dot the income on a particula r day, but the average
income per d ay computed for a whole year. Similarly, we shall
let s represent the outside income per day computed for the
year. In the simple case at present considered we have
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(1 0 . 65)
l'
yq + s
and since we assume for conv enience P
equation beco mes

r, the equilibrium

(r) = v (y)
q
write
the
last
two
equatic.ns
in the forms
We shall

(ro. 66)

w

v (y)

(ro. 67)

q =-

(r o. 68)

q=

w(

1' -

S

-)I

E liminating q from these t wo equations we get
(ro. 69)

Y . v(y) = (1' - s) . w(r )

If s is given, the last equation can be used for plotting th e labor
supply curve, using r as a va riable paramet er. First we plot the
gra ph of the function
V (y) = y . v(y)
(ro . 70)
Then, attributing a cert ain value to r , we read off from the
graph. of (ro. 70) what abscissa point , i. e. what y, that corres
ponds to the ordinate (r - s) w(r). T his y being determined,
the cor.responding q is fo und from (ro. 68). B y changing r we
may in this way determine a series of points on the labor supply
curve correspond ing to the gi ven magnitude of s con sidered.
If the wh ole family of labor supply curves corresponding
to a set of different magnitudes of s are \vanted, it is, however,
easier to proceed as follows. First we plot in a (y, q) system
the family of curves that are obta ined from the labor disutility
curve b y multiplying the ordina te of this curve with the s t ret ch
f act

r _mr
(r ). For each value of r we ue-et a different stretch
fa ctor a nd the magnitude of tl1e stretch fa ctor is simply read
off from the graph of the money utility curve. The equation of
such a stretched disut ilit y cur ve is (ro. 67) . Each of the stretched
d isutility curves should be marked with a number, namely , the
corresponding magnitude of 1'. See Fig. 20 . The stretched dis
utility curves are analogous to the demand curves defined by
the surface of consumption. In t.he case of the demand curve
we could assume th at the magnitude of the income was not
i nfluenced by how the income was used, that is t o say, a change
0
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in the consumpti on of th e commodity of comparison would not
in itself affect the size of the total income and would therefore
not affect the money utility. In the case of th e stretched dis
utility curve we do something of the same sort: we now vary y
and q, while we keep r constant. In other 'words, we fin d out
what would hav e happened if l' had not been influenced by y
and q.
When the stretched disutility curves are constructed, we
construct in the same (y, q) system the family of equilateral
hyperbolas
(10. 71 )
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is constructed one should follow one of th e labour supply cur
ves, for instance the one corresponding to s = 3 (the labor
supply curve to the left), and vizualize that each point on this
curve is the intersection point b etween a certain labor income
curve and a certain stretched disutility curve, th e stretched
disutility curve always (along the labor supply curve considered)
bearing a number which is s = 3 higher than the corresponding
q

l'

q= 
y

and mark each of these hyperbolas with a number, namely the
corresponding magnitude of 1' . These curves whe shall call the
labor-income curves. See Fig. 20.
This being done we selEct again a value of ., and now mark
off the intersection point between the stretched disutility curve
and the labor-income curve that correspond to the selected
magnitude of r. Then we select another magnitude of rand
mark off the intersection point between the stretched disutility
curve and the labor-income curve corresponding to t his magni
tude of r . And so forth. In this way we get a whole series of
intersection points. The cur vet h r 0 ugh the 5 e p oi n t s
i s the 1 abo r sup ply cur v e which obtains when n o
outside income exists. This is the labor supply curve marked
o in Fig. 20. Notice for instance how this curve passes through
the intersection point between the stretched disutility curve l' = 4
and the labor-income-curve r = 4.
Now let us perform the same operation over again, this
time however pairing each stretched disutility curve with the
equilateral hyperbola that carries a number which is s less than
the number carried by the stretched disutility curve. If this is
done, we get the labor supply curve which obtains when the
outside income is s. Thus we get a whole family of labor supply
curves. Each of these curves should be marked with a number,
namely the corresponding magnitude of s. In Fig. 20 there are
drawn four such labor supply curves, namely those correspon
ding to s = - I, 0, 1,5 and 3 (the dotted lines in Fig. 2 0 ). In
order to become familiar with the principle on which Fig. 20

o
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labor income curve. T he labor supply curve considered passes
for instance through the intersection p oint b etween the labor
income curve I and the stretched disutility curve 4, through t he
intersection point b etween the labor income curve 4 and the
stretched disutilit y curve 7 and so on. F or the next labor supply
curve in fi g. 2 0 there is a difference of 1.5 bet ween the number
on t he stretched disutility curve and the number on the corres
ponding labor income curve. B et ween the labor income curves
that a re a ctually drawn in fig . 20 one should of course imagine
a whole system of intermediate curves. These may be inter
polat e by the eye. Similarly for the stretched disut ility curves.
The labor disutility curve on which th e constructions in
F ig. 20 are based is th e curve sh own in Fig. 16. This curve is
itself one of the curves in the family of stretched disutilit y
curves, n amely t he curve corresponding to that income r for
which w(r ) = 1. T his curv e is the curve , = 1.7 in F ig. 2 0 .
Th e vertical scale of Fig. 20 is much smaller than the vertical
scale of Fig . 16. The money utility curve used in th e construc
tion of Fig. 20 is the one obtained by integrating the flexibility
curve AI in Fig. 19. Some of th e labor supply curves constructed
on th e b asis of th e curve lv[ in F ig. 19 should, a s we have seen , have
a double turn. Such a curve is s = 1.5 in Fig. 20.
Let us a nalyze Fig. 20 by starting in the situation 'where
there is no outside income. In this case the labor supply curve
h as a one-tum-shape. It is the curve s = a in F ig. 20. The curve
n ds abruptly in the point Q wh ose abscissa is t h e physiological
maximum of work p er day Ymax an d wh ose ord inat e is the
wage rate which is equal to t he minimum of existence ro (measu
red per day) divided by Ym ax'
If a little outside income is available, t h e labor supply
curve ,'.'ill still have th e same one-tum-shape and th e vanishing
point Q will still have t h e same abscissa Ym ax' But t he ordinate
of Q will be a little less than before ildmcly equal to (Yo - s) /Ymax'
As the outside income il1er eases this ordinate will decrease until
it has beco me zero. This will happen when s = ' 0' that is, when
t h e indiv idual h as enough outside income to ta ke ca re of his
minimum of existence.
If th e outside income is further increased, the vanishin g
point will suddenly jump to t he point Yo on the abscissa a xis.
This expr,esses the fact t hat if the minimum of existence is as-
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sured, the individual will not work more t h an Yo so long as th e
wage rate is zero. And if the wage rate now star ts rising from
zero, the qua ntity of labor supplied will i ncrease. The same
will hold good for all high er s: All the labor supply curves for
these higher magnitudes of s will start rising from the point )'0 on
the abscissa axis. We can formulate this in the following propo
sition : If the minimum of e xist e nc e is cove r e d by
an outside income, th e very l ow e st p a rt of th e
lab 0 r sup ply cur v e is r i s in g. And th e cur v e
s tar t 5 fr a m t h e poi n t Yo 0 nth e a b s c i s s a a xis.
This fact can b e seen not only from Fig. 20, but also by
comp aring the curve M of Fig. 19 with th e Bernoullian flex
ibility curve that corresponds to any s larger than unity. The
Bernoullian fl exibility h as a pole in r = s. And if s > I, the
actual flexibility is finite for r = s. Therefore, for values of l'
that are just a little more than 5, the Bernoullian flexibility
must be larger than the actual flexibility (in a bsolute value),
and con sequently the labor supply curve rising.
Whether the labor supply curve, when s is larger than th e
minimum of exist ence, shall go on ri sing monotonically as l'
increases from the point r = s, or wh eth er it shall turn back
(as indicated in B of Fig. 17 and by th e curve s = 1.5 in F ig. 20),
t hat we cannot tell without knowing more about t he rat e with
which t h e money fl exibility declines. There is, however, on e
thing we can say in general. If th e suppl y curve does turn back,
it must do so in some place in the income interval which is situated
before t he point J' ] where the mon ey flexibilit y passes below
unity. After t hat point t here will never be any chance that the
money flexib ility shall catch up wi th t he fraction r r s.

(So

long a s we do n ot pay any a ttention to the v ery high est income
ran ge \\"here we have not yet any defi nite informa tion dbout
th e money flexibility.) And we can abo say th at if the l abor
supply curve does turn bdck once in the income interval before
'1' then i t m ust later 011 turn forward again. ~10re generally: for
each backturn ther e must b e a fo rwar d turn, because in the
u p p e r portion of that income ra nge for which i nformation
ab out th e money flexibili t y is available, the labor supply curv e
must b e increasing (this is indicated in Fig. 17 where t he upper
parts of all the three solid lines are rising).
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The a bove discussion gives also an answer to the question
of how a dole will effect the willingness to work, so far as this
willingness can be expressed by the shape of the labor supply
curve : a dole will push the labor supply curve to the left and
possibly make the vanishing point jump from Q to )'0' Of course
the preceding discussion does not treat the other and perhaps
m ore important questions connected with the dole, how it will
affect the whole mental and moral status of the workers etc.
Capita taxes may be looked upon as "negative doles" . The
analysis of their effect is therefore also contained in the
preceding discussion. In Fig. 19 arc drawn three Bernou1Iian
fl exibility curves corresponding to n egative magnitudes of s.
And in Fig. 20 is drawn the labor supply curve corresponding
to s = - 1.
Fig. 20 gives information not only about the shape of the
labor supply curve under various situations with respect to
outside income, but it also gives, through the family of labor
income curves, information about the size of the income that
corresponds to e a c h poi n t on the labor supply curve. \Ve
simply have to read off th e number marked on the hy perbola
that intersects the labor supply curve in the point considered.
This number indicates how much incom e is derived from the
work considered. And adding this to the outside income (which
is constant along one and the same labor supply curve and
equal to the number marked on this curve) we get the total
income. vVe could also, if we want to, read off the total income
directly, namely by noticing the number marked on the stretched
disutility curve that intersects the labor supply cmve in the
point considered.
\Ve can also utilize the famili es of curves in Fig. 20 for
various other purposes. 'Ve can, for example, ask this question :
If the outside income and the total income arc both given . in
what sort of a market situation mu st our individual then be ?
The answer is given by finding the intersection point b etween
the stretched disutility curve corresponding to the given total
income, and the labor-income curve corresponding to the given
difference between total and outside income. This point deter
mines both q and y. In other words it determines the wage
rate that must obtain in the market in order that our individual
shall adjust his work so as to reach the given total and outside

in come. And it also determines the number of h ours which h e
then will work per day .
T he relationship between the various fa milies of curves ex
hibited in Fig. 20 is probably the strategic point on which it
would be most fruitful to concentrate the effort, if, some day,
the problem of the labor supply curve should be attacked directly
through a statistical investigation similar to t hose that h ave
been carried through on the surface of consumpt ion .
A furth er study of the more complicated case where the
wage rate affects the living price must take the formula (10. 56)
or (10. 58) as a starting point. And in the still more complicat ed
cases the system (10. 45) must be used.

F ( is ch I

Marcinal Utility,
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MONEY UTILITY AND THE INCOME TAX.

Should the income tax be made progressive? And if so,
what should the exact rate of progression be? These are im
p ortant questions which have been discussed to great lenght
in the last decades, both from the practical and the th eoretical
angle. Most of the theoretical considerations in the matter have
been in some way or another connected wit h the idea of money
utility. In the present Section I shall point out the interrelation
ships between the most important of the theories propounded
in this field and give a systematic discussion of the conditions
under which a progressiv e tax may be deduced. These conditions
seem sometimes to be confused. I shall also point out what
conclusions can be drawn from the actual results regarding the
measurement of money flexibility, given in the previous Sec
tions. These measurements will, I believ e, attach to the present
discussion at least a little of that definiteness which, on account
of incomplete factual information, has been lacking in the earlier
discussions of the matter.
In the present d iscussion I shall leave aside all practical
considerations relating to the effect of the income tax on th
pro d u c t ion activity in the society or relating to the "ser
vices" rendered to the citizen by the state (the " benefit theory " ).
I shall confine myself to the ana lysis of the sacrifice wh ich the
tax puts on the individual. In other word s, I shall only try to
find out what the tax rate should be if it were determined uni
quely on the basis of the individual sacrifice aspect of the problem .
Even with this limitation the problem does not appear as a
problem whose solution can be derived from an economic
theoretical analysis of money u tility alone. Th e pro b I e m
involves two ste ps , of which only th e last
i s a p u reI y e con 0 m i c - the 0 ret i c a l que s t i on.
The first step is the statement of the ju s tic e - de f i n i t i on.
The second step is the application of this definition in an actual
computation of what the tax-rate ought to be. And it is only
this latter part of the problem that belongs entirely to th(·
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domain of economic theory. To be more specific : The object of
income tax graduat ion is to distribute the tax burd en " justly."
But "jU5tly," "justice," etc., are only words. Before we can
proceed to an act ual computation based on money utility, the
meaning of these words must be defined quant itat ively and
i n t e r m s 0 f the m 0 n e y uti 1 i t Y CU T v e. For in
stance: Is it " just" that the absolute amount of t ot a l utility
given up, should be the same for everybody? Or should rather
the rela tive amount of total utility given up be the same? These
a re only t wo examples of justice-definitions. There exist many
others, some of which we shall consider below. And each of
these definitions entails a different consequence with respect
t o the determination of the tax-rate. Th e question of knowing
which one or which ones of these different j ustice-definitions is
most appropriate as a basis fo r tax di stribut ion can not be finally
settled by the economic t h eorist. To a great extent this is a
question which the social philosopher, the moralist, and the man
with common sense must settle, or at least have a considerable in
fluence upon. Of course, economic theory can help somewhat
also in the solution of this definition problem, fo r instance by
showing wb at will be the conSEquences if we try t o realize this
or that abstract ideal. But alone it cannot tell which ideal should
b e chosen. \i'/hen the question of the justice definition i s sett
led, however, then the rest is a problem entirely for the economic
theorist and statistician.
This b eing so, the fact that we have found some statistical
evidence of the mon otonic decrease of the absolute value of
the money flexibility from very high magnitudes for small
incomes, to magnitudes less than one for higher incomes, do e s
not y e t involv e any conclusion as to w h e 
th e r the i n come tax should be progressiv e
or not. For one sort of j ustice definition this flexibility shape
may entail a progressive tax, and for another justice definition
it may entail a proportional, or even a regressive tax. One of
the main objects of the present Section is just to discuss these
various cases more closely.
In the discussion in the present Section the following notions
a nd symbols will be used. We shall assume that the price of
living is constant, and equal to unity so that the nominal income
an d the real income is the same. It is, of course, the notion of
8*
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real income th at is the important one in this connection. W e
sh all denote the income by the symbol l' which we have already
adopted as t he symbol of real income. The amount of the tax
we shall denot e
(II. I )
S = s(r)
so t hat r - s is the spendable income left after the tax is paid.
The t ax rate we shall denote
s
([> = ([> (r) = 
(II. 2)
r

this is the area of the rectangle whose b ase line is the total in
come, and whose h eight is the marginal m oney u tility corres
ponding to this income . For the rectangle-flexibility
~
dQ(r) r
(II. 9)
Q = Q(r) = d , 'Q

In order t o take care of the case where the tax rate (/J changes
wi th the size of the income, we have in jicated that ([J is a fun c
tion ([J(r) of r. If s is so small t h at it may be considered as in
finitesimal in connection with r, we denote t he tax rate by the
small letter cp, thus
s
cp = cp (r) = 
(II. 3)

(II . II)

r

To characterize the nature of the functions ([J and
duce the t a x - pr o g r es s i v i tie s
¥

(II. 4)

d([J (r)

¥

gJ,

we intro

r

<P = <P (r) = ---;rr- . <P

dcp (1 . r
dr
cp
The marginal money utility and the marginal money flexibility
will, as befor e, be denoted w(r) a nd ?iI{r). In addit ion to these
notions we shall also n eed the corresponding notions of total
money utility and total money flexibility defined as follows
r
(n. 6)
W = W (1') = L w (z) dz

(II. 5)

(II. 7)

if;

=

tp (r)

=

"

dW (r) r
W = W (r) = ~ . W
¥

¥

where r is a conventionally determined lower limit of the tot al
u tility integration Since the marginal money-utility b ecomes in
finite as r approaches the minimum of exist ence 1'0' we shall
assu me r > Yo .
Furthermore we shall consider the r e c t a n g 1 e - ut i 1 i t Y 1
(II. 8)
Q = Q(r) = r'riJ
1 Q is sometimes called "the effective utility": This t erm does not seem
t o be a good one. To most p eople i t w ill convey. I b elieve, some sort of a marginal
idea.

¥

We have the form ula

Q = I - (-W)
(II. 10)
By taking t he fl exibility of (II. 6) we see that we h ave
-

Q

rw

W = W= W

Therefore, the second order fle xibility of W, namely

(II .

i-v =

12)

N (r ) =

1

dW r

Tr ' T~

is equal to

(II . 13)

Hr = Q- W =

I

-(-?il)

rw
-w

For the second order flexibility of the marginal money utility
we use the notation
d11J

(II . 14)

l'

W=Tr' W
w(r) we shall d enote

The inverse function of w

r = r("
(II. IS)
nd the inverse function of W = W (r) we shall denote

(II. 16)
l' = R(W)
The fle xibility of the function (II. IS) namely

t=

(II . 17)

t(UI) = d r (w). w· .
dw
r (w)

is equal to

r (w ) =

(II. IS)

I

"~'(r)

where the connection bet ween the argumen ts is w = w(r). Simi
larly the flexibility of th e fu nction (II . 16), namely
r _ dR( W)
R - R (H )
-

(II. 19)

_

¥

W
- aw- . R(W)

1 The second order fl exibilities h ere considered a re not exactly analogous
to t h e second order divided differences co nsidered in Section 8.
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is equal to

(II.

I

20)

R(W)

=

TV(r)

where W = W (r ).
It is often useful to have at disposal certain general formulae
regarding the flexibilities of a sum or a product of two functions ,
t he flexibility of a function of a function, e tc. Such formulae
will be p art icularly useful in the discu5Sion of the present Sec
tion. 1 shall t herefore list some of these formula e h ere. The proofs
are very simple, using the cla'3sica l rules of derivation, so 1 don't
think it will b e necesSdry to develop the proofs h ere. The operation
of taking the flexibility of a function we shall in gener al den ote
by the symbol F l e x. Thus, if u (x) and v(x) are two functions
c.f the variable x, we have Flex

1~(X)

=

d1d~x~ ' U.t(x ) and '3iruilarl y

for v( x ). If it is n ecessary to indicate the variable with respect
to which the flexi bility is taken, we use the notation Flex(x) u(x).
This notation b eing adopted we have the following rules:
(II . 21)
Flex c = 0 where c is a constant =1= O.
and Flex~ =- I\vhere xisthe variable with
x
respect t o which the flexibility is taken
(II . 23) Flex cu( x) = Flex u (x) where c is a constant =1= O.

(II.

22)

Flex x =

I

{II. 24) Flex (u(x) . v(x))
u( x)
v x

(II. 25) Flex - (- )

=

F lex u( x)

=

Flex u(x) -

+ F lex

v(x)

F lex v(x)

+ v(( x). F lex v{x)
+vx
F lcX(g) G(g) . Flex(x) g(x), where G

( II. 2 6) Flex (u (x ) ....!..., •v ( x )) =

f(X)

Flex u(x)

( )

t4X

(II . 27) Flex(X) G(g (x) ) =
is a function of g, a nd g again a function of x
It will b e noticed t hat with" the fl exibilities it is the for
mulae for products a nd quo1..ients that are the simplest, while
with the ordinary derivatives it is the formulae for sums and
differences that are simplest.
1 now proceed t o a discussion of a series of more or less
p lausible justice-defini tions a nd of the consequences which these
d efi nitions entail for t he det ermin ation of the income-tax.
(I ) T h e ar e a - d i if e r e n c e p r inc i pIe (the prin
ciple of " eq ual sacrifice"). Let us consider an individual who

knows th at at t wo different occasions he will find himself with
t he incomes r 1 and r 2 r esp ectiv ely. And le t us imagine that he
has the choice of giving up as a tax e i th e r t h e sum 51 i n
the first situation 0 r th e sum 52 in th e second sit uation. Ev
idently h e will choose to pay hi s t a x in the firs t or second situa
tion accordingly a s vV(r l ) - W (rl - SI) is less than or larger
than W(r~) - W (rz - 52)' Therefore if we sh ould determine 51
and 52 in such a way t hat it becomes indifferent t o the individual
whether h e pays 51 in the first situation or 52 in the second situa
tion , S I a nd 52 must be such that

•

1'1

(II . 2S)

J

W

(z) dz

1'2- 5 2

j

=
1') 

w(z) dz
51

N ow let us consider a whole series of situations with d if
fe rent incomes rj (i = I, 2,3 .. .). And let us imagine that to
each of these situations is associated a tax of the amount 51
(i = 1,2,3 .. ,), respectively. The individual is under the obliga
tion that h e must p ay 0 n e of these t axes, but h e can himself
choose that one of the situations where h e wants to do it. If
we should det ermine the tax amounts 5 j in such a way th at it
b ecomes indifferent to the individual w h e r e h e p a ys the t ax,
then th e Sj must be determined in such a way that
rj

J

(II. 29)
'" j

-

w (z ) dz = c
Sj

where c is a constant independent of i. If the money utility
curve w(r) is given and the constant c is given, there is by (II. 29)
associated a certain 51 to every r j . Moreover, we see that Sj
depends on i only by the fact that it depends on t he magnitude
of r j. We can exp ress this by say ing that the t ax amount 5 is
a function 5 = 5(r) of the income 1', and that this function is
defined by the equation
r
f w(z) dz = c
(II. 30)
1' -

5

The last equation we can also \vrite
r
J w (z) dz = C
(II. 31)
(I - l/J)r
B y (n . 31) the t ax rate (j) is defined as a function of r . (II . 31 )
can also be writt en
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(II . 32)
W((1 - <P )I') = W(r) - c
The principle exprcs5ed by (II. 30), (II. 31) or (II . 32) we
shall call t h e a r e a - d if f ere n c e p r i nc i pIe, b ecause
it expresses the fact that the difference bet ween the area under
the money utility curve before and after the levy of the tax is
a constant independent of r.
So far we have not considered different individuals. From
a formal point of view, the direct comparison between the uti
lities referring to different individuals is not absolutely necessary
in th e present analysis. It is sufficient, and , from the point of
view of theoretical invulnerableness, even desirable to define the
relation b etween sand l' by considering the same individu al in
different situations instead of different individuals. However.
in th e practical application the relation b etween s and l' thus
determined would have to be applied also to cases where t he
different magnitudes of l' stand for the incomes of different in
dividuals. In speaking about the principle expressed by (II . 30)
we may therefore use the elliptic expression that' 'everybody
gives up the same amount of utility". But we should remember
that theoretically the construction of the relationship b etween s
and ,. does not involve a direct intra-individual utility compa rison .
The area-difference principle expressed by (II. 30) is one
way of formulating the justice definition . I don't think that it
is a particularly plausible formulation. The main th eoretical
objection against it wou ld b e that it is built on an analy sis of
t he beha vior of an individual who only h as the obligation to
pay a tax in 0 n e of the ma ny income situations considered.
We shall presently see that if he m ust pay a tax in ev e r y
one of the situat ions, which is, of course, the more realistic
assumption, then we arrive at a quit e diffe rent principle . But
although the area-differe nce principle does not appear theoretic
ally as a v ery well fo unded princip le. we must include it in
our analysis because it h as been u sed by several eminent econom
ists. Foremost among t hese are Em i 1 S a x 1.
If the area-difference principle is adopted, the explicit ex
pression for the tax-rate (J) as a fu nctio n of the income l' b ecomes
R (W(r) - c)
(II . 33)
If> (1') = I
l'

1 "Die P rogressivsteu er." Zcitschrift Hir Volkswirtsch a.ft. etc . 1892, a.n d
"Die Wertungstheoric der Steuer. " Ibid. J924.

where R is the inverse fu nction defined by (II . 16) . If we ta ke
t he flexibility of (II. 33) with respect t o Y, using the gener al
flexibilit y relations (II. 26) a nd (n . 27) we get
(n·34)

.v

([>

r- s (

= -s-

1-

Q(r)

Q(1' _ s)

)

If we develop (n . 33) as a power series in t he consta nt c.
we get

(II . 35)

(j)

1':'

=

--i-

The first term of this expansion is the expression fo r t he tax
r at e in the case where the tax is very small (strictly spea king,
i:nfinitesimal). This tax rate we have denoted p, so t hat we
have in the presen t case
c
(II. 36)
p = -w
If we take the flexibility of (II. 36). u sing (II . 24) and (II. 25)
we get
(II. 37)
IjJ
(- w) - I

The formula for the infinitesimal tax rate (II. 36) we could
also have developed by the following direct argument : If the
individual with the income r pays the infinitesimal tax s, he
giv es up an amount of utility equal to s.w(r}. Putting this equal
.
. s
c
t o a constant c, mdep endent of 'Y, we get sw = c, that IS - = - ,
•

l'

rw

which is (II . 36).
F rom the preceding formulae we can immediately read off
t h e condi tions that the tax shall b e p rogressive. The tax will
b e progressive, proportional or regressive, accordingly as the
p rogressivity cb, or i n the case of an infinit esimal tax p, is posi
t ive, zero or negative. From (II. 37) we therefore see tl1 at the
necessary and sufficient condition t h at an infinitesimal t a x shall
be progressive in the income point r (when th e area-difference
principle is adopted) is that the money flexibility in this income
p oint is larger than unity. If the infinitesimal t ax shall be pro
gressive everywhere in a certain income ra nge, it is consequ ently
necessary and sufficient that the money flexibility is larger t han
unity in absolute value everywh ere in thi s range. From (II . 34)
is seen that this is also a su i fie i e n t condition t h a t the
finite tax shall be progressive everywh ere in t he range. Ii the
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mon ey flexibility is larger than unity in absolute value, we
See indee d from (I r. 10) that Q is constantly decreasing, so
that Q{r - s) is larger than Q(r) and consequently dJ determin ed
by (II. 34) positive. It should be noticed that this condition
regarding the finite tax is not n ecessary. If the total level of
the t ax is high (that is, the level of s is high), it may happen tha t
Q(r - s) is larger than Q(r) for any l' in the ra n g e ,
a lthough the range contains small subinterva ls 'where the func 
tion Q(r) is increasing. However, if we request that we shall have
progressivity. no matter wh at the genera l lev el of s is, then, of
course, the condition considered b ecomes both necessary a nd
sufficient. In the followin g we will frequently encoun ter this
situation where the condition considered is necessary and suf
ficient so far as the infinitesimal tax is concerned, but only
sufficient so far as a finite tax is concerned.
If the statistical evidence regarding the shape of t he money
utility curve which we have obtained, is significant, the area
difference principle wil1 lead to a heavily progressive tax for small
incomes and a regressive tax for medium incomes. I feel t hat this
implausible result is due to the fallacy of the area-difference
principle rather than to errors in the statistical results.
The preceding formulae give, of course, not only information
about 'whether or not t he area-difference principle leads t o a pro
gressive tax, but gives also a means of actually constructing t he tax
ra te function tP (r) when the money utility function w(r) is known.
(II) The a r e a - rat i 0 p r inc i p I e (the p rinciple of
"proportional sacrifice"). Instead of deciding that everybody
shall give up the same absolute amount of total utility as we
did in the area-difference principle, ,ve ma y decide that every
body shall give up the same per c e n t ag e of the tot al
utilit y which h e had before the tax was levied. In order not
to run into difficulties w ith infinite total utilities we have to
define the total utility in proportion to which the amount of
lost utilit y is measured , by int roducing a conventional lower limit
of integration r > 1'0 as was done in formula (II. 6). This con
vent ion being adopted, the principle here considered may be
expressed b y the formula

(n. 38)

r

J
r -

1.v(z) dz = c L w (z)d:
S

r

where c is a constant indepen dent of r. Vve may write the same
equation in the form

(II. 39)

W((I -

Q»r)

=

(I - c) W (r )

The principle of justice definition expressed. by these for
mulae, we shall call the area-ratio principle. This princip le formed
the basis of t h e income tax theory of the Dutch School of econom
ists, in particular represented by N. G. Pi e r s o u 1, Co r t
van de r Lin de n 2, and A. G. Stu art 3.
Solving the equation (II. 39) we get the fGllawing explicit
expression for tP

(II. 40)

(j)(r)

=

1-

R ((I -

c) W(?'» )
;

If we take the flexibility of (n . 40) with respect t o

7',

using

the general flexibilit y relations (Ir. 26) and (11.27) we get

(II. 41 )

r - -S ( I 
(}) = v

W(r) )

--;:,C-.- - - - ' - ' - - 

W (r - s)
If we develop (II. 40) as a p ower series in the constant c,
we get by (II. 2 0)
c
(j) = v+ ...
(II. 42)
W (r )
So that the expression for the infinitesimal tax n ow becomes
cW
{II. 43 )
q:; = 1'1£}
S

And the flexibilit y of cp, becomes equal to
(II.

44)

r = ;'V + (-

w) -

I

The formula (II. 43) for the infinitesima l t ax rate could
a lso have been developed by t h e following direct reasoning :
If the tax is infinitesimal the utility given up is cprw . Putting
his equal to a constant c tim es W, we get (n .43).
From the preceding form ulae we can deduce the following
conditions: In order that the infinitesimal tax shall b e pro
gressive everywhere in a certain income range, (when the area
ratio p rinciple is adopted), it is necessary and sufficient t hat in
~ G rondbeginseln der Staatshuishoudkun d e (2d eel, r 886) .
, Di e Theorie der Belastningen (I8 85).
3 B ijdrage tot der Thcorie der Progressive I nkomstenbelastning (188 gj .
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every point in this range the money flexibility (counted p ositive)
plus the ratio b etween th e rectangle-utility and the total utilit y ,
is larger t h an unity.
If this condition is fulfilled we see from (II. 13) that W
is monotonically decreasing over th e range considered, so that cJ>,
according to (II. 41) must be positive. The condition considered
is therefore also a sufficient condition that the finite tax is
progressive in every point in the range.
Comparing (II. 37) with (II. 44) we see tha t the condition
now considered is easier to fulfill than the progressivity condition
in the case of the area-difference principle. Consequently: If
the area-diff e rence principl e giv e s a p r o 
gr e ss i ve tax, the ar ea ratio principle mu st
a for t i 0 rid 0 s o. And the rate of increase of t he tax
rate is larger in case of th e area-ratio principle. Furthermore
we see that the difference behveen the two conditions become
all the smaller. the closer the conventional lower limit of inte
gration r is to the physical minimum of existence. W increases
indeed as
decreases. And if -> 1'0 it will in most cases b e
plausible to a ssume that W tends towards infinity. In this case
the first term in (II. 44) drops out so that (II. 37) and (II . 44)
become identical. We can interpret this by saying that if r -->- 1'0'
the ar e a-ratio p r incipl e is transform e d i n t o
the ar e a - d if f ere n c e p r inc i pIe. The situation can
also be visualized intuitively by noticing that if r ~. roo so t hat
the integral in the right member of (II. 38) tends t owards in
finity, this integral becomes independent of the upper limit r.
That is to say t he entire right member in (II . 38) becomes in
dependent of 7 , which means that we have come back to the
justice formulation (II. 30).
Pierson and Co rt van der Linden believed that the progress
ivity condition according to the justice-principle th ey had adopt
ed (the area-ratio principle) only was that the money utiJity
was decreasing. This error ,vas corrected by Cohen-Stuart, who
found the correct progressivit y criteria in the case where the
a rea-ratio principle is adopt ed. The rest of h is analysis has now
little interest since it is, t o a l arge extent, built on t he Bem oul
lian utility function, which a ccording to all n ow available ev id
ence is very far from rep resenting the true co urse of the money
utility.

r

r
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In th e search for oth er possible justice definitions, a natural
thing to do would b e to see wh a t the situation b ecomes when
the above difference and ratio prin ciples are applied , not to
t otal but to mar gin a 1 money utilit y . There does not seem
to be any \vell found ed th eoretical consideration that would
lead up to such a justice definition, b ut the consequences which
may be derived from t hese marginal principles seem to have at
least so much h euristic value as those derived from the corres
ponding total-utility principle. Moreover , t h e marginal principles
have already b een introduced into the literature, so it will b e
well to stat e exactly what their nature is.
(III) The m ar gin a l-d iffe renc e pri nc i ple.
T his principle states that the absolute amount by ,yhich the
marginal money-utility is increased as a consequence of the
t ax levy, shall be the same for all the tax payers. In other words,
we shall have
""(1' - s) = <£1 (,)
C
(II . 45)

+

Solving equation (II . 45) we get
(/J

(II. 46)

(r )

=

r (<£1(1')

I _

+ c)

l'

where r(w) is the inverse function defin ed b y (II. IS)· We conse
quently have
& = l' - S
W (1') . W (r )
)
( II. 47)
s
w(r - s) . W (1'  s)

(I _

If we develop (II. 46) as a power series in c we get
( II.

48)

c

(/) = (- w) .. + ...

For the infinitesimal tax ra te we therefore h ave
c
(II. 49)
rp =
( - w) · w
and consequen tly
f{i =
(-- w) + (- w)
(II. 50)
where
is th e second order marginal money flexibility defined
by (II. 14). From (II . 50) we deduce: The condition t hat t he
infin it esimal tax shall be progressive (when the marginal dif
ference principle is adopted) is that t he margina l money flex
ibility (counted algebraically with its proper sign) p lus t he
second order marginal money fl exibility shall b e negative. This

w
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is at the same time t he condition th at the product (- w)w shall
be decreasing. If this condition is fulfilled we see from (II. 47)
that the finite tax must also be progressive.
Since all our statistical evidence shows that both (- w)
and w are decreasing, the product (- w)w must a fortiori be
decreasing. We h ave therefore good reason to say that : The
marginal-difference principle leads to a progressive tax practically
everyvvhere over that part of the income range for "",hich obser
vations of the money utility are at present available.
The condition here considered can evidently also be formulat
ed by saying that the logarithmic derivative
d w (r)
(II. 51)
d log r
shall be decreasing.
(I V) The m a r gin a I - rat i 0 P r inc i pi e. Accord
ing to this principle t he tax shall be determined in such a way
that the marginal money utility is increased in the same pro
portion for all taxpayers. In other words we shall have

(II. 52)
w(r - s) = (I + c)w(r)
where c is a constant.
This principle has formed the basis of the theory of K. S c h 0 n
h e yd e r 1 . This thwry is especially interesting because it is
built on the following two assumptions regarding the shape of
the money utility curve: (I) The money flexibility (counted
positi ve) is decreasing over the whole income range; (2) The
monEy-flexibility (counted positive) is less than unity, except
for the poor. Both these assumptions are in perfect agree
ment with the statistical evidence now available. Schonheyder's
assumptions are particularly remarkable because they are con
trary to what most economic thwrists have believed to be true.
Even as late as in 1920 Edgeworth 2 wrote that it was strongly
to be presumed that "the satisfaction as dependent on income
increases at a rate which diminishes more rapidly than does the
rate of increase pertaining to the simple function proposed by
- ---

1 Statsbkonomisk Tidss1crift , Oslo (1907). Less clearly the same principle
has been stated by Robert Meyer in his book. Die Principien del' gerechten Be
steuerung (1884). See in particular p. 312 and p. 332. See also Oskar J;eger:
Finansl;ere, Oslo 1930, p. 269. Meyers statements are rather vague. His express
ions p. 330 »Intensitatsdifferenz., »kleinere Schrittef etc. suggest that he is here
thinking of the marginal differe nce principle.
2 Economic Journal, p. 399 (1920).
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Bcmoulli ... (and) the presumption . . . is DOW corrul1only,
t hough not universally accepted." In other words, it was "com
m only though not universally accepted" that t he money flex
ibility (counted positive) was larger than unity. (In the original
Bemoullian utility function no deduction was made for the mini
mum of existence, so that the absolute value of the money
flexibility according t o this function is constantly equal to
unit y. It is this fact that Edgeworth refers to.)
From (II. 52) we deduce
r«I
c) w (r) )
cP = I
(II . 53)
r

+

an d consequently
( II.

54)

dJ

= r -

s

S(I _ w(rw(r)
)
- s)

Developing (II. 53) as a power series in c we get

II. 55)

m
'l.-'

=

C

+ ..

(- w)

so that
[

(II. 56)

q; = (-w)

The last formula can also be deduced directly by noticing
that if the tax is infinitesimal, the percentage with which the
marginal money utility will increase as a consequence of the
tax is (- w) t imes the p ercentage with which the income dimin
ishes. This is nothing else than the definition of the marginal
money flexibility. Putting the percentage increase in the marginal
money utility, namely (- w)cp, equal to a constant c, we get
(II . 56).
From (II. 56) we immediately deduce

(II. 57)
~ = (- w)
This shows that the necessary and sufficient condition that
the infinitesimal tax shall be progressive in any income point
in a certain range (when the margina l-ratio principle is adopted)
is that the money flexibility (counted positive) is decreasil1g,
everywhere in the range. From (II. 54) is seen that t his is also
a sufficient condition that the finite tax shall b e progressive.
Schbnheyder found this condition correctly. But he made
the mistake of believing that when the area-ratio p rinciple is
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a dopted, t he condition for a progressive tax is that the marginal
money fle xibility (counted positive) shall be inc r ea s i n g.
As we have seen the condition in case of the area-ratio principle
is still a condition regarding the s i z e, not regarding the d irec
tion of change of the marginal money flexibility. The condition
is indeed, according to (II. 44), that the absolute value of the
marginal money-flexibility added to the ratio between rectangle
utility a nd total utility, shall be larger than unity.
Since all t he statistical results regarding the money-flexibility
indicate that its absolute value is monotonically decreasing (at least
so far up in the income range as the evidence goes), the consequence
of the marginal-ratio principle should be a progressive tax.
(V) The p r inc i pie 0 f com pi e te l e ve IIi n g
(the " minimum sacrifice" principle). All the principles considered
so far have been more or less of a heuristic sort. None of them
have been built on a basic analysis of the behavior of the tax
payer under the condition which he actually has to face, namely,
the condition that a tax will be levied in e a c h of the income
situations in which he will find himself. If this more realistic
assumption is adopted, we are led to a " justice principle" of
an entirely different sort.
Let us first suppose that th e individual knows th at at two
differen t occasions h e will be in the income situations '1 and "2
r esp ectively. And let us suppose that he has to pay a tax, the
total amount of which is g i v e nand cqual to s, while the
installments in which the tax shall be paid is a matter of choice
for the individ ual. In other words, he shall pay S1 in the m st
situation and S 2 in the second situat ion, such that
(II. 58)
S1 + S2 = s
B ut otherwise 51 and S2 are arbitrary. This principle, it seems
to me, is as true an expression for " justice" in taxation as we
can get it by a simple t heoretical scheme: The individual does
not choose the t otal amount of the tax, but h e c 11 0 0 s e s
t he di stributi o n o f it.
How will he now determin e the two magnitudes S1 an d $2?
Evidently he will do it in such a way as to maximize lhe ex
pression
1'1 -

(II. 59)

J
r

$1

w(z) dz

+

'2 -
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In other words, the problem is to determine Sl and S2 so as to
make (II. 59) a s large as possible wit h the side relation (II. 58)
fulfilled. This leads to the condition

(II. 60)

WI('1 -

S1)

w (r 2 -

S2)

More generally, if there are a seri es of income-situat ions
1,2,3 . . . ) each with a cert ain tax 5 j (i = T, 2, 3 . . . )
a ttached to it, we get the condition
'j

(i =

w(r j - S j) = C
where c is a constant independent of i. This defines S I as a
function of 1' j. And since r j does not depend on i otherwise
than through r j' we see tha t we can consider 1" as a continuous
variable, and $ as a function of , defined by
( II. 62)
w(r - s) = c
Since w is a monotonic function, (II. 62) is equivalent with
(II.

61)

(II. 63)
l' S = t(c) = constant
In other words, according to thi s principle, the tax shall b e
put on so as to leave the same amount of all incomes. A ll in
c omes are simply le ve ll ed do wn to th e uni
for m ma g n it u d e t(c) . We may call this the principl e
of complet e levelling. This principle has been studied in parti
cular by F. Y. Ed g e W 0 r t h 1 and T. N. Car v e r 2. Bu t
it seems that t he principle is rather general in th e influence
which it has exert ed on t he thought in this field. Consciously
or uncon sciously I think it is back of a great part of the argu
ment, and particularly I think it is this principle, if any, that
is back of the commonsense conviction that the income tax
ought to be progressive. Of course, everybody will admit that
in practice, the principle ought to be modified because of the
disastrous effect which its strict adoption 'would have on the
production activity in society wh en this act ivity is organized
on a private capitalistic basis. But tha t is another question. If
one only takes account of th e subjeclive utilit y side of the pro
blem and assumes that the situation can be fairly well represent ed
by the utility function w(r ) of a single variable, then the con
clusion according to the principle h ere discussed will be a com
1

2

The Pure Theory of Taxation, Part II I. Economic Journal. p . 550 (1 897) .
Th e c.linimum Sacrifice Theory of Taxation. Political Science Quarterly

(1 9 0 4).
F r i

5 C

h , Mareinal Utility.

9
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plete levelling of incomes. Of course, this will involve a negativ e
tax for the smallest income.
It may b e objected against t h e levelling principle that it
introdu ces into the taxation a social and political point of view
which goes far b eyond the p ure fiscal considerations. This it
may b e claimed, is expressed by the fact that the levelling
principle does not satisfy the "leave them as you find them"
criterion. As I see it such a crit erion as "leave them as you find
them " has n o meaning at all. There would b e only one way
of rigorously living up to this criterion na mely t o levy no tax
at all. As soon as any tax at all is levied, the taxpayers are not,
strictly speaking, left as we find them. And as soon as we try
to modify the criterion so as to make it possible to change the
situation in s 0 m e respects, we are immediately facing t h e
question of \V hi c h fea tures of the situation that shall b e left
unchanged. In other words, we are again back in a discussion
of the various possible principles mentioned above. And when
we get back into t hat situ ation, it seems that, so far as the
logical argument is concerned, t he levelling principle. h olds a
position which is at least as strong as that h eld by any of the
other principles .
In practice, it would obviously be necessary to make some
modification in the leveling principle. Not only on account of
the capi talistic production argu men t mentioned above, but also
because the assumption that w(l') is a function only of Y, is t oo
narrow. In practice we will have to take account of the effect of
the h a bit u ali nc o m e for instancE'. (This notion is defined
more full y in Section 1 2 .) And it may weB b e that if this and
possibly other modifications are taken into account it will tunl
out that some combination of the principles (I)-(lV) offer a
workable and convenient approximation to the correct solution
even if t he levelling principle is adopted as the logical b asis of
t he theory.
It is quite obvious without any further analysis that the
levelling principle will lea d to a progressive tax, provided only
that t he mon ey utility is decreasing, which is a fact that cannot
seriously be doubted. (Strictly speaking, we only need to assum e
that the money utilit y function is monotonic so that its in
verse function is uniquely det ermined .) However , we want morc
than a criterion for whether or not the tax should be progressive.
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W e also want an exact expression for the rate of the progression.
This can easily be obtained fro m (II. 63) . The explicit expression
for th e tax rate as determined from this equation is
rp (1') = I _ r (c)

(II. 64)

And the tax progressivity becomes
( II.

6~)

<P =

J

t (c)

l' - t(c)

= l' -

S
S

In other words, t he tax rate is simply represented by an equi
lateral hyperbola with the horizontal (jj = I and th e (/> axis
as asymptotes. The tax rate is monotonically increasing (lor
posit ive 1'). It passes from n egative to positive for r = r (c), and
approaches unity as l' increases. In the case of the levelling
principle it has no m eaning to speak of an infinitesimal t ax in
the same sense as when one of the other principles is adopted.
The distinction b etween the various "justice" principles
discussed above has not always b een kept clear. Even such
an eminent student of the progressive income tax as R. A. Selig
man comments on the difference b et ween t he various principles
in a surprisingly superficial way. He says, for instance, that
the difference b eb veen Emil Sax's theory a nd the theory of
the Dutch School is "une simple difference de mots" 1 . And be
objects against Edgeworth's distinction between " equal sacri
fice" and " proportional sacrifice" (which in this connection is
just the sam e as the distinction b et ween Sa x's theory a nd the
Dutch theory) on purely terminological grounds. Seligma n does
not appear to have seen anything else in E dgeworth's distinc
tion than just a matter of nomenclature. He does not seem
to be aVvare of the fact that the two p rinciples in question differ
with respect to a well defined p roperty that entails a definit e
difference in the consequences which can be deduced regarding
the progressivity of th e tax.
(VI) The g en e ra I mar gin alp r inc i pIe. The
modifications that it is necessary to apply to the levelling p rin
ciple in practice can be conceived of in different ways. Both the
marginal difference principle and the marginal ratio principle
can be looked upon as expressing suc h a modification. P ossibly
1 I quote fr om p.
gressive Ta..x ation" .

229

of the French edition of Seligman'S book "Pro·
9*
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there may b e other modifications worth wbile a closer study.
The question therefore arises: Can we formula t e a general prin
ciple that includes all conceivable modifications of the levelling
principle, a nd a t the same time offers a useful means of classify
ing these modification s and exhibiting those feat ures in t he
adopted justice definition on which the resulting t ax progressiv
ity d epends? The most natural procedure in formulating such
a p rinciple would be, it seems, to f 0 c u s t h e a t t e n t i o n
o n th e n a tur e o f the relatio ns h ip th a t i s
po s t u l a t e d b e tw ee n the margin al m o n e y u t 
i lit y b e for e a nd a ft e r the t a xi s I e vie d. This
r elationship can be expressed b y a fu nction. Let w(r) a nd w(r - $)
be respectively the ma rginal money utility before and after the
levy of the t ax. Then w(,. - s) will be a certain function of w(r).
\Ve denote t his function G(w) so that we have
(u .66)

5)

w' (r -

=

G(w(r) )

Assuming a particular form of the function G(w) means adopting
a particular sort of justice-definition. G(w) is simply a precise
way in which to st at e the justice definition. We may t herefore
call G(w) th e justice-function. \Ve shall charact erize the nature
of this function by introducing its flexibility
~
dG (w)
w
(II. 67)
G(ID) =
dw . G (w )
If we r equire tha t the t ax shall be distribut ed in such a way

that the amount left of a large income is never smaller t han
th e amount left of a smaller i ncome, and if 'we further assume
that w(r) is a monotonically decreasing fu nction, tb en G(w) will
be a single valued and monot onically non-decreasing function.
In this case tbere is a unique correspondence between th e t ax
rate function ([) (r ) and th e function G(w). On th e one hand we
no\v have

(II . 68)

G(w) =

W

([I -

(jJ

(II . 69)

(r )

r (G (w(r)))

1 -

(II. 68) expresses the function G(w) in t erms of the function ([){1').
And (II . 69) exp resses (/j (r) in t erms of G(w).
The fu nction G(w ) is a perfectly general expression for the
nature of the justice definition. For inst ance : The marginal
difference principle, the marginal rati o principle and the prin
ciple of complet e levelling can be looked upon as being obtained
from (II. 66) by putting respectively G(w) = w + c, G(,e;) =
(r + c) w and G(w) = c. And the formul a (II. 69) is a general
expression for th e wa y in which the t ax rate depends on the
justice definiti on. There are t h r e e fun ctions entering into
this problem : The marginal money utility funct ion w(l') , the
justice-function G(w) and the tax-rate function <P (r). If the two
fir st fun ctions a re knov.'1l. then tP(r) may be det ermined, n amely,
by (II. 69). But th e knowledge of w(l') alone is not sufficien t
t o det ermine ([J (r). Th is is anoth er way of expressing the fact
we have already insisted upon, namely, th at our statistically
det ermined money utility curve i n i t s elf neither proves
nor di sproves the "justice" of a progressive income t ax, it will
do so only \vhen a particular form of G(w ) is assumed.
Taking the fl exibilit y of (I I. 69) we get
(II. 70)

~

(1)

r - -- $

= -

$

(

1-

w(r ) G(w(r ))
1O(r - s)
v

)

v

I n the case of th e marginal difference, margina l ratio and level
ling principle resp ectively, we have
.

G =~,
G=
W -j-C

I

and

G=

o.

Introducing this in (II. 70) we derive (II . 47) , (II . 54) and (II. 65)
as three special cases of (I I. 70).
In th e case where the t ax s is infinitesimal we have w(1' - s)
=w(1') [r '- lb(r) . cp]. Inserting t his in (I I. 66) we get

cfJ (r(w)) ]r (w) )

The first letter w in the right member of (II. 68) st a nds for t he
fu nct ion sign expressing bow the ordina te depends on the ab
scissa in the marginal money utility curve. The second and
third lett er w in the right member of (II. 68) is a va riable, namely,
the a rgument of G(w).
On the otber hand we have

=

(II. 71)

G(w) 
rp

= (-1V)W

I n the case where the ma rginal difference or the marginal ratio
principle is adopted, we have respectively G (w') = 10 + C and
G(w) = (I + c)w. Introducing this in (II. 71) we get (II. 49)
an d (II . 56) as special ca ses.
From (II. 71) we get

(II. 72)

(jl=
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G (G- I),D_ li;
G-'i£)

This gives the general progressivity condition. As special cases
of (II. 72) we deduce (II. 50) a nd (II . 57).
Can the formulation of the "justice" problem which we
b ave here a dopted, na mely, the formulat ion (II. 69) or the
equivalent formulation (II. 70), be of any practical use? I t hink
it can . Not b eca use I believe t here is an y great chance that we
shall ever be able t o determine th e exact nature of t he fun ction
G(w) on a pr i 0 r i grounds, b ut b ecause I t hink (II. 69) or
( IT . 70) 0 f fe r a 11 a t u r a I an d p I a u si b 1 e for m u 
lat ion o f t h e int e rp olati o n p r ob lem i nh e 
r en t i n the gr adu atio n o f the inc om e tax
rat e. Suppose, for instance, th at it has been decided b y p oli 
t ical or sociai considerat ions, by common sense judgemen t, or in
some other way, that the thr ee incomes 8 3,000, 8 50,00 0 and
8.1,000,000 shall pay respectively r %, 7% and 50 % income t ax.
If t his question is settled, it seems that it would be a plausible
p rocedur e to deter mine the int ermediate percentages b y inter
polation in the foll owing way.
Ii the marginal money utilit y is known through statistical
observation (or for the higher income range th rough the inter
view method mentioned in Section 12), then the a bove nu merical
data will by (11.68) determ ine un iqu ely three points on the
curve G(w ). Through t hese t hree points we may t hen interpolate
t he function G(w) by some more or less empirical method , for in
st ance by assuming G(w) to b e a second degree parabola. (This
assumpt ion includes am ongst others the ma rginal difference, m ar
ginal ratio and levelling principles as special cases.) And when G(w)
is determined in this way, the tax-rate fun ction <1>(r) is d et erm
ined by (II. 69). It is t rue t hat t his procedure involves some
arbitrariness, namely, in the interpolation form adopted forG (w) .
But this arbitrariness is m uch less h armful than the arbitrariness
we would have in troduced by interpolating th e tax rat e function
0 (1') d i re c t 1 y. 'What we d o when we interpolat e G(w) is,
so to speak, to utilize our knowledge of th e money utilit y curve
to transfer the arbitrariness in the interpolation process to a
less vi tal part of th e system.
The v arious principles of justice h ere discussed arc summar
ized in table 7.

Table 7.
P r in c i p Ie s of " J us t

~a m e

Auth or

Area-rat io p rin 
cip le ("Propor
tion a I sacrifice")

Principle
L evelling-pr inciple
(":"1inimum sacri
l ice" )

Condition under
which the prin
c ip le in q uestion
e ntails a progres
siv e tax. (The
num b e rs in p:u
enlliesi:. giv e
r eferen ce to for
m ulae in t h e text).

T

Emil Sax

Jw (: )d::

=

c

(- w)

"- s

IA·

~

rr

+ (- u,) >
( I I.

w(t - s)=tdr) -'- c (--w)

+ (-

I

!

44)

t~) >

0

(II . so)

(-'iii»

E. Schunhey der

RobE-l·t

~Ieycr

F. Y. Ellge\',-orth
T. K. Ca r ver

w(r-s )= (I +C)W(" )

iii(., - - s)

=

c

rio

0,

e. (- ii')
decreasing)
(r 1. 57)

(- w) > a
(i . c . tt' decreasing)
G(G-r )cJ>

Genera l :Uargilla.l
Principle

>

(1 1. 3 7)

K. G. P iorson
'
r
Ca rt va n de,
t£ J(=)d:= c L w(z)ll.
Linden
I'- S
I'
G . Cohen-Stuart

':"'I a r ginal-differ 
ence Principle

~Ma rg inal-ra tio

c e" .

" J ustice"
definition

of principle

Area -d ifference
11rincipl c (" E qual
sacrifice")

j

w(r -

s) = G (./'(1))

.,.,.

(G-w)U!
(prOywct1 G > w)
(H . 72)
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12.

FURTHER PROBLEMS.

In the present paper I h ave on purpose avoided all the
more or less philosophical questions connected with the notion
of u tility as a quantity. The statistical results themselves as
determined t h rough t he methods employed. h ave been taken
a s a sufficiently exact definition of the utilit y notion involved .
There are several important aspects of t he problem which are
thus left out of the picture. These I intend to take up in the
above mentioned paper t o be published in the transactions of t he
Norwegian Academy of Science.
Then there i s the problem of a dynamiiication of the whole
theory. As already mentioned, a first approach to this aspect
of the problem is contained in my paper "Statikk og D ynamikk
j den Bkonomiske Teori " 1, and a further elaboration will be
given in the Norwegian Academy of Science paper referred to.
Then again there is the problem of s t r u c t u r a I changes.
An analyses of such ch anges is some,,·hat connected with but
not identical with the dynamic analysis. The kind of thing I
h ave here in mind may best be illustrated by an exa mple : Sup
pose we have a spiral spring. If we a ttach a weight to the eod
of the spring, we will notice a lengthening of the spring. And
by experiment we may find a definit e law connecting the siz·
of the weight and th e extent of the lengthening. This law would
hold good for weights that are not too h eavy and n o t 1 e f t
on the s p r i n g for too I on g a t i m e. If we leav
a very heavy weight on the spring for a long p er iod of time, we
would, when we got back, find that the original law connecting
weight and lengthening had changed. In economics we have
man y phenomena of a similar sort . For instancc: If a person
gets more income, the representative point on his money utility
curve will move along the curve dowmyards and to the right.
But if the point is left in this p osition for a considerable time,
this will have the effect of s h i f tin g the whole c ur v e
u p war d s, so that the money utility as represented b y t he'
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Tidsskrift. K bhvn. 1929. pp. 321- 379.
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ordinate of the point in question aga in starts increasing, even
though the new income remains constant. T here are several
ways in which we could attempt to draw this phenomenon into
the analysis. One way \vauld be to co nsider the nominal money
utility w as a function not only of the actual income e and the
actual price of living P, but also of the h a b i i u a l i n co m e
an d the habit ual price of living P. By the h abitua l in come I
mea n the a verage income which the individual h as had for
the last years. In practice, it may perhaps be defined as a simple
moving average for the last 5 or 10 years.
We may even connect the notion of habitual income with
the notion of components in time-series, and define the first
order habitual income as the av erage income d uring the last
" 40 month" cycle, and further defin e a second order habitual
income as the average income d uring the last "10 year " cycle ,
and so on. Similarly for the habitual p rice of living. \Vhich
one, if any, of these notions tha t will b e fruitful as a tool of
further ana lysis can only be decided by future investigations .
If the notion of habitual income is adopted . we would h ave
t o write the nominal money utility in the form

e

Ii,

w(e, P,

(12. I)

P)

This function would still satisfy a proportionality equation in
and P analogous to the equation (2. 13), namely

AW (/-e . i.P,

(12. 2)

e, [5)

=

(ll(Q,

(!

P,} , P)

e

But in and P the proportionality eq uation would b e of a lit tle
different form. The factor A outside the function sign would be
lacking because the money utility w is not a notion that is meas
ured p er unit of (j, w is still measured per unit of e, so we would
have
(1 2. 3)

w(e, P, i.(j, J.. P) =

ev({;, P,

e, P)

Therefore, if we let

w(r, r)

(12. 4)

w(r ,

I,

r,

I)

be the special function that expresses how the money utility
depends on actual income r and habitual income r when both
the actual living price and t he h abitual living price are equal
t o unity , t hen we \\"ould have

(12 · 5)

OJ

((! Pe)

(e, P, -e, - P )= PI w p'
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The problem is therefore reduced to a p roblem regarding the
function of two variables w(1', r ).
Similarly we could consider the marginal utility of the
commodit y of comparison ~J, as a function of actual consumption x
and h abitual consumption X, and we would have an equilibrium
equation of the form
(IZ.6)

w(r, "Y) = a.

q~ (x ,

x)

where a = PiP is the inverted r elative commodity price as
before. Since we now have added two dimensions t o the problem,
the actual statistical det ermination of the relation ship would,
of course, offer new and interesting difficulties.
Even in th e static theory, without structural complicat ions
there is a problem that needs a further study than the one
presented in the preceding Sections; namely, t he actual numerical
deter mination of the money flexibility for b ig her incomes.
In such a study it will be essential I think to introduce what
may be called g r 0 u p - uti 1 i tic s. We may, for instance
consider the expendit ure group (/1) consisting on ly of cur
r e n t expenditure for foo d , clothing, shelter , and so ou. In
short, all t hose things that enter into the type of budgets that
formed the b asis of the statistical study in Section 7.
Next we ivould have an expendi t ure gTOUp (B) including
all the expenditures en tering into (A ), and in addition certain
expenditures connected with wants that may cum u 1 ate in
intensit y over a long period of years, an d then , if t he means
are available, be salisfied in a relatively short period of tim~.
Typical for this type of wan t s is the want for travel (for pleasure
or for study). This sort of expenditure plays an important role
in the life of the middle class, paIiicuJarly the intellectual part
of the middle class. Such t hings as "expenditure" for saving
might also be classified under the group (B). I n short (B) will
include a large nu mber of items which are no t of a current sort,
a nd which therefore canno t be given a significant analysis unless
by consider ing the interrelationship between income and ex
penditure budget s for a long period of years. But still t he items
entering in to consideration here are only such items that have
a definite connection with an ultima te consumption purpose.
In a third gro up (C) we would have to list not only all the
above expenditures b ut also expenditures that have no definite
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relation to the actual consumption of the individual, but are
neveIiheless of great concern to him . Typica1 in this category
is Mr. Henry Ford's expenditures. The fra ction of his total ex
penditure which has to do with Iri s personal consumption is
infinitesimal. ·W hen he thinks about h is various income and
expenditure items it is not because he relates them to his own
consumption but because these items mean success or bilure
t o a certain act ivity with \\"hich he has ideutiIied his whole
life and ambition. H e pursues this activity not because it is
a means 01 "earn ing his living", b ut b ecause the activity itself
has fa scinat ed him. Maybe it is the mere satisfaction of seeing
t hings grow bigger, maybe the feeling of power, or perhaps some
idealistic idea of the "social usefulness" of such an undertaking.
Tbe underl ying motive is unessential in this connection. The
main thing is that the way in which he looks up on his income
and expenditure h as nothing to do with his personal consmnp 
tion, at least if we t ake the word consumption III its. usu<ll sense.
Mr. Ford's activity is 0111y an extreme example in our analysis.
There are many oth er types rese mbling it : The activities of
nearly every great business man or speculator has some features
of this sort.
\\Then \i·e get to th e higher income grou ps it is tllerefore
essential to specify what sort of money-utility we have in mind.
I s it the sort of money utility to which we arrive when we
limit the use of money to expenditures of the type (.4.), or shall
we allow all expenditures of the type (B ), or even all c>..-penditures
of the type (C)? Of course, the groups, (.:1) , (B) and (C) an'
only rough groups, put up for cOll venience. Other and more
specialized groups may be of interest in particular connections.
If we sp ecialize the groups more and more, we finally get down
a t he individual commodity utilities p.., define d in Section 2,
i. e. the individual commodity utilities measured per dollar 's
·worth .
Conceivably the notion of money utilit y may perb aps be
defined in exact terms even if we think of income and expendi
ture of t he type (C). But the magnitude of t he money utility as
thus d efined would vary so fundamentally from one moment
to another, according to the particular business circumstances
under which the individual finds himself, that it would, at
best, be very difficult to fit this notion into a syst ematic theoret
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ical analysis. The situation is much simpler with a money
utility of the type (B ). And for a mon ey utility of the type (A)
the th eoretical diffi culties we have to face when we consider
large incomes do not seem to be any great er tha n those we ha ve
already faced for small incomes. But so fa r as the actual meas
urement s is concerned the higher income groups offer some
difficulties, also for the mon ey utility notions (.4 ) and (B ). The
main difficulty lies in a lac k of reliable statistical data. For
t he higher incomes we shall therefore , I believe, have to revert
to some sort of in t e r vi e w - m e t hod in or der to obtain
actual information about th e money flexibility. I developed such
a method in 1922 and have since t ried it out occasionally on
fri ends. A few results are given in Sta tsokonomisk Tidsskrift .
Oslo, 1926, p. 332. But so far, the investigations along these
lines have not been carried th rough in a systematic and ex
tensive way. I have ,yorked enough with this method , however,
to become most hopeful that it will furnish a very valuable
supplement to and ch eck on the st atistical methods developed
in the previous Sections. I even thin k that in a sense the results
obtained by the int erview method may be looked upon as more
reliable th an an ything else, because th ey are obtained by going
more directly to the base of the individual jUdgments. The
method has further the great a dvantage that is does not require
any great a mount of work and ma y therefore, if properly organiz
ed, easily be carried through on a great scale over large geo
graphical a reas and large classes of the population.
In short, the method consist s in questioning in a certain
syst ematic 'way persons of different social classes and different
income ranges as to wh at sort of exchange t ransactions the}r
woul d agree to if their income for some reason or another should
change . By a n intelligent an d syst ematic formulation of t he
queshons the magnitude of the money flex ibility can be deter
mi ned within very narrow limits of error.
The question s can be varied in many different ways. In
each case they will , of course , have to be adopt ed to the intellec
t ual and cultural status of th e person questioned. For inst ance,
the questions must be accompanied by much longer and more
detailed explanations when t he person questioned is a man in
th e street than when he is, say, a professional economist. The
latter will, of course, underst and much more quickly what it

-
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is all about . In the case of the ma n in t he street it may perhaps
a lso be necessary to t ell a little about the purp ose and the
deeper meaning of the questions. Otherwise the questions may
look a little queer to him. The following is a brief outline of a
set of questions I recently used on a friend of m ine, a college
professor living in the U . S. ,r ith a n income of $6000 a year,
wife and no children.
"You know the standard of living wh ich you can keep
with your present income. Try to realize tIllS standard clearly
in your m ind. Only think of that part of the income which you
usu ally consume. Disregard saving. And disregard a lso great
occasional expenditures such as a travel or the like. Only think
of t he current consumptive use of the income in t hat y ear when
t he income flows. Now imagine th at you r income next year
will be so % larger than this year. Yea r a ft er next it \rill again
drop down to its usual level. The increased income next year
must be consumed in that yea r. Otherwise it is lost. There does
not exist any possibility of saving. (To be tactful OJ1e may operate
with percentage changes. This is sufficient for the fle xibility
determination. But if the p erson does not object, it is better to
use absolu t e changes. The questions are then easier to form
ulat e. And in the results obtained one will 1."11oW t he a bsolute
size of the income involved.)
This being so, you will probably want to transfer some of
next year's income to thi s yea r. In oth er words, you would
probably want to use some of your increas ed income now in
stead of crowding all the increased consumpt ion on next year.
Imagine that it is impossible for you on regula r conditions to
obta in a loa n in a bank. You negotiate only with m e. I a m the
only one who can help you out of the situation. r will p ut at
your disposal 8soo this yea r. This, however, I won 't do without
a heavy premium. I want more money back from you next
year than I give you now. Do you accept the deal if I ask 81 ,000
back next year, that is a premium of 100%? (Answer: No.)
Do you accept if I only ask SSIO back next year? (Yes.) 8800 ?
(No.) S sso ?(Yes. ), etc ."
It is easy to underst a nd when one is approaching the in
differ ence point. The time taken to think the question over then
becomes longer. 'W ith a little patience one can easily determine
an upper limit that will be decidedly refu sed, and a lower limit
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that will b e decidedly a ccepted. The average b etween t his upper
and lower limit can then be taken as t he m agnitude of t he
amount of n ext year's income which will be e.xchange-indifferent
with the amount offered as an increa se t o this year's income.
In the a ctual case h er e considered it t urned out t o b e 8600.
And the r atio between t h e amount r eceived this year and the
amount given up next year will express a pproximat ely the ra tio
bet ween t he two mon ey ut ilities, provided tJ1e a mounts involved
in t h e transaction a re not too large. Since 600/500 = 1.2, t h e
average money flexibility (counted positive) over the income
range from $6000 to S9000 for the ma n quest ioned in tl1is case
is approximately equal t o

(- w) = log 1.2 = 0.079 = 0. 44 8
log 1.5 0.176
The whole question ing can now be rep eated under t h e assump 
tion t hat the income n ext year is smaller than t he iIlCome thi s
year. vVe may even try out questions with a \vhole set of d if
ferent alternatives for next year's income.
What ever the nature of the questions we h ave t he follow
ing gen eral formula for the determination of the money flex
ib ilit y:
log (lJ~/tJ1)
(12. 7)
log (r 2/'1)
where '2a nd "I a re r espectively th e large and the small of the
t wo incomes t hat occur in the quest ions, and ~3 an d 01 are
r espectively t he large and the sm all of the two amount s th at
are exchange-indifferent. Approximately (12. 7) can be considered
as the po i n t flexibility in the income point r = v'r1r Z'
F ormulating in th is way a series of qu estions on assumption s
that range from next year's income being virtually a bare
minimum of exist ence and up to next year 's income b eing very
high, a \v h oI e f Ie x i b i l it y C U T V C ma y b ee 0 n 
s t r u c t ed .
All the flexibility curves J, have determined in th is way
h ave shown the same charact eristic features as those exhibited
by the statistically det ermined flexibility curves, n amely a mono
tonic decrease in the absolut e value of the flexibility from m ag
nitu de s higher tha n one for small incomes to magnitudes less than
one for la rger incomes.
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